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Kurzfassung
Räumliche Lichtmodulatoren (Spatial Light Modulators, SLMs) auf Ba-
sis von Mikro-Opto-Elektro-Mechanischen Systemen (MOEMS) finden zu-
nehmend Anwendung in verschiedensten Teilgebieten der Optik und ermöglichen
neuartige Funktionalitäten. Die Technik ermöglicht Frameraten von einigen
kHz bis in den MHz-Bereich sowie Auflösungen bis in den Megapixelbere-
ich. Der Fachbereich macht nach wie vor rasche Fortschritte, technolo-
gische Weiterentwicklungen sind aber stets mit hohem Aufwand verbun-
den. Vor diesem Hintergrund widmet sich diese Arbeit der Frage: Welchen
Beitrag kann optisches Systemdesign zur Weiterentwicklung der MOEMS-
SLM-basierten Modulation leisten?
Bereits eine Linse stellt ein Beispiel für ein optisches System dar. Diese
Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit Systemdesign auf Basis der Fourier-Optik,
bei der die Welleneigenschaften des Lichts genutzt werden. Auf dieser Ba-
sis können Arrays von Mikrospiegeln die flächige Verteilung von Licht ein-
stellen. Beispielsweise können Kippspiegel die Intensitätsverteilung in einer
Bildebene steuern. In dieser Dissertation werden Variationen der dafür
nötigen Apertur untersucht. Neben bekannten absorbierenden Blenden wer-
den insbesondere Phasenfilter untersucht, welche eine flächig verteilte Ver-
zögerungswirkung auf die Lichtwelle aufbringen.
Diese Dissertation schlägt die Kombination von MOEMS-SLMs mit stati-
schen, pixelierten Elementen im selben System vor. Hierbei kann es sich
um pixelierte Phasenmasken handeln, auch bekannt als diffraktive optis-
che Elemente (DOEs). Analog existieren pixelierte Polarisatorarrays und
absorbierende Fotomasken. Die Kombination von SLMs und statischen El-
ementen ermöglicht neue Freiheiten im Systemdesign.
iii
Diese Arbeit schlägt neue Modulationssysteme auf Basis von MOEMS-
Kippspiegel-SLMs vor. Diese Systeme nutzen analoge Kippspiegelarrays
für die simultane Modulation von Intensität und Phase sowie von Inten-
sität und Polarisation. Die vorgeschlagenen Systeme eröffnen damit neue
Möglichkeiten für die MOEMS-basierte Flächenlichtmodulation. Ihre Eigen-
schaften werden mithilfe von numerischen Simulationen validiert und un-
tersucht. Aus diesen Nah- und Fernfeldsimulationen werden Systemeigen-
schaften und Limitierungen abgeleitet.
Es wird in dieser Arbeit gezeigt, dass die Modulation verschiedener MOEMS-
SLM-Typen auf Basis des Systementwurfs fundamental verändert werden
kann. Senkspiegelarrays werden klassischerweise zur Modulation der Phase
eingesetzt und Kippspiegelarrays zur Modulation der Intensität. Diese Ar-
beit schlägt die Nutzung von Subpixel-Phasenstrukturen vor. Diese ver-
leihen Kippspiegeln näherungsweise die phasenmodulierende Wirkung von
Senkspiegeln. Um dies zu erreichen, wird ein neuartiges Optimierungsver-
fahren vorgestellt. Senkspiegelarrays sind nur in geringem Umfang verfügbar.
Im Gegensatz dazu sind Kippspiegelarrays gut etabliert. In Kombination
mit Subpixel-Phasenstrukturen könnten Kippspiegel in einigen Anwendun-
gen Senkspiegel ersetzen. Diese und andere Herausforderungen der MOEMS-
SLM-Technologie lassen sich auf der Grundlage des Systemdesigns adäquat
adressieren.
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Abstract
Spatial Light Modulators (SLMs) based on Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MOEMS) are increasingly being used in various fields of optics
and enable novel functionalities. The technology features frame rates from
a few kHz to the MHz range as well as resolutions in the megapixel range.
The field continues to make rapid progress, but technological advancements
are always associated with high expenditure. Against this background, this
dissertation addresses the question: What contribution can optical system
design make to the further development of MOEMS-SLM-based modula-
tion?
A lens is a simple example of an optical system. This dissertation deals
with system design based on Fourier optics in which the wave properties
of light are exploited. On this basis, arrays of micromirrors can modulate
light properties in a spatially resolved manner. For example, tilt-mirrors
can control the intensity distribution in an image plane. In this dissertation
variations of the aperture required for this are investigated. In addition
to known absorbing apertures, phase filters in particular are investigated,
which apply a spatially distributed delay effect to the light wave.
This dissertation proposes the combination of MOEMS-SLMs with static,
pixelated elements in the same system. These may be pixelated phase masks,
also known as diffractive optical elements (DOEs). Analogously, pixelated
polarizer arrays and absorbing photomasks exist. The combination of SLMs
and static elements allows new degrees of freedom in system design.
v
This thesis proposes new modulation systems based on MOEMS tilt-
mirror SLMs. These systems use analog tilt-mirror arrays for the simultane-
ous modulation of intensity and phase as well as intensity and polarization.
The proposed systems thus open up new possibilities for MOEMS-based
spatial light modulation. Their properties are validated and investigated
by numerical simulations. System properties and limitations are derived
from these near and far field simulations.
This dissertation shows that the modulation of different MOEMS-SLM
types can be fundamentally changed by system design. Piston mirror arrays
are classically used for phase modulation and tilt-mirror arrays for intensity
modulation. This thesis proposes the use of subpixel phase structures. Their
use approximately provides tilt-mirrors with the phase-modulating effect
of piston-mirrors. In order to achieve this, a new optimization method
is presented. Piston-mirror arrays are available only to a limited extent.
By contrast, tilt-mirror arrays are well established. In combination with
subpixel phase features, tilt-mirrors may replace piston-mirrors in some
applications. These and other challenges of MOEMS-SLM technology can
be adequately addressed on the basis of system design.
vi
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1 Introduction
The two-dimensional, spatial modulation of light forms the basis of a vari-
ety of optical techniques. Notable examples range from image projection
to microscopy with active illumination, holography, and the manipulation
of microscopically small particles. Spatial light modulators (SLMs) enable
the spatial manipulation of the wave properties of light, described by the
parameters amplitude, phase, and polarization. Improvements of optical
modulators have in the past been prerequisites and drivers for new develop-
ments in optics [1].
Spatial light modulators based on micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS
or MOEMS1) offer the advantage of particularly high frame rates in the
kHz to MHz range [2]. This makes them particularly attractive for appli-
cations requiring high speeds. Digital, tilt-type MOEMS modulators are
used with great success in intensity modulation [2], for example in many of
the video projectors known from everyday life [3]. Similarly, piston mirror
arrays spatially modulate the light phase - for example, to realize adap-
tive optics [4]. However, the production of high-resolution variants of these
phase-modulating devices remains a significant technological challenge [2].
In an effort to look beyond technological improvements, this thesis is
dedicated to the question: How can optical system design contribute to the
future of MOEMS-SLM-based modulation? To this end, a current system
concept based on the Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) method is ana-
lyzed. When piston mirror arrays become available, GPC-based systems
could enable modulating the intensity of light with great efficiency at the
high frame rates of the MOEMS-SLMs. The results obtained in a systemic
analysis of GPC allow a surprising insight into current concepts of optical
systems engineering. This provides the impulse to develop and adequately
evaluate new system approaches with a focus on existing MOEMS technolo-
gies.
MOEMS-SLM with high frame rates and high pixel numbers are available
based on pixels consisting of tilt-mirrors. The use of digital tilt-mirror
arrays (Digital Micromirror Devices, DMDs) has expanded to numerous
applications [3, 5]. By contrast, analog tilt-mirror SLMs are used exclusively
1MOEMS: micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems
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for grayscale intensity modulation to date. This thesis explores optical
concepts to expand the modulation capabilities of analog tilt-mirror SLMs
to phase and polarization.
This dissertation investigates the interaction of MOEMS-SLMs with op-
tical components such as lenses, apertures, and phase plates in simulations.
Since the modulation properties of MOEMS-SLMs are fundamentally re-
lated to the wave properties of light, the simulations are based on Fourier-
optical diffraction calculations. In addition to the consideration of the ef-
fectiveness of different modulation approaches, the simulations also allow
the consideration of practical boundary conditions, such as calibration in-
accuracies. Thus, detailed sensitivity investigations for the analysis and
optimization of the system concepts are carried out. This dissertation pro-
vides impulses for the development of novel modulation systems.
Static, application-specific elements are central tools in some of the new
modulation concepts proposed in this thesis. Like the programmable spatial
light modulators, static elements control amplitude, phase, or polarization
in a plane. They are known as (photo) masks, diffractive optical elements
(for phase manipulation), and pixelated polarizers. Their static realization
allows low fabrication costs and small structural dimensions. This disserta-
tion investigates new combinations of static elements and MOEMS-SLMs in
the same modulation setup. Static elements allow new degrees of freedom
in system design.
Using static elements and a suitable system design, the characteristics of
different SLMs can be significantly changed. In this context, the dissertation
examines the use of numerical optimization algorithms. One of the results
indicates that the tilt-mirrors normally used for amplitude modulation can
approximate the characteristic phase modulation of piston mirrors.
This dissertation proposes systems for the simultaneous modulation of
amplitude and phase as well as amplitude and polarization. The concepts
use multiple modulator pixels per modulation value in the image plane.
Compared to the state of the art, they offer advantages in resolution, light
efficiency, and spectral behavior. The MOEMS-inherent advantage of high
frame rates is preserved.
This dissertation is structured as follows. As an introduction to the sub-
ject, Chapter 2 summarizes the state of the art of MOEMS-SLMs and out-
lines current challenges from an application perspective. The author’s own
contributions are placed in this context. Chapter 3 describes the method
of this dissertation, the numerical simulation of scalar light fields. Chapter
4 is dedicated to the Generalized Phase Contrast Method as the first sys-
tem concept to be considered. The Chapters 5-7 present and evaluate new
2
modulation concepts based on tilt-mirror SLMs: Chapter 5 is dedicated to
modifying the modulation of single pixels, Chapter 6 to the modulation of
amplitude and phase by multiple pixels, and Chapter 7 proposes polariza-
tion modulation based on tilt-mirror SLMs. Chapter 8 concludes with a
summary of the work and an outlook towards possible next steps.
3

2 State of the art of MOEMS-SLM
systems, potential new applications,
and own contributions
This chapter considers the current state of the art in modulating light
based on MOEMS-SLMs together with current cutting-edge modulation
challenges. The latter provide requirements and serve as motivation for the
following chapters. First, Sec. 2.1 introduces the MOEMS-SLM technol-
ogy. Then, Sec. 2.2 summarizes important aspects of the state of the art
of MOEMS-SLM based modulation. Sec. 2.3 considers three contemporary
challenges for modulation systems. Their requirements serve as the motiva-
tion for the systems investigated in this thesis. With state of the art and
challenges in mind, Sec. 2.4 summarizes the contributions of this thesis,
which follow in subsequent chapters.
2.1 Introduction to MOEMS-SLMs
Spatial light modulators (SLMs) impose some form of spatially varying
modulation on a beam of light and they are typically controlled digitally.
Depending on the technology, they alter phase, polarization, or amplitude
of the incident light wave. Line arrays and two-dimensional shapes exist.
Today, many SLMs are based on liquid crystal (LC) technology. For re-
views of LCs, the reader may wish to consult the references [6], [7], [8], and
[9]. Particularly, the very recent review by Lazarev et al. contributes an
extensive overview of the capabilities and technological details of LCs [9].
This thesis focuses on SLMs based on micro-opto-electro-mechanical sys-
tems (MOEMS) instead. MOEMS-SLMs feature frame rates in the kHz to
MHz range, thereby exceeding the typical LC frame rates of about 60 Hz by
orders of magnitude. Further, MOEMS-SLMs differ from LC-SLMs in that
MOEMS are practically insensitive to polarization. Also, MOEMS-SLMs
can be designed to operate in wavelength ranges in which LC-SLMs cannot
be used, for example in the ultra-violet range.
Published research in the literature suggests that MOEMS-SLMs possess
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favorable optical features for complex photonics. There, the modulation of
amplitude and phase is called for. At the same time, the modulation pat-
terns usually require high-resolution SLMs. The recent work [10] by Turtaev
et al. was dedicated to a comparison of LCs and MOEMS in this emerging
domain. In this comparison, the MOEMS option (a digital micromirror de-
vice), ’outperform[s] LC-SLMs not only in modulation rate but, importantly,
also in beam-shaping fidelity’ [10]. This points to further potential of the
technology. In another work, Stilgoe et al. compared DMD-SLMs with LC-
SLMs for generating Laguerre-Gaussian beams [11]. These researchers drew
a balanced conclusion. They pointed to challenges in the realization of mod-
ulation, such as the calibration of the SLMs and aberrations. Further, the
work of Haist and Osten refers to holographic applications [12] of SLMs. In
their conclusions, the researchers highlight the variability of SLMs as a ma-
jor advantage. At the same time, they point to the limitations concerning
the ’monochromatic operation and the appearance of unwanted diffraction
orders’ [12]. All in all, the mentioned literature resources attribute useful
properties to MOEMS-SLMs, but also point to challenges. Thereby, they
motivate further research on the technology.
MOEMS-SLMs can be based on a number of different actuation principles
and there are many designs and commercial products. The recent review [2]
by Song et al. is devoted to the technological overview of micromirror arrays.
The article considers piston-type mirrors, tip-tilt mirrors and designs with
both translational and rotational degrees of freedoms in their kinematics.
Thereby, Song et al. contribute a very detailed, systematic and up-to-date
overview of the subject area. However, they have chosen to exclude pure
tilt geometries from the scope of the article [2]. Digital micromirror devices
[3] and analog tilt-mirror matrices [13] fall into this category. This thesis
makes extensive use of their properties. Thus, a short review follows below.
Figure 2.1 displays the three kinematics of programmable micromirrors
considered in this thesis: digital micromirrors, analog tilt-micromirrors and
piston mirrors. Digital micromirror devices(DMDs) from the manufac-
turer Texas Instruments 1 DMDs have two stable states at ±12◦ and an
unstable intermediate state at 0◦ [15]. By contrast, analog tilt-mirrors and
piston mirrors can be actuated to continuous-valued poses [13].
1Texas Instruments holds the majority of the market share for digital micromirror
devices [3]. Alternative manufacturers are discussed by Berndt in Ref. [14].
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the three mirror kinematics considered in this thesis: (a)
Digital micromirror with its two stable states at ±12◦ [3], (b) Analog tilt-mirror
with its continuous-valued tilt angle θ. (c) Piston micromirror actuated along
the translative coordinate d.
2.2 State of the art
2.2.1 Digital Micromirror Devices
Digital micromirror devices (DMDs) are widely established MOEMS-SLMs.
They are used in a wide variety of applications so the reader may wish
to consult the extensive review by Ren et al. for an overview [5]. Origi-
nally, the DMD concept and the associated production technology has been
introduced in the foundational works by Hornbeck et al. (see e.g. [16] ).
With regard to their modulation characteristics, DMDs are often chosen
for their high frame rate, which can lie in excess of 20 kHz [3, 5]. They
offer two stable states per pixel. In most of the corresponding setups, this
corresponds to switching the intensity of an image pixel on and off. This is
because a typical DMD modulation system is designed such that one DMD
state is projected to the image plane while the other state directs the light
toward a beam absorber so that a dark image pixel results [3].
Wave-optical applications often require the modulation of phase as well.
To realize this based on DMDs, system-level adaptations are necessary. Lee
holography [17] is a common technique to modulate the phase. It has been
extended by Goorden et al. to modulate the phase as well [18], based
on DMDs as SLMs. Lee-holography and derived methods utilize the first
diffraction order introduced to the diffraction pattern by using a spatial
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carrier frequency. Since the modulation information must be encoded in
the carrier frequency, this reduces the effective resolution of the system
significantly. Also, the alignment must be carried out with respect to a
specific diffraction order, whose distance from the optical axis is linearly
dependent on the wavelength. Thus, the use of multiple wavelengths is
impaired by Lee-holography and techniques derived from it. Furthermore,
applying DMDs in wave-optical contexts often requires specific system lay-
outs; this has necessitated the development of alignment procedures [15, 19].
Nonetheless, it should be stressed that the use of DMDs has paved the way
for a multitude of applications requiring modulation at high frame rates [5].
As an alternative to Lee holography, DMD systems can be designed so
as to realize binary phase modulation. Hoffman et al. recently developed
such a system in order to shape temporally incoherent light for a wave-
front shaping application (see below) [20]. Similarly, Wang et al. realized
a comparable system for optical phase conjugation [21]. These designs ex-
ploit the exceptionally high DMD frame rate for this domain where it is in
fact needed. Note that being able to switch the phase between two states
should be generally viewed as a rather constrained modulation capability.
However, for this specific application domain researchers have analyzed that
detrimental effect can be tolerated [22]. Here, the frame rate is of prime
interest.
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) has recently become an attractive ap-
plication for DMDs [23], [24], [25]. QPI is targeted towards imaging small
transparent objects. As the researchers Shin et al. point out, ’the mea-
sured optical phase delay provides information about the morphological
and biochemical properties of biological samples at the single-cell level’ [23].
Therefore, great potential is attributed to QPI, especially for biomedical
microscopy [26]. DMD-based QPI has been recently applied to 3D imaging
[27] and combined with other imaging modalities [28], [29]. Its resolution
has recently been taken beyond the diffraction-limit [30, 31]. The success
of these DMD-based modulation solutions serves as a motivation to investi-
gate MOEMS-SLM-based further in this thesis. Particular potential seems
to lie in applications that require fast, high-resolution of the phase of light.
2.2.2 Analog tilt-micromirror arrays
Analog tilt-micromirror arrays (MMAs) enable the control of light by means
of changing their surface topology within the range of the wavelength of the
incident light. They are designed for the modulation of light that is at least
partially coherent. Their working principle relies on interacting with the
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phase of the incident light. Thus, they are said to work on a diffractive
principle.
MMAs exhibit a number of notable properties, such as high frame rate,
pixel number, and polarization independence [13]. Interestingly, they show
favorable properties with regard to the challenges associated with DMDs
in the references comparing them with LC-SLMs (the articles [10] and [11]
discussed above). Specifically, first, it has been shown that they can be
calibrated to a very high precision. 256 gray levels can be achieved and
the dynamic intensity range spans four orders of magnitude [13]. This is
to support applications requiring high precision. Second, they have been
shown not to introduce significant aberrations [13]. At the same time, ana-
log MMAs offer frame rates in the kHz range and resolutions up to the
MPixel range [32].
Review articles on analog tilt-micromirrors are rare. For instance, the
review by Song et al. [2] does not cover them. A recent article by a
manufacturer discusses the advantages of MMAs [33]. Further, the thesis
[14] provides a comparative discussion of several variants of the technology.
The optical properties of practical devices have been investigated and docu-
mented in the articles [34] and [13] and the thesis [14]. The reader interested
in details on the technology is recommendend to consider these references
in detail.
Analog tilt-micromirror arrays (MMAs) are MOEMS-SLMs with continuous-
valued tilt angles for each modulator pixel. They function as programmable
grayscale masks when combined with a suitable mask in the Fourier plane.
MMAs can be considered blazed phase gratings, whereby the slope of the
phase function can be adjusted individually for each SLM-pixel. Figure 2.2
shows an illustration of the principle. Untilted mirrors diffract all light to
the image plane and create a bright spot. Conversely, mirrors tilted to the
blaze condition diffract all light to the first and higher diffraction orders.
Thus, they cause a dark spot in the image. Gray spots are created by
intermediate tilt states.
Lithography requires precise modulation of the intensity of light and has
been one of the premier application for analog tilt-MMAs [36]. The tech-
nique has been continuously improved over the years [37–39]. It has become
an established basis for maskless lithography. Building on the functionality
of grayscale modulation for lithography, structured illumination microscopy
has emerged as a very promising use of the properties of tilt-MMAs [40, 41].
Literature attributes great potential to structured illumination microscopy,
particularly in the biomedical domain [25, 42].
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of analog tilt-micromirror arrays modulating grayscale
intensity distributions [35].
2.2.3 Piston-micromirror arrays
Piston-micromirror arrays (PMAs) modulate the phase of a light beam by
means of translative motions of their pixels. Potential applications range
from adaptive optics to opthalmology [2]. PMAs appear in two different
variants - as a pixelated device or with a continuous membrane. The
two versions have different advantages. A continuous membrane maximizes
light efficiency, but introduces constraints betweeen neighboring SLM pix-
els. Specifically, due to the continuity of the membrane, the displacement
of neighboring pixels must vary slowly. Typically, this requirement is easily
satisfied in the domain of adaptive optics, but does not hold in the fields of
structured illumination or quantitative phase imaging. For the high-spatial
frequency patterns there, pixelated devices will be a better choice. This
text considers only pixelated variants.
As a notable alternative to piston mirror arrays, so-called optical-phased
arrays (OPAs) are currently being developed. The article by Wang et al.
published shortly before the completion of this dissertation presents a par-
ticularly promising approach [43]. To the knowledge of the author, the
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Table 2.1: Parameter comparison of selected piston-micromirror SLMs. dmax
stands for the maximum deflection and p for the pixel pitch.
Reference [47] [48] [4] [50]
Pixel number 1020 (32*32) 2021 48,000 (240*200) 7
Frame rate 60 kHz 15 kHz 500 Hz 45 kHz
dmax 600 nm 1.5 µm 400 nm 30 µm
p 300 µm 750 µm 40 µm 620 µm
article presents for the first time a high-resolution OPA device (160*160
mirrors) [43]. A resonance frequency of 55 kHz is reached, which makes a
future SLM frame rate in the kHz range possible. If this proves to be the
case, OPAs could represent alternatives to piston mirrors in the future.
Besides the spatial phase profile, PMAs can control other light properties
too. System adaptations enable this. For example, two piston mirrors mod-
ulate both amplitude and phase, in case the two pixel fields are coherently
combined in the image [44, 45].
While PMAs were covered concisely and comprehensively in the review
by Song et al. [2], let us consider specific technology examples. Table
2.1 considers devices by the manufacturers Boston Micromachines (BM)
[46] and [47–49], Fraunhofer IPMS [4] and University of California (UCLA)
[50]. It compares some of their key parameters: pixel number, frame rate,
maximum deflection dmax, and pixel pitch p.
The table illustrates, first, that relatively few variants of MOEMS piston
mirror arrays are available today. Second, comparing the maximum deflec-
tion dmax of the SLMs illustrates that they have clearly been optimized for
different wavelength ranges. A common requirement is for dmax to be at
least as large as one half of the largest wavelength to be used. This require-
ment stems from the desired capability of modulating all phases on the unit
circle (ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]). The device described in Ref. [47] covers the visible
range as well as near infrared (e.g. 1024 nm). Refs. [48] and [50] are clearly
targeted towards infrared applications. On the other hand, Ref. [4] clearly
addresses the visible wavelength spectrum.
The PMA pixel pitches in table 2.1 vary within almost a full order of mag-
nitude. Note that they are orders of magnitude larger than those of phase
modulating liquid crystal arrays. In the LC domain, 8 µm is a typical
pixel pitch. Many applications have upper limits concerning the pixel pitch
and benefit from further miniaturization. Holographic, three-dimensional
display is a typical example. There pitch co-determines the size of a dis-
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playable three-dimensional scene. Geng discusses this in detail [51].
Table 2.1 shows that devices with both kHz frame rates and more than
10,000 pixels are not yet available. Emerging applications with a demand
for these challenging performance parameters, as will be discussed hereafter.
2.3 Current cutting-edge modulation challenges
2.3.1 Sorting biological cells
Sorting cells is an integral part of many biomedical techniques. Sorting
by means of optics is widely established and usually based on fluorescent
markers [52]. Camera-based techniques are emerging, as are improved ways
for separating the identified cells [53]. Separation often takes place in a
microfluidic subsystem. The associated actuation can be mechanical [54],
or by means of the force of light [53]. Light-based methods apply force
in a contact-less manner. Moreover, they are compatible with marker-free
techniques such as optical stretching. For camera-based systems, spatial
light modulation is applied as control instrument for the actuation. Their
throughput (measured in cells per second) is a key requirement. Extensively
used microfluidic, fluorescence-based methods currently achieve through-
puts up to 30,000 cells per second. Thus, alternative camera-based systems
may need frame rates in the kHz range in order to compete with fluorescence-
based methods. MOEMS-SLMs seem to be fitting modulators with a view
to these requirements.
Typically, modulation setups with high light efficiency use numerical al-
gorithms that calculate the SLM addressing voltages for a specific desired
pattern. In particular, the iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA) has
found numerous applications in the optical micromanipulation domain [55].
Iterations are needed here because the desired intensity distributions are to
be modulated based on a phase-only SLM. Due to the iterative nature of
IFTA, the algorithm’s execution can be time-consuming. However, due to
the requirement for high frame rates, the algorithm controlling the SLM in-
put for sorting cells should be simple in terms of computational complexity.
For the special modulation task of modulating multiple foci, a number of
works use simplified algorithms [56]. Note, however, that most IFTA appli-
cations to date have been combined with LC-SLMs while MOEMS-SLMs
have much higher frame rates.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of cell sorting based on a high-speed camera
and a spatial light modulator. Identified cells are separated by displacing
them into a second flow channel (labeled B in Fig. 2.3) [57, 58]. The ra-
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diative force of light is used as the actuation principle. Light-efficient mod-
ulation is called for because the force exerted by light is depends on its in-
tensity. Therefore, this thesis considers fast, light-efficient two-dimensional
intensity shaping. In particular, the generalized phase contrast method pos-
sesses favorable properties [15]. It will be considered in detail in Chap.4.
To summarize the literature research, four modulation requirements seem
Figure 2.3: Sorting of biological cell using the radiative force of light, image from
Ref. [58].
important to high-speed optical cell sorting in eyes of the author:
1. high modulation frame rates (in the kHz range),
2. low numerical calculation effort to convert the desired pattern to a
suitable SLM input,
3. high light efficiency, and
4. consistent modulation quality for differing patterns.
2.3.2 Exploiting strongly scattered light in opaque media
Wavefront shaping is a technique to obtain a focus behind or within a
strongly scattering (turbid) sample using multiply scattered light [59]. It
was introduced in the year 2007 in Reference [60] and has seen a rapid
increase in research efforts since. 193 publications in the year 2018 alone
illustrate this [61]. Spatial light modulation enables shaping the wavefront.
Fig. 2.4 shows a basic illustration. With a plane wave as the incident
light field, the strong scattering leads to a speckle pattern. However, most
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of the light can yet be focused to a single output mode (focal point) [59].
This necessitates a suitable SLM system and an algorithm to determine the
wavefront.
Biological tissue are usually turbid at visible wavelengths so that wave-
front shaping promises great potential for imaging and photomanipulation
deep inside tissue [62]. However, the optimized wavefront is only valid for
a limited amount of time. This is known as decorrelation and the effect
is described deterministically by the decorrelation time [59]. In in vivo bi-
ological samples, it lies in the order of milliseconds. Therefore, methods
exploiting strongly scattered light in biological tissues call for spatial light
modulation at kHz frame rates. Addressing with this challenge promises
great application potential in the biomedical field, according to literature
sources [62, 63].
Fig. 2.4c illustrates the feedback-based approach. It finds the optimal
wavefront iteratively [59]. It should be noted that there are two alternative,
emerging techniques. First, digital optical phase conjugation records the
necessary wavefront [64]. Second, transmission matrix-based approaches
use extensive system identification [65]. Compared to phase conjugation,
feedback-based wavefront shaping offers the advantages that it does not re-
quire interferometric stability. Yet, it enables to find an optimized wavefront
faster than transmission-based approaches [59].
Figure 2.4: Feedback-based wavefront shaping, image from Ref. [59].
Due to the requirement for high frame rates, MEMS-SLMs present them-
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selves as attractive modulator options and have therefore been utilized in a
number of publications. Specifically, piston mirror arrays have been success-
fully applied to wavefront shaping [47, 66, 67]. They modulate phase-only
so that a decrease of the achievable enhancement, compared to modulating
both amplitude and phase, results [22, 68]. However, this is often tolerated.
Digital micromirror devices have been used successfully in many research
projects [22, 68–74]. DMDs themselves realize binary amplitude modula-
tion, which causes a dramatically reduced enhancement. In Ref. [68], the
enhancement results to 3% of the ideal case if amplitude and phase were
modulated. For this reason, many DMD-based works use system adaptation,
often based on Lee-Holography. This enables the modulation of amplitude
and phase, at the cost of resolution and optical efficiency [18]. Alterna-
tively, DMD-systems can modulate the phase in binary manner [20] and
some wavefront shaping algorithms have been adapted to this capability
[21, 75].
The search for efficient wavefront shaping algorithms is a very active field
of research (as shown by the number of publications [61]) and their real-
ization places demanding requirements on modulation systems. Advanced
algorithms aim to exploit correlations in the scattering properties of the
specimen and search for an optimized wavefront in an efficient manner. A
wide range of modern global optimization algorithms has been applied to
the challenge, each with distinct benefits [76]. Notable examples include
genetic [77], microgenetic [78], simulated annealing [79], and machine learn-
ing algorithms [80]. Due to the high frame rate, MOEMS-based techniques
available so far have concentrated on relatively simple algorithms, such as
the sequential display of precomputed patterns in Ref. [70]. The algorithmic
advances indicate that future modulation systems should support adaptive,
high-speed algorithms to run on optimized hardware. Researchers working
on high-speed wavefront shaping also stress the need for ’agile electronics’
(e.g. Feldkhun et al. [63]), thus programmable real-time capable hardware.
Field-programmable grid arrays (FPGAs) and microcontrollers integrated
into the the SLM-driver might offer an attractive solution. Both digital
and analog tilt-mirror SLMs are available with FPGAs integrated into their
driving electronics [3, 32]. Some research groups work on interfaces between
FPGAs and SLMs [21]. This illustrates that an interface to embedded hard-
ware should be kept in mind when designing modulation systems targeting
wavefront shaping.
Recent research articles [81] and reviews [62] stress the need for modula-
tion at high frame rates. Therefore, significant potential for MEMS-based
modulation systems seems to lie here. To summarize, the author considers
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the following four points as central for the development of new modulation
system for wavefront shaping:
1. frame rate in the kHz range (in-vivo biological samples exhibit decor-
relation times in the millisecond range),
2. high resolution of > 10,000 pixels (enhancement is proportional to the
pixel number),
3. spatial modulation of amplitude and phase (maximum enhancement
is reduced unless both are modulated) , and
4. capability of the digital system to run advanced algorithms.
2.3.3 Optical mass data storage
The field of optical mass data storage can look back on an impressively fast
developing history and the field continues to make advances. Optical stor-
age technologies, such as blu-ray discs, have advantages when the amount
of data is very large and a long life time is required [82]. Gu and colleagues
argue in Ref. [82] that the storable information increases dramatically in
case multimodal recording is used. In addition to modulating the intensity,
more advanced recording methods utilize the spatial modulation of wave-
length, phase, angular momentum, and polarization. Phase and angular
momentum are closely connected to the phase distribution of a light beam
[83]. Therefore, similar requirements as for wavefront shaping in turbid
media result.
Polarization modulation benefits optical storage techniques, as Gu et al.
discuss in Ref. [82]. Figure 2.5 illustrates an SLM-based recording system.
There, the system is adapted so that amplitude, phase, and polarization
can be modulated. This results in the ability to record three-dimensional
information. The recording of the polarization adds information storage
capacity in the same volume.
This dissertation considers the modulation of the polarization based on
MOEMS-systems. A MOEMS-SLM-based system for modulating the po-
larization is not known to the author. This may be because liquid crystal
technology offers a direct and cost-effective way for modulating polarization.
However, when a high data rate is of key interest a high frame rate can be
required. This motivates the investigation of MOEMS for this application.
The author of this thesis considers the following aspects as requirements for
polarization-dependent data recording:
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Figure 2.5: SLM-based mass data storage, image adapted from Ref. [82].
1. spatial modulation of the polarization state and the amplitude of light
beams,
2. high frame rate (to support a high data rate),
3. high resolution, and
4. high image quality (contrast).
2.4 Problem statements and own contributions
Problem statement 1 The generalized phase contrast method (GPC) ap-
pears attractive for the energy-efficient modulation of the intensity of light.
Chapter 4 considers its applicability as a general pattern modulation setup
with the requirements derived from sorting biological cells.
Contribution 1 - Systemic analysis of GPC-based modulation This
dissertation identifies systemic properties of GPC based modulation
systems. The results indicate a number of challenges in search for
a versatile modulation system on GPC-basis. These relate to the
performance for patterns of different scales and to the challenging
requirements for the phase filter used.
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Problem statement 2 Wavefront shaping calls for the modulation of am-
plitude and phase of light beams. Analog tilt-mirror modulators offer the
desired resolution and frame rate. They feature frame rates greater than
1kHz and pixel numbers in excess of 10,000 pixels. Therefore, this thesis
explores this technology option. Both analog and digital mirrors are con-
sidered.
Contribution 2 - Concept for the modulation of the amplitude and
phase of light based on tilt-mirror arrays This dissertation pro-
poses a system for modulating amplitude and phase of light based in
analog or digital tilt-micromirror arrays and phase masks. Because
the method is adapted to tilt-micromirror arrays, the resulting sys-
tem concepts feature frame rates in the kHz range.
Beyond research articles previously published by the author, this
dissertation considers application-relevant system properties. Also,
new polarizer-based realization options are presented here. They
promise even better achromatic properties.
Problem statement 3 Modulation systems for amplitude and phase of light
often use a spatial carrier frequency and a spatial filter to isolate a higher
diffraction order carrying the complex information. The position of the
diffraction order depends on the wavelength. Since the system alignment
must be adjusted to this position only one wavelength may be used.
Contribution 3 - Concept for utilizing static phase masks for
MOEMS modulation This thesis conceptually combines MOEMS-
SLMs and static phase masks in a modulation system. Phase masks
enable using the zero diffraction order. This facilitates an achro-
matic arrangement and multispectral operation.
Problem statement 4 Combining phase masks with an SLM provides
many degrees of freedom in system design. This is because they can be
fabricated to specification, thus avoiding alterations to the MEMS produc-
tion process. Based on static phase elements, features that are much smaller
than a typical SLM pitch can be realized. This thesis explores ways to utilize
this design space.
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Contribution 4 - Design of subpixel phase masks for tilt-mirror
pixels This dissertation uses subpixel features for modifying the
modulation curve of individual pixels. A novel optimization algo-
rithm is introduced to find suitable subpixel distributions. A result
shows that a tilt-mirror can be adapted to approximately show the
phase-modulating behavior of a piston mirror.
Problem statement 5 Polarization modulation benefits different applica-
tions, such as optical storage which was discussed above. This thesis ex-
plores how analog tilt-SLMs can function as modulators for the polarization-
based recording. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this thesis is the
first to propose polarization modulation based on analog tilt-mirror SLMs.
Contribution 5 - Concept for spatial polarization modulation based
on tilt-mirror arrays This thesis introduces a concepts for the mod-
ulation of polarization based analog tilt-mirror SLMs. It combines
the SLMs with pixelated micropolarizers and utilizes multiple pixels
per modulation value. Based on this option, the high frame rate of
MOEMS-SLMs may become available for polarization modulation.
Problem statement 6 Polarization modulation based on pixelated microp-
olarizers can cause problems due to unwanted reflections. These are founded
in the physical properties of wire grid polarizers: They reflect light compo-
nents that are not transmitted [84]. If these components are combined with
a reflective SLM, the zero diffraction order is practically unusable. However,
analog tilt-mirror arrays act as programmable gratings which can diffract
light into several orders.
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and own contributions
Contribution 6 - Utilizing a higher diffraction order of analog tilt
SLMs in an imaging setup This dissertation proposes the use of
a higher grating diffraction order of an analog tilt micromirror ar-
ray for a modulation system. Potential benefits of this measure are
discussed in the context of polarization modulation. When using
pixelated polarizers, utilizing a higher diffraction order can become
an enabling factor because unwanted zero order reflections are pre-
vented.
Problem statement 7 The insights from analyzing the properties of GPC
indicate a need for validation of modulation system on a system level. This
led the author to believe that the same may be the case for other novel
modulation concepts. A tool for analyzing wave-optical systems was needed.
Contribution 7 - Validation of system concepts using simulations
implemented in Python Numerical simulations of MOEMS-based
modulation systems have been implemented in the programming
language Python. These have been used to validate both existing
and new modulation systems. The use of Python enabled an object-
oriented structure of the resulting toolbox. Further, Python code
is convenient to read. The author hopes to have created tools that
can easily be further developed in the future.
Problem statement 8 The performance of wave-optical modulation sys-
tems is dependent on a number of system parameters, such as alignment
tolerances. The analysis of GPC provided an illustrative example. Not all
effects can be measured directly. Particularly, experimental validation of
changes in the phase of light is attributed to considerable effort. Hence the
motivation to utilize simulation models to conduct parameter studies.
Contribution 8 - Simulation-based parameter studies The simula-
tion models of the modulation systems have been utilized to conduct
parameter sensitivity studies. The results should provide contribu-
tions and impulses for practical realizations.
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3 Fourier-optical simulation of
MOEMS-based modulation systems
This chapter addresses with Fourier-optical simulation, the analysis tool
of this dissertation. First, Section 3.1 considers the state of the art in
the simulation as well as selected implementation aspects. Section 3.2 then
examines the propagation simulation of light fields in free space and Section
3.3 deals with diffraction in optical systems. Further, Section 3.4 describes
the use of Jones formalism, which allows the description and simulation of
polarized light states. Section 3.5 briefly summarizes the chapter. Sec. 3.6
presents a conclusion and points to potential for future work.
Simulations are presented throughout the chapter to illustrate the simula-
tion methods described. Particular attention is paid to the special features
of the MOEMS-SLM technology. Simulations show
1. the near field properties of both digital and analog MOEMS tilt-mirror
SLMs (Sec. 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2),
2. the conversion of a phase profile to an intensity image based on Fourier
holography (Fig. 3.6),
3. grayscale intensity modulation based on analog tilt-mirror arrays (Sec.
3.3.4.1),
4. the modulation of amplitude and phase on the basis of a phase mod-
ulator (Sec. 3.3.4.2), e.g. a piston mirror matrix, and
5. phase modulation using polarizing elements and circular-polarized
light (Sec. 3.4.2).
The near-field examples refer to existing state-of-the art technology but
the simulations were not available in the literature. The two modulation
examples present aspects of the state of the art. They shall provide points
of reference for later chapters. The polarization simulation explores a new
application. This consists in using a pixelated polarizer to introduce static
phase shifts for modulation systems. To the author’s knowledge, this use
of pixelated polarizers has focused on imaging, rather than modulation, so
far [85].
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3.1 Introduction to Fourier-optical simulation
Fourier optics considers the spatial distributions of light fields in amplitude
and phase as the light propagates from one location to another. Due to
its a broad applicability, excellent literature resources address it [1, 86, 87].
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (RS) diffraction is the most general type of diffraction
[88] and its results are exact solutions to the wave equation [1]. It applies
to arbitrary geometries. In the following section, we assume that the light
propagates in a linear, homogeneous, and isotropic medium. Then, the light
field will be scalar [1]. In this chapter we adopt the widely used convention
that any field is sampled on a plane in space. At first, we will consider the
diffraction of light between parallel planes. Then, we will consider tilting
the planes with respect to one another. The techniques discussed in this
chapter rely on excellent simulation resources by the authors of Refs. [88–
90].
The consideration of spatial and temporal coherence may be required in
many contexts [87, 91]. However, subsequent chapters on MOEMS-SLM
based modulation assume coherent light. Likewise, this chapter focuses on
fully coherent light. However, the discussed algorithms can be extended
to consider partial coherence. Temporal coherence can be considered by
an integration over the wavelength spectrum [89]. Spatial coherence can be
simulated by implementing Abbe’s method [92] or by applying the approach
shown by Xiao and Voelz [93]. Further, the very recent publication [94]
has shown a new, comprehensive way to apply diffraction simulations to
partially spatially coherent systems.
Fourier-optical simulations assume fully polarized light. Changes in the
polarization state could be caused by optical devices with polarizing effects.
Going further, the Fourier-optics simulations can be generalized to arbitrary
polarization states based on Jones calculus. This is one option to describe
the polarization state of light. It is easy to handle in calculation, but it is
restricted to only fully polarized light [95]. Note, however, that the domain
to which the discussed techniques are applied generally use lasers as light
sources. They typically emit polarized light. Moreover, it is customary to
apply polarizers in Fourier-optical systems. As Jones calculus applies very
well to the Fourier-optical domain, the propagation methods below will be
generalized to arbitrary polarization states using Jones calculus [1, 96] in
Sec. 3.4.
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3.1.1 MOEMS-SLM requirements
The previous chapter has reviewed the properties of MOEMS-SLMs and
these influence the parameter space for Fourier-optical simulations. The
pixel pitches p lie in the µm range and this parameter sets the upper limit
for the spatial sampling interval. Considering them has a direct impact on
the requirements for the simulations. In the experience of the author, the
following simulation requirements are central:
1. Spatial sampling: Modeling MOEMS-SLMs calls for spatial sampling
interval in the range of several hundred nanometers to several mi-
crometers. If larger sampling intervals were chosen the spatial profile
of individual pixels could not be resolved. Particularly for tilt-type
SLMs, subpixel sampling is necessary to correctly represent their ro-
tation state.
2. MOEMS-based modulation systems in the literature often utilize tilted
illuminations. Thus, simulations must be able to consider light prop-
agation between tilted planes.
3. System alignment must be carried out in all six degrees of freedom.
Therefore, near-field propagation simulations must analyze deviations
in all three translational degrees of freedom as well as in the three
rotational directions.
4. For system alignment analyses in free space, the propagation distances
are usually short; in the mm-range and below.
5. MOEMS-SLMs are combined with other components, such as lenses
and mirrors and static elements, to optical systems. Simulations fol-
lowing the notation of generalized imaging systems should be possible.
These requirements motivate the choice of methods used from here on. In
particular, the requirement for simulations at small propagation distances
motivates using algorithms based on the angular spectrum of plane waves.
3.1.2 Angular spectrum of plane waves method
The angular spectrum of plane waves (ASPW) method decomposes light
fields to plane waves with different propagation directions and their rel-
ative amplitudes and phases. One of its key features is that ASPW en-
ables computationally efficient implementations on digital computers. The
ASPW method has been studied extensively so that there are frequently
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cited textbooks available [89, 90, 97]. Although the approach is known for
decades [1], the field but makes continuous progress and receives much inter-
est, primarily from two viewpoints. First, holographic computer-generated
3D-visualization [51] remains a promising, but computationally demanding,
challenge. Thus, many efforts concerning efficient calculation of light fields
have this application in mind. Second, wave-optical design simulations of
complete optical systems are of interest [98]. This leads to large calcula-
tion areas that correspond to a challenging numerical task. During the last
years, algorithms to separate the system simulation task to smaller pieces
have been investigated [98–100]. The research in this field is ongoing.
Some optical effects cannot be described accurately by the ASPW, it is
important to be aware of the method’s limits. Goodman points out, that
ASPW may consider only the diffraction of with dimensions at least as large
as the wavelength of the light [1]. ASPW assumes a scalar field [1]. Thus,
it applies very well to fields modulated by MOEMS-SLMs, but does not
apply to optical components with strong coupling effects between electric
and magnetic field. Notably, single-mode fibers can be simulated by ASPW
[101] but the simulation of multi-mode fibers is more challenging. The
latter exhibit significant phase randomization that calls for the application
of the strongly-scattering-media techniques [102]. Specialized simulations
can then be coupled to ASPW calculations [103]. However, a new approach
published just before the completion of this thesis demonstrates the use of
ASPW for multimode fiber [104]. The topic remains a very active domain
of research.
Recent works on ASPW improve the method’s capabilities to consider a
wider range of geometries in three ways. First, by enabling simulations with
relatively long distances [105, 106]. Second, by enabling user defined scaling
[107–110]. Third, by considering tilted geometries [111–116]. Especially
the progress concerning tilted planes is helpful for the MOEMS domain, as
requirement number three in the above section 3.1.1 illustrates.
3.1.3 Implementation
The algorithms discussed in this chapter were implemented in Python. The
author chose Python as his numerical tool because it supports object-oriented
programming very well and because of the high quality of available scientific
libraries [117]. Particularly, the NumPy library [118] provides fundamental
numerical routines and the SciPy library [119] features scientific algorithms.
SciPy contains state-of-the-art FFT-algorithms, performant interpolation
code, and extensive statistics tools. Symbolic calculations were carried out
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using the SymPy library [120] and the visualizations use Matplotlib [121].
The mentioned libraries are actively maintained and widely used in the
scientific community [122]. The syntax of the scientific python packages
closely resembles that of the well-established MATLAB® language. In the
author’s experience, MATLAB®-based optics simulation textbooks can be
used to great advantage when working with Python because of their syn-
tactical closeness [89, 90, 97]. The author hopes to see increasing use of
Python in future Fourier-optics simulations.
3.1.4 Terminology
Scalar light fields
Before illustrating the numerical methods, a view to terminology and nota-
tion is needed at this point. A monochromatic scalar field u that propagates
in an isotropic medium can be expressed as [89]:
u(P,t) = A(P,t) cos (2πνt − ϕ(P )) with ν = c/λ. (3.1)
Here A(P,t) and ϕ(P ) are amplitude and phase at position P , respectively.
The temporal frequency ν describes the harmonic behavior of the optical
field over the time t. It follows from the speed of light c and the wavelength
λ.
Fourier optics considers the stationary behavior of light fields [1]. Thus,
it is convenient to drop the temporal dependence and consider the complex
phasor of the light field U . Further, the coordinate z is typically set as
the fundamental propagation direction. The field is then considered on a
plane in space, which has the two coordinates (x,y). With these notational
simplifications, the phasor notation of a light field reads:
U(x,y) = A(x,y) exp(jϕ(x,y)). (3.2)
Here A(x,y) = |U(x,y)| describes the amplitude distribution and ϕ(x,y) =
∠(U(x,y)) defines the phase profile. The two representations in Eq. (3.1)
and Eq. (3.2) are related by
u(x,y) = R {U(x,y) exp(−j2πνt)} , (3.3)
as was discussed comprehensively in the book by Voelz [89]. Due to its
convenient handling, the phasor form in Eq. (3.2) will be used extensively
within this thesis, as is the standard in the domain of Fourier optics.
Based on current technology, the oscillation of light at the frequency ν
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cannot be measured directly. Instead, the measurable intensity (irradiance)
plays a central role. It follows from the temporal average of the light field
[1] and results in the square of the amplitude:
I(x,y) = |U(x, y)|2. (3.4)
Figure 3.1 displays an illustration for nomenclature and graphic repre-
sentation of scalar light fields as used in this thesis. There the well-known
Gaussian beam profile is shown. Its analytical form can be found in most
related textbooks, for example in [86]. Fig. 3.1a shows the intensity profiles
of the so-called beam waist, where the beam has its minimal spatial extent
and its wavefront is flat. Further, the figure shows the beam after a propa-
gation distance of ∆z = 10 m. Clearly, the beam increases in size while the
peak intensity decreases. The wavefront, a surface where the light wave has
the same phase value, changes in shape. The central part of the beam can
be viewed as to be ’ahead’ of the outer portions of the beam. Fig. 3.1b then
displays the two beam states in complex phasor notation. Note that the
information is the same and the representations are equivalent. Amplitude
and intensity are related by the square relationship in Eq. (3.4). Further,
the phase can be seen to result from multiplying the wavefront by 2π and
mapping the resulting values to the [−π, π] interval.
Optical components
Optical components may influence amplitude, phase, or both. If the compo-
nent is programmable it may be considered a spatial light modulator which
are in the center of interest of this thesis. In Fourier-optical simulations,
components are described as apertures or phase screens [89]. They are con-
sidered as two-dimensional filters. As such, they set the relation between
the incident light field Ui and the outgoing field Uo:
Uo(x,y) = T (x,y) · Ui(x, y). (3.5)
The transmission T can obtain complex values, whose absolute value at each
point (x,y) describes the amplitude behavior and the argument describes
the phase influence. The above formulation assumes a thin element. Thus,
its properties should be describable in a plane in space. The argument is
similar to the approximation of thin lenses which is discussed in many optics
text books [95].
Optical transmissions are practically always wavelength-dependent, par-
ticularly regarding the phase. Phase perturbations follow from spatially
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the representation of optical fields in computer simula-
tions. (a) Gaussian beam at the beam waist and at the distance ∆z = 10 m
(λ = 633 nm). The figure shows the intensities and the wavefronts. (b) The
same information displayed as spatial amplitude and phase distributions.
distributed optical path differences (OPDs):
∆ϕ = k · OPD = 2π
λ
· OPD. (3.6)
Here k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. An OPD is the product of the refractive
index of the medium n and the geometrical path difference d:
OPD = n · d. (3.7)
MOEMS-SLMs, in particular, modulate light by introducing path differ-
ences d. By contrast, liquid crystal modulators may alter their refractive
indices [123]. In any case, the OPD is proportional to k, or anti-proportional
to λ, and thereby clearly wavelength-dependent. In addition, the refractive
index is typically also wavelength-dependent; this effect is known as disper-
sion [95].
Reflections are typically considered in analogy to transmissive configu-
rations. The light paths are shown as if they were purely transmissive in
this thesis. This is to support clarity. Then the modulation by a reflective
device is replaced by its corresponding phase profile. Note that a reflection
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generally shifts the phase of the wavefront by π radians, as Kaden points
out [115]. However, when this applies to the entire light wave of interest
the effect can be neglected because absolute phase values are usually not of
interest.
3.2 Diffraction in free space
3.2.1 Parallel planes
The field in a reference plane parallel to the source plane of a light wave
follows from a convolution of the source field U1 with the impulse response h.
This formulation follows directly from the Huygens principle [1]. It states
that a field in a source plane U1 will propagate further like a superposition
of point sources would. A single point source - a delta-impulse shaped light
field - will create a light field described by the impulse response h at the
distance z. The field U2 in the reference plane follows from the superposition
of the impulse responses in the source plane. Mathematically, this can be
expressed as a linear convolution U1 ∗ h [89]:
U2(x2, y2; z) =
∫︂∫︂ ∞
−∞
U1(x1, x1)h(x2 − x1, y2 − y1)dx1dy1 (3.8)
:= U1(x1, y1) ∗ h(x2,y2; z), (3.9)
h(x2,y2; z) =
z
jλ
exp(jkr)
r2
with r =
√︁
x22 + y22 + z2. (3.10)
Three Fourier transform can realize the convolution in Eq.(3.8) [105]:
U2(x2, y2; z) = F−1 {F {U1(x1, x1)} · F {h(x2, y2; z)}} . (3.11)
On a digital computer, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) enables a numer-
ically efficient implementation of this convolution [105]. Calculating the
reference field U2 in this way is known as the ’Direct Integration’ method
[105] or the ’Impulse Response’ approach [88]. Reference [88] analyzes the
parameter range that this method is most useful for in computer simula-
tions: For a given sampling rate, there is minimum propagation distance.
Therefore, calculating the reference field in this way is most useful for rela-
tively large propagation distances.
The Fourier transform of the reference field can be obtained directly by
multiplying the transforms of source field and impulse response; this is called
the angular spectrum of plane waves (ASPW) method [1]. The angular
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spectrum G is the Fourier transform of a light field (Eq. (3.13)). Two
FFTs are sufficient to calculate a propagation, which makes the ASPW a
numerically efficient technique:
U2(x2, y2; z) = F−1 {G1(fx, fy) · H(fx, fy; z)} (3.12)
G1(fx, fy) = F {U1(x1, x1)} (3.13)
The impulse response is analytically transformed to the frequency domain;
the result H is called the free-space transfer function (TF):
H(fx, fy; z) =
{︃
exp (j2πzfz) if fz > 0
0, otherwise
(3.14)
with fz =
√︁
λ−2 − f2x − f2y (3.15)
The TF is not band-limited, like the impulse response [88]. However, it
is set to zero for fz < 0. These are evanescent waves and they do not
contribute to the field in the reference plane [1, 106]. The TF is sampled
directly in the frequency domain, so the sampling requirements are different.
The authors of Ref. [88] show that correct sampling calls for a maximum
propagation distance at a given sampling rate. The TF method is well
suited for simulating small distances in the µm-mm range.
The spatial frequencies represent the angle at which the light propagates
from source to reference plane. The angles with respect to the x, y, z axes
are defined by the directional cosines α, β, γ [1]:
α = fx · λ (3.16)
β = fy · λ (3.17)
γ =
√︁
1 − (λfx)2) − (λfy)2. (3.18)
Figure 3.2 illustrates the impulse response of free space and its connection
to the calculation of a monochromatic, shaped wave. Fig. 3.2a displays the
effect of an idealized delta-shaped source at an arbitrary starting plane
z = 0. At z = 5 mm the intensity distribution gradually spreads to larger
angles. As Eq. (3.10) states, the amplitude changes as a function of radius
r and distance z. At z = 300 mm the intensity seems almost uniform. A
closer look at the field distribution, in amplitude and phase, reveals the
characteristic radial phase structure, as described by the argument of Eq.
(3.10). Then Fig. 3.2b illustrates the propagation of an arbitrary field as
a convolution of the initial field and the impulse response. A letter-shaped
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amplitude mask at z = 0 is illuminated by a plane wave. Equally, the
intensity spreads towards larger angles at the propagation distance z =
300 mm. The oscillations of the phase profile show close resemblance to the
impulse response in Fig. 3.2a.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the impulse response of free space and near field diffrac-
tion. (a) Intensity originating from a delta impulse at z = 5mm and z = 300mm
along with the complex field at the latter position. (b) Propagation of an am-
plitude object by z = 300mm. Intensity and complex field are shown.
3.2.2 Rotated planes
Amplitude and phase of a light wave on a rotated plane can be considered
efficiently in the spatial frequency domain. The following outline builds on
the extensive article by Matsushima [113]. The spatial coordinates of the
(rotated) reference plane (x2, y2, z2)T follow from the source plane coordi-
nates (x1, y1, z1)T via a transformation matrix T:(︄
x2
y2
z2
)︄
= T
(︄
x1
y1
z1
)︄
=
(︄
a1 a4 a7
a2 a5 a8
a3 a6 a9
)︄(︄
x1
y1
z1
)︄
. (3.19)
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The transformation matrix, in turn, follows from a product of rotational
matrices. These are detailed in appendix A or can be found in the original
work by Matsushima [113]. Because of the properties of the rotation ma-
trices, the inverse of T is given by its transposed form (T−1 = TT) [113].
Importantly, the same transform applies to the spatial frequencies in each
plane. Thus, the source plane frequencies can be expressed as a function
of the reference plane frequencies, following from Eq. (3.19). The goal is
to calculate the rotated reference spectrum G2,rot on an equidistant grid
(fx,2, fy,2). The source spectrum G1 serves as the input. It is known on the
equidistant grid (fx,1, fy,1). However, due to the coordinate transform, the
spectrum needs to be known on a nonlinear grid (fx,1, fy,1). The needed
data points follow from the entries of the transformation matrix:
fx,1 = a1fx,2 + a2fy,2 + a3fz,2(fx,2, fy,2) (3.20)
fy,1 = a4fx,2 + a5fy,2 + a6fz,2(fx,2, fy,2). (3.21)
Note that the third component fz always follows from fx and fy according
to Eq. (3.15). The transform of the reference field G2 follows from a simple
replacement of the variables and a multiplication by the Jacobian J [113].
The jacobian effectively ensures the correct energy balance [112]. It is a
result of the change of variables. In the new coordinate system, there may
be additional evanescent wave components, which should be set to zero by
band-limiting [115]:
G2,rot(fx,2, fy,2) =
{︃
G1(fx,1(fx,2, fy,2), fx,1(fx,2, fy,2))J if fz,2 > 0
0, otherwise
(3.22)
J = ∂fx,1
fx,2
∂fy,1
fy,2
− ∂fx,1
fy,2
∂fy,1
fx,2
. (3.23)
With the transform G2,rot known, the field in the tilted reference plane
follows from a simple inverse Fourier transform:
U2,rot(x2, y2) = F−1{G2,rot(fx,2, fy,2)}. (3.24)
The coordinate system change in the Eqs. (3.20, 3.21) necessitates a
mapping of the angular spectrum information from the nonuniform grid
(fx,1, fy,1) to the uniform grid (fx,2, fy,2). This is often referred to as ’fre-
quency mapping’ [116]. It can be realized using two-dimensional interpo-
lation [115, 124]. This thesis uses a bilinear interpolation algorithm [119]
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because it is numerically efficient and reaches an acceptable precision [115].
3.2.3 Aspects of spatial discretization
In a digital calculation, the optical fields will be discretized with the sam-
pling interval ∆ which co-determines the achievable simulation accuracy
[115, 116]. Insufficient sampling can lead to aliasing, which must be avoided.
At the same time, ∆ relates to the finite spatial extent that is considered in
the simulation. This extent should cover the region of interest. Generally,
every field is represented by (nx, ny) sampling points in space. The finite
random access memory of computers limits the amount of usable samples in
practice. 81922 ≈ 67 · 106 samples is currently a typical maximum value for
a desktop computer. The spatial frequency range - and thereby the range
of propagation angles that is considered - follows directly from the spatial
sampling ∆:
|fx,max| = |fy,max| =
1
2 · ∆ . (3.25)
An FFT-calculation only correctly interprets spatial frequencies within the
interval (|fx| ≤ fx,max, |fy| ≤ fy,max). Spatial signals should not contain
components at higher frequencies. This requirement can be expressed equiv-
alently with respect to the spatial phase profile. The maximum frequency
corresponds to two samples per period (Nyquist-Shannon theorem, [89]):
∂ϕ
∂x
,
∂ϕ
∂y
≤ π∆ . (3.26)
At the same time, the digitized frequency resolutions follow from the sam-
pling interval and the total number of samples:
(∆fx, ∆fy) =
(︃
1
nx∆
,
1
ny∆
)︃
. (3.27)
Note, therefore, that the spatial sampling determines the simulation resolu-
tions in both spatial and frequency domain. In other words, the number of
data points fundamentally limits the space-bandwidth-product of the sim-
ulation [125]. This measure is also fundamentally important in practical
applications [87], particularly where digital digital electronic devices are in-
volved. For the simulations in this thesis, a number of measures were taken
to obtain accurate results.
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3.2.3.1 Sampling in the spatial domain
The Nyquist-Shannon theorem in Eq. (3.26) applies directly to the sampling
of MOEMS phase functions. The linear phase functions of tilt-type SLMs
lead to clear requirements based on Eq. (3.26). For DMDs, this can lead to
many samples per pixel; for example, 80 · 80 = 1600 samples per mirror at
10.8 µm pitch and λ = 300 nm. Simulating an SLM with this many samples
for a single pixels may lead to a very high calculation effort. For this reason,
simulating the entire extent of an SLM may be unfeasible. Diffractive effects
of MOEMS-SLMs can then be investigated considering only a subset of the
SLM pixels.
The calculation array representing an optical field should be filled with
zeros to double the original side length when calculating free-space prop-
agation. This is known as ’zero-padding’ [126]. The reason is that the
discussed propagation methods use a convolution approach for the calcula-
tion. Previous sections showed that numerically efficient implementations
are based on FFTs. However, note that FFTs realize a circular convolution
while the optical propagation calls for a linear one. In order to make both
equivalent, the padding causes circularly shifted terms to be multiplied by
zero [105], which makes the result equal to a linear operation. If insufficient
zero-padding is used, erroneous side lobes at the edges of the simulated
field will appear; see Ref.[88] for a deeper discussion. For more details on
zero-padding, the author directs the reader to the rigorous analysis by Liu
[126] and the recent advances by the authors of Ref. [127].
3.2.3.2 Frequency domain measures
In the near field propagation simulations, the sampling interval ∆ is the
same in the source plane and in the reference plane. Thus, the diffraction
angles that can be simulated are limited. Matsushima and Shimobaba ana-
lyze this property in Ref. [106] and they propose a simple method to avoid
erroneous sampling. It works by band-limiting, thereby excluding plane
waves at diffraction angles leading to errors. The band limits are denoted
by fx,limit and fy,limit and have been derived in Ref. [106]. The method
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band-limits the transfer function, then denoted HBL:
HBL(fx, fy; z) =
{︃
exp (j2πzfz) if |fx| ≤ fx,limit, |fy| ≤ fy,limit,
0, otherwise
(3.28)
(fx,limit, fy,limit) =
⎛⎝ 1
λ
√︂
(2z 1
nx∆ )
2 + 1
,
1
λ
√︂
(2z 1
ny∆ )
2 + 1
⎞⎠ . (3.29)
The author of this thesis argues that this method works very transparently
in avoiding errors by what can be called aliasing in the frequency domain.
Band-limiting gives a clear feedback to the simulation user who can decide
whether the corresponding range of diffraction angles suffices.
The so-called effective bandwidth criterion, proposed by Voelz [89], is a
both effective and efficient way for evaluating limiting spatial frequency in
Eq.(3.29). The above discussion illustrated that convolution kernels of the
propagation are not band-limited - in fact, the same is true for many angular
spectra G1(fx, fy). The criterion demands that 98 % of the spectral power
should be included within a frequency range (fx,l < fx < fx,u, fy,l < fy <
fy,u):∫︂ fx,u
fx,l
∫︂ fy,u
fy,l
G21(fx, fy) dx dy ≥ 0.98
∫︂ ∞
−∞
∫︂ ∞
−∞
G21(fx, fy) dx dy.
(3.30)
Then, the limits fx,l, fx,u, fy,l,fy,u can be viewed as the effective bandwidth
if the field containing the most significant frequency values [89]. Thus, this
range helps determining suitable sampling parameters nx, ny, ∆ with a view
to the frequency limits in Eq.(3.29).
3.2.4 Simulation examples
3.2.4.1 Near-field diffraction of a DMD
Let us illustrate the numerical algorithms with two examples, the first being
the well-known digital micromirror device (DMD). Its phase follows from
the reflective height profile of their pixels. The corresponding tilt axis is
tilted by π/4 with respect to x and y axes. This can be described by the
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local coordinate xl:
xl = sin(π/4) · x + cos(π/4) · y. (3.31)
This allows for a convenient formulation of the phase profile ϕ(x, y) of a
DMD pixel. ϕ will depend on the binary tilt state b:
ϕ(x, y) = −2kh(x, y) = −2k tan(12 ◦) · xl · (2b − 1) (3.32)
with (x,y) ∈ [−p/2, p/2], b ∈ {0, 1}.
DMD pixels mechanically tilt by ±12◦ at the current technology state [3].
Figure 3.3 shows a simulation of the near-field diffraction of a DMD il-
luminated by a plane wave. The figure shows an exemplary letter-shaped
pattern realized by a 20 · 20 pixel modulator. Fig. 3.3c shows the height
profile in nanometers. Note it attains much higher values than the assumed
wavelength λ = 633 nm. Due to the 2π-periodicity, a high-frequency phase
profile follows. For this reason each DMD pixels was represented by 40 · 40
samples in the diffraction simulation. The full set of parameters can be
found in appendix B. Fig. 3.3d shows the result of a simulated field transla-
tion of zp = 0.1mm. Note that two major propagation directions follow from
the two binary states. Letter-pattern and ’background’ propagate to along
different directions, symmetrical to the optical axis. However, a closer look
reveals that there are additional propagation directions. This corresponds
to further diffraction orders created in the far field. Experimental studies
by Han et al. have shown the same effect experimentally [128]. Finally,
comparing the relatively short propagation distance to the spatial extent of
the source plane illustrates the very large propagation angles. If all were
to be imaged, very stringent requirements for the numerical aperture of the
imaging system would result. For this reason, usually only one propaga-
tion direction is used in practice [3]. Then, the DMD functions as a binary
intensity modulator. This is, in fact, the standard way to utilize a DMD.
Further, to achieve this in a coherent setup necessitates specialized align-
ment strategies. For example, the authors of Ref. [15] orient the DMD in
44 deg angle with respect to the optical table.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of DMD near field diffraction: (a) The simulation geometry.
(b) The intensity of the plane wave illuminating the DMD. (c) Addressing pat-
tern and height profile of the 20-by-20 pixel DMD. (d) Simulated intensity after
the propagation of 0.1 mm distance in z-direction. The complete simulation
parameters can be found in appendix B.
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3.2.4.2 Near-field diffraction of an analog tilt-mirror array
Next, the discussed near field propagation is applied to an example employ-
ing an analog tilt-mirror SLM. It is also termed micromirror array (MMA).
Figure 3.4 shows a simulation and thereby illustrates their specific features.
Again, the state of the SLM is set to a letter-shaped pattern. Like DMDs,
these SLMs shape the light spatially by inducing optical path length differ-
ences by means of changing their reflective height profile. The associated
phase shift applied to the light follows from the wavenumber k = 2π/λ and
the height profile h(x, y). In case of an analog tilt-mirror, the phase is linear
within the extent of the pixel with pitch p:
ϕ(x, y) = −2kh(x, y) = −2k tan(θ)x/p with x ∈ [−p/2, p/2] . (3.33)
Here θ is the real-valued tilt angle of a pixel.
The repetitive phase profile of an analog tilt SLM can be viewed as a
programmable grating - as such, it effect will vary in a well-known way
with the pitch and the wavelength [86]. It is descriptive to normalize the
tilt angle to these two values. This leads to the normalized (analog) tilt
angle ζ:
ζ = 2p tan(θ)
λ
. (3.34)
Figure 3.4 shows the simulated propagation of light modulated by an ana-
log tilt-mirror SLM. Fig. 3.4c depicts the field in the source plane where a
plane wave illumination can be seen. As shown in the simulation geometry
in Fig 3.4a, the light first propagates parallel to the source field. Then, a
rotation of the observation plane is considered. Note that the geometry dif-
fers significantly from the DMD simulation in that the propagation distance
is much larger (here: ∆z = 35 mm). Two aspects relate to this parameter
choice. First, it was chosen to make the properties of the device conveniently
recognizable. Second, and more significantly, this geometry will illustrate
that the devices can well be described in the paraxial approximation, at
small angles from the optical axis. Here lies a fundamental difference to
DMDs. The resulting parallel field is shown in Fig. 3.4d. There the ampli-
tude distribution |U1| shows that two portions of the light travel separately.
A view to the phase ∠(U1) shows that the light portion centered to the
optical axis has a flat wavefront. It is equivalent to say that it travels along
this direction, along the optical axis. For the second light portion, the letter
background in the example, clear phase features can hardly be recognized.
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In the second step of the simulation, the reference is tilted along the y-
direction by the angle θy. The angle is chosen as the angle connected to the
first diffraction order of the grating:
θy = arcsin
(︃
λ
p
)︃
here= 2.27 deg.
This diffraction angle of a grating is well known in the field of Fourier optics,
its derivation can be found in Ref. [1], appendix D, for example. Figure
3.4e shows that in the tilted field U2 the field portion representing the
background has a flat wavefront. This indicates that this portion of light
propagates along this angle, the first diffraction angle. This behavior is in
agreement with experimental studies, which the authors of Ref. [13] have
conducted. Analog tilt-mirror SLMs function as programmable gratings
that divide the light incident on each pixel to the distinct diffraction orders.
Tilt angles not corresponding to an integer ζ value will diffract the light to
multiple diffraction orders.
The angular spectra of the analog tilt-SLM simulation illustrate the
diffractive behavior even more clearly. Fig. 3.5 shows the absolute values
of the spectra. The first aspect to notice is that the propagation between
parallel planes has no influence on the absolute value of the spectrum, thus
|Gslm| = |G1|. The RS transfer function influences only the phase of the
spectrum (see. Eq. (3.14)). Fig. 3.5a clearly shows two maxima, which
correspond to two distinct propagation directions. Then Fig. 3.5b shows
one of the strongest effects of tilting planes very clearly. That is, it shifts
the center of the spectrum [112]. Because the rotation was precisely by one
diffraction order we see another maximum in the center of |G2| in Fig. 3.5b.
This, in turn, means there is a large portion of light propagating perpendic-
ular to this (rotated) plane. In fact, this is equivalent ot the flat wavefront
observed in Fig. 3.4e. The light portion originates from the ’letter back-
ground’. A view to the spatial frequency coordinates illustrates that the
maxima originating from the diffraction orders of the SLM pixels occur at
integer multiples of the grating frequency fp = 1/p, here 62.5 mm−1.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of MMA near field diffraction: (a) Simulation geometry, (b)
SLM addressing values, (c) field at the SLM plane, (d) field at ∆z = 35 mm
distance, (e) translated field rotated to the first grating angle θy . The complete
simulation parameters can be found in appendix B.
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Figure 3.5: Absolute values of the angular spectra of the simulated fields in Fig.
3.4, to which the fifth-root operation was applied to easy visibility: (a) Object
wave and translated wave. (b) Angular spectrum after rotation.
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3.3 Diffraction in imaging systems
Imaging deals with reproducing an optical field at an image plane [89].
While it is possible to simulate optical systems based on the subsequent
application of RS-diffraction [115], useful simulation simplifications are pos-
sible in the paraxial regime [90]. This means, we consider only small angles
from the optical axis [1]. The definition of imaging systems stems from
geometrical optics, several authors discuss the topic and its connection to
Fourier optics comprehensibly [1, 86, 89, 90]. This text summarizes the
used methods for MOEMS modulation systems. As simulation examples,
intensity modulation using an analog tilt-mirror SLM and complex-valued
modulation by means of a piston mirror array will be considered.
3.3.1 Single-lens systems
A positive lens causes the Fourier transform of the field at its front focal
plane to appear at the back focal plane [1, 90]. The field in the back focal
plane U2 with an object light wave U1(x1, y1) at distance d in front of the
lens with focal length f is given by [90]:
U2(x2, y2) =
1
jλf
exp
(︃
j
k
2f
(︃
1 − d
f
)︃(︁
x22 + y22
)︁)︃
F {U1(x1, y1)} .
(3.35)
Note that this corresponds to the Fourier transform of the front focal plane,
multiplied by a phase factor that depends on the distance d. The exponen-
tial term vanishes for d = f and leaves a Fourier transform only. Literature
refers to this effect as the Fourier-transforming property of lenses [1].
Fourier holography [87] is a very illustrative example of how the Fourier-
transforming property of a lens can be exploited. Figure 3.6 shows a simu-
lation. In the front focal plane, a phase-only SLM modulates the incoming
plane wave. Then an exemplary pattern, a resolution test chart, appears in
the back focal plane. Ideally, 100 % of the energy of the plane wave illumi-
nation can be redirected to form the intensity pattern. This makes Fourier
holography a very light-efficient method [97]. Note that complex-valued
modulation would be necessary to modulate an arbitrary field. Due to
the constraint of modulating only the phase, the corresponding SLM state
needs to be calculated iteratively. The present simulation uses a widely es-
tablished standard algorithm, the iterative Fourier transform algorithm [97].
Note that the intensity is unevenly distributed within the pattern. This too
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can be attributed to modulating only the phase and not the amplitude in
the front focal plane [97].
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of an intensity image formed by a programmable phase
modulator of resolution 128*128 pixels and a positive lens. The phase distribu-
tion was calculated using IFTA. In the back focal plane the intensity image of
a test chart appears. The full simulation parameters can be found in appendix
B.
A single positive lens is perhaps the simplest image forming system [95].
To form an image, the object distance zo and the image distance zi need
relate to each other via the Gaussian imaging equation [95]. It is repeated
here for reference:
1
zo
+ 1
zi
= 1
f
. (3.36)
3.3.2 The 4f system
The 4f system is a widely employed model for coherent imaging [86] and
contains two identical, thin lenses. The second lens performs a subsequent
Fourier transform of the optical field. The lenses are arranged such that the
focal planes of the lenses overlap. There, apertures can be parameterized in
spatial frequencies directly. This allows to normalize with respect to focal
length and wavelengths. These can differ across the specific realizations of
a method. Spatial frequencies can, in turn, be converted to the physical
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lengths of a specific system using the scaling factor 1/(λf):
(xF, yF) =
1
λf
(fx, fy) . (3.37)
Here, (xF, yF) are the spatial coordinates in the shared focal plane.
The image field of a 4f system, Uimage, simply follows from two Fourier
transforms:
Uimage = F {F {Uobject(x, y)} T (fx, fy)} . (3.38)
Here Uobject is the object wave located at the front focal plane of the first
lens. T is a filter in the shared focal plane. This intermediate plane is also
called the Fourier plane. The equivalence of the coordinates seen in Eq.
(3.37) and the light propagation according Eq. (3.38) enable to see the 4f
system as a Fourier processor. This characteristic is the basis for purely
optical signal processing [129]. Further, the signal processing perspective
can conversely be applied to address modulation challenges. Many concepts
based on this simplified imaging systems can be generalized to more general
setups, with more components and different parameters.
3.3.3 General imaging system
General imaging systems are a different description of a system’s diffractive
properties, based on the complex-valued exit pupil P (x,y) [89]. Its distance
from the image plane can be found by geometrical-optics analysis and is
denoted by zxp. The exit pupil correspond to the system apertures as seen
from the image plane [1]. Its amplitude describes the frequency bandwidth
and the apodization of the system. In coherent imaging, the image plane
field follows simply from a convolution of the amplitude spread function
(ASF) h with the field Ug [89]
Uimage(x2, y2) = h(x2, y2) ∗ Ug(x2, y2) (3.39)
Ug(x2, y2) =
1
|Mt|
Uobject
(︂
x2
Mt
,
y2
Mt
)︂
. (3.40)
Here, Ug is the ideal geometrical-optics predicted field and Mt is the trans-
verse magnification. In digital simulations, the sampling rate differs between
object and image plane due to the magnification. The ASF h follows from
Fourier-transforming the pupil function P . Equivalently, the pupil function
corresponds to the transfer function of the space-invariant coherent imaging
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system:
H(fx, fy) = P (xxp = −λzxpfx, yxp = −λzxpfy) (3.41)
h(x2, y2) = F−1 {H(fx, fy)} . (3.42)
3.3.4 Imaging simulation examples
3.3.4.1 Intensity modulation using analog tilt-mirrors
Analog tilt-mirror-based systems may shape an amplitude image by pure
phase manipulation. Thus, let us consider this in detail as a simulation
example. Analog tilt-mirror arrays may form a programmable grayscale
mask when combined with an aperture in the Fourier plane of a 4f system.
Fig. 3.7 illustrates a suitable setup [130]. There, every modulator pixel with
the pitch p is imaged to the image plane. The tilt angle of the modulator
pixel θi controls the intensity of the pixel in the image plane:
Iout(x′,y′) ∝ sinc2
(︃
2 · p · tan(θi)
λ
)︃
· Iin(x,y) = sinc2 (ζ) · Iin(x,y).
(3.43)
The normalization ζ, stated above in Eq.(3.34), simplifies this expression.
The image coordinates (x′,y′) may be inverted and scaled compared to the
modulator coordinates (x,y), as usual in relay optics. The aperture needs
to restrict all diffraction order but the zero order from the optical path. For
example,
Ttilt(fx,fy) = rect
(︃
fx
2p−1 ,
fy
2p−1
)︃
(3.44)
will be a suitable square aperture.
Figure 3.7 shows the typical numerical result of an MMA pattern simu-
lation. Note the distinct light distribution in the Fourier plane. Only the
zero diffraction order propagates to the image plane. There a clear distinc-
tion of the pattern from the surrounding area and a nearly uniform spatial
intensity distribution of the output pattern can be seen.
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Figure 3.7: Numerical simulation of modulating an image with a tilt-type phase
modulator in the modulator plane and a static amplitude filter in the Fourier
plane. The sign of the tilt angles alters row by row. The SLM has a size of 40·40
pixels of pitch p and is illuminated with a plane wave. The Fourier filter absorbs
the first and higher diffraction orders of the programmable MMA grating, as
illustrated by the diffraction pattern. The complete simulation parameters can
be found in Ref. [130]. Adapted from Ref. [130], with changes in the labeling.
3.3.4.2 Modulation of amplitude and phase based on a piston mirror
array
A phase modulator can modulate both amplitude and phase of a light field
using a method by Florence and Juday [44]. Their system can be described
as a 4f setup and it shall serve as an example. Fig. 3.8 shows a simulation
setup for the method described in Ref. [44]. These two authors also refer to
a realization based on MOEMS-SLMs, by a piston mirror array. According
to Ref. [44] a complex value is modulated by two phase pixels. For a desired
modulation value of Ai exp(jϕi) the phases of the SLM-pixels ϕslm,1, ϕslm,2
should be set to:
ϕslm,1 = ϕi + arccos(Ai/A0), (3.45)
ϕslm,2 = ϕi − arccos(Ai/A0). (3.46)
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Here A0 is the amplitude of the plane wave that illuminates the SLM. Low-
pass filtering superimposes the pixel contributions to the modulation value:
Ai exp(jϕi) = A0(exp(jϕslm,1) + exp(jϕslm,2))/2. (3.47)
Figure 3.8 shows a suitable 4f system. There a circular aperture is used.
Its radius ra is dimensioned so that the first diffraction order caused by the
control of the pixels in pairs of two is absorbed:
T = circ
(︂
r
ra
)︂
, with ra =
λf
4p <
λf
2p . (3.48)
The relation of the aperture to the diffraction image is clearly visible in
Fig. 3.9b. The theoretically largest possible filter radius would be λf/(2p).
In practice, however, the size of the low-pass filter is typically reduced by
a factor of two. This is to account for finite system alignment tolerances
and the usually limited coherence of the source. The dissertation by Berndt
illustrates the detrimental diffractive effects that occur otherwise [14]. The
reader may wish to consult the appendix of Ref. [14] for details. The
amplitude spread function (ASF) of a circular aperture is analytically known
and well documented in the literature, e.g. in [1]. For illustration, Fig.
3.9b shows the ASF for the system investigated here. This results from the
insertion of a delta pulse in the modulator plane and propagation according
to Eq. (3.38). Due to the parameters in Eq. (3.48), the diameter of the
main lobe of the ASF is four times that of the pixel pitch, which is 40
µm here. The main lobe of h indicates the spatial extent of the low-pass
filtering. This must be at least as large as the two pixels used for a complex
modulation value.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation setup for complex modulation according to Florence and
Juday [44]. (a) Optical setup with a phase modulator in the modulator plane
and an aperture in the Fourier plane. The illumination of the SLM is not shown.
(b) Amplitude spread function of the assumed circular filter.
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The simulation presented in Figure 3.9 shows that both the amplitude and
the phase can be modulated in the image plane. Both distributions follow
from the height profile of the SLM. In this case, a Laguerre-Gaussian Beam
LG10 is used as an pattern, which is specified by Yao and Padgett [83],
for example. These beams are used in micromanipulation. They require
independent adjustment of amplitude and phase. Figure 3.9 shows that
both are modulated as expected for the image field Uimage.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation of complex-valued modulation based on the concept Flo-
rence and Juday [44]. (a) The height profile of the SLM. (b) The diffraction
pattern with circular aperture grayed out. Two distinct diffraction orders ap-
pear to the sides of the central zero order. (c) Resulting LG10 beam in the
image plane, demonstrating modulation in amplitude and phase. The simula-
tion parameters are listed in Tab.3.1.
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for complex-valued modulation using the concept
by Florence and Juday in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9
modulator pixel pitch p 40 µm
sampling interval ∆ 5 µm
modulator pixel number 80*80
samples in simulation 1280*1280
wavelength λ 633 nm
focal length f 50 mm
aperture radius ra 0.198 mm
3.4 Considering polarization based on Jones calculus
Jones calculus [96] describes polarized light and linear optical elements. It
can be used to consider polarization in simulation. Light fields are repre-
sented by a two-dimensional, complex-valued Jones vector. The propaga-
tion of polarized light is treated just like monochromatic, fully polarized
light. This is because horizontally and vertically polarized light do not in-
terfere with each other in free space [95]. Devices with polarizing properties
are modeled based on Jones matrices.
Jones calculus has the advantage of offering a simple and comprehensible
way to model polarization [95]. However, its validity is limited to fully polar-
ized light. The interest of this chapter lies with quasi-monochromatic light
and lasers are the typical sources. Lasers emit polarized light and usually
only one polarization is used in laser-based modulation systems. Further-
more, strictly speaking, Jones calculus applies to paraxial light fields only
[131]. The author of reference [131] introduced an extension of Jones calcu-
lus considering this. Moreover, related work concerning efficient simulation
was published recently [132]. However, the discussion to follow will focus on
paraxial light fields so that these extensions of the method are not needed
here.
The Jones vector U contains the fields in horizontal direction Ux and in
vertical direction Uy. Both are complex-valued amplitudes with the absolute
values Ax and Ay and the phases ϕx and ϕy. Often, the absolute phases ϕx
and ϕy are not of interest. Instead, the relative phase ϕd = ϕy − ϕx is used
to characterize the polarization state:
U :=
(︃
Ux
Uy
)︃
=
(︃
Ax exp(jϕx)
Ay exp(jϕy)
)︃
=
(︃
Ax
Ay exp(jϕd)
)︃
. (3.49)
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Relative phases of 0 or π indicate linear polarized light. Table 3.2 summa-
rizes important polarization states [95]. The absolute value of the Jones
vectors is typically normalized to one [95]. The relative phase ϕd describes
the circularly polarized component. Light with ϕd = −π/2 is denoted right
circular while ϕd = π/2 refers to left circular polarization [95]. More general
polarization states are known as elliptical. These are not of special interest
in the context of this chapter but can be represented by a summation of
linear polarized and circular light [95].
Table 3.2: Jones vectors of selected polarization states. Numbers in indices indicate
the orientation of a linear polarization in degrees in the (x, y) plane.
horizontal : U0 =
(︃
1
0
)︃
vertical : U90 =
(︃
0
1
)︃
+45 linear : U45 =
1√
2
(︃
1
1
)︃
−45 linear : U−45 =
1√
2
(︃
1
−1
)︃
R−circular : Ucr =
1√
2
(︃
1
−j
)︃
L−circular : Ucl =
1√
2
(︃
1
j
)︃
3.4.1 Jones matrices
Polarizing optical elements alter the polarization state of light passing through
them and their properties can be described using Jones matrices. The en-
tries in such a matrix model the polarization-dependent phase and ampli-
tude modulating properties of optical devices. The state after a polarization-
sensitive element U2 follows the Jones matrix P :(︃
Ux,2
Uy,2
)︃
= P ·
(︃
Ux,1
Uy,1
)︃
=
(︃
Px,x Px,y
Py,x Py,y
)︃
·
(︃
Ux,1
Uy,1
)︃
. (3.50)
Polarizing elements are viewed as thin, as discussed above in Sec. 3.1.4.
Table 3.3 lists basic polarizing elements. Linear polarizers transmit only
one polarization orientation. Conversely, so-called λ/4 and λ/2 plates real-
ize polarization-dependent phase shifts. The birefringence of some crystals
causes this, for example [95].
Polarization properties are usually anisotropic and thus can be adjusted
by tilting the element in the (x,y)-plane. A polarizing element may be
rotated by the angle θ along the z axis. The Jones matrix of the rotated
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Table 3.3: Jones matrices of basic polarizing elements, with the fast, or polarizing,
axis of the elements aligned with the horizontal direction.
free space : Pfs =
(︃
1 0
0 1
)︃
polarizer (horizontal) : Ph =
(︃
1 0
0 0
)︃
λ/4 plate : Pλ/4 = exp(jπ/4)
(︃
1 0
0 j
)︃
λ/2 plate : Pλ/2 =
(︃
−j 0
0 j
)︃
element, P(θ) follows from the applying the rotation matrix R [96].
R =
(︃
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)
)︃
, (3.51)
P(θ) = R(θ)PR(−θ). (3.52)
Of course, the rotation matrix is the same as for rotating fields along the
z axis according to Sec. 3.2.2, only with the z coordinate kept constant.
The arbitrary rotation of polarizers in three dimensions is beyond the scope
of this chapter but treatments of the topic are available in literature [133,
134].
Tilting the basic polarizers from table 3.3 yields elements with different
polarizing properties. The Jones matrix of a horizontal (linear) polarizer
tilted to the angle θ with respect to the horizontal axis results to [135]:
Pθ(θ) =
(︃
cos2(θ) sin(θ) cos(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(θ)
)︃
. (3.53)
For example, this yields the Jones matrix of a linear polarizer tilted to
±π/4:
P±π/4 = 0.5
(︃
1 ±1
±1 1
)︃
.
Tilting a λ/4 plate yields circular polarizers:
R−circular polarizer Pcr = 0.5
(︃
1 j
−j 1
)︃
, (3.54)
L−circular polarizer Pcl = 0.5
(︃
1 −j
j 1
)︃
. (3.55)
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These convert linear-polarized light to right (R) and left (L) circular states.
Further, tilting a λ/2 plate to −π/4 illustrates that these plates convert one
linear polarization to another:
Pλ/2(θ = −π/4) =
(︃
0 1
1 0
)︃
.
The polarizing coefficients may vary spatially. This reflects the properties
of practical devices, such as pixelated micropolarizers [136]. In the notation
here, a spatial dependence (x, y) is added to the application of the Jones
matrix entries:(︃
Ux,2(x, y)
Uy,2(x, y)
)︃
=
(︃
Px,x(x, y) Px,y(x, y)
Py,x(x, y) Py,y(x, y)
)︃
·
(︃
Ux,1(x, y)
Uy,1(x, y)
)︃
. (3.56)
Figure 3.10 displays an example of the notation. In Fig. 3.10a, a hori-
zontally polarized light propagates through a right-circular polarizer. Thus,
it converts the light to the right-circular state. Then the light propagates
through a linear polarizer, which is rotated to θ = −π/4. Thus, the light has
the linear state θ = −π/4 after the element. Figs. 3.10(b-d) illustrate the
polarization states. Note that the linear states (b) and (d) exhibit relative
phase shifts of ϕd = 0 and ϕd = π, respectively. Note also the ϕd = −π/2
shift of the right-circular light in Fig. 3.10c.
3.4.2 Simulation example: Phase-shifting using pixelated polarizers
Let us consider a simulation example in which a spatially varying polarizer
realizes different phase shifts. The fact that polarization and phase are
connected is illustrated by arguments of the Jones matrices for λ/4 plates
and λ/2 plates. Further, literature shows that variable phase shifting can
be realized based on polarizers [135]. The main advantage stated by the
researchers of Ref. [135], Helen et al., is that phase shifting can be made
achromatic in this way. That is, it may be independent from the wave-
length. Further works have made use of spatially varying micropolarizers
for imaging [85]. This dissertation proposes to utilize the resulting phase
shifts for modulation applications. Static phase alterations will play a role
in subsequent chapters. Based on conventional realizations, an achromatic
phase shifting behavior is hard to achieve.
Figure 3.11 proposes a setup to realize four different phase shifts. It is
illuminated by a plane wave of horizontal polarization. A right-circular po-
larizer converts the light to the circular state. Then it falls onto a pixelated
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the notation of polarization simulation results. (a):
The considered simulation geometry with a right-circular polarizer and a linear
polarizer oriented at θ = −π/4. Boxes show the orientation of the electric field.
(b) Horizontally polarized light. (c) Right-circularly polarized light with a phase
difference of ϕd = π/2. (d) Linearly polarized light with a polarization angle of
−π/4 and phase difference ϕd = ∠(Uy) − ∠(Ux) = −π.
polarizer, with its passing axes oriented differently in the (x,y) axis. The
resulting wave is converted back to linear light by a left-circular polarizer.
Of the two components, only the horizontal component may propagate to
the output. The setup assumes low beam divergence so that diffraction will
not play a significant role. This assumption eases the calculation.
The polarization state follows from a sequential multiplication of the
Jones matrices:(︃
Ux,2
Uy,2
)︃
= Ph · Pcl · Pθ(θ) · Pcr · Ph ·
(︃
Ux,1
Uy,1
)︃
. (3.57)
Setting in, we see that the phase of horizontal field at the output will depend
on the polarizer angle θ:
Ux,2(θ = 0) = 0.25, Ux,2(jπ/4) = 0.25 exp(jπ/2),
Ux,2(π/2) = 0.25 exp(jπ), Ux,2(−jπ/4) = 0.25 exp(−jπ/2).
Figure 3.12 shows a spatial calculation of the setup in Fig. 3.11. Figure
3.12a shows the polarization state after the pixelated polarizer. There, the
amplitude of the beam is divided to horizontal and vertical state, but with
the same sum |Ux| + |Uy| everywhere. Figure 3.12b depicts the polarized
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horizontal 
polarizer
horizontal 
polarizer
right-circular 
polarizer
left-circular 
polarizer
pixelated linear polarizer
Figure 3.11: Polarizer arrangement for realizing four different phase shifts. Arrows
in linear polarizers denote the transmitted orientation.
state after the left-circular polarizer. We see that the amplitude is now
uniform and the four areas have different phase shifts. This applies to both
the horizontal and the vertical component. Ux and Uy have different phase
distributions. Works by other authors utilize this effect for quantitative
phase imaging [85]. In the setup in Fig. 3.57, only the horizontal light
propagates further. Its phase can be set to desired values by the orientation
angles θ of the pixelated polarizer.
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Figure 3.12: Jones calculus-based calculation of the setup in Fig. 3.11. (a) The
two polarization components after the pixelated polarizer. (b) Polarization state
after the left-circular polarizer. The horizontal polarizer in Fig. 3.11 will only
allow Ux to propagate to the output. This field has a uniform amplitude and
the four different phase values [0, 0.5 π, π, 1.5 π].
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has considered the simulation techniques that will be used
as analysis tools in this thesis. First, diffraction of light in free space was
reviewed, both between parallel and tilted planes. Then, diffraction in
imaging systems was considered. At last, this chapter briefly reviewed the
modeling of polarization by means of Jones calculus. Thus, polarization
effects can be combined with the diffraction simulations discussed before.
The simulations in this chapter showed the near-field properties of MOEMS-
SLMs and also how these devices can be used to modulate the amplitude
of light. Section 3.2.4 illustrated that DMDs diffract light at visible wave-
lengths to very large diffraction angles relative to the optical axis. Con-
versely, analog tilt-mirror SLMs diffract light to distinct diffraction orders
at comparably small angles. Further, Sec. 3.3.4.1 has shown how analog
tilt-mirror based systems can be used for the modulation of amplitude.
Subsequent chapters will deal with the simultaneous modulation of am-
plitude and phase - this chapter has considered preliminaries in simulations.
Specifically, a concept for complex-valued modulation based on a phase
modulator [137] was considered in Sec. 3.3.4.2. Further, a concept to real-
ize static phase shifts based on a pixelated polarizer was presented in Sec.
3.4.2. Chapter 5 will discuss possible advantages of this approach with a
view to the state of the art.
3.6 Conclusion and outlook
Conclusion
To conclude, let us revisit the requirements for simulations of MOEMS-SLM
systems, as discussed in Sec. 3.1.1. In the eyes of the author, the first four
requirements can be considered fulfilled with the methods described. At
the same time, a more balanced conclusion should be drawn with regard
to optical systems (requirement 5). On the one hand, optical systems were
simplified using the paraxial approximation and simulated in Sec. 3.3. On
the other hand, the general case for optical systems is more complicated.
The numerical effort of simulating near field propagation in optical systems
rises considerably when the calculation area is increased [88]. The simula-
tions in this chapter did not consider the full pixel numbers of the SLMs.
Instead, test cases with fewer SLM pixels were considered. There is room
for improvement in terms of more efficient simulation techniques.
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Outlook
Fourier-optical simulation represents a large and active domain of study and
its advances will contribute to the design of MOEMS-SLM systems along
with many other domains in optics. Simulation approaches for arbitrary
optical systems need to consider geometries with large spatial extents. Thus,
large calculation areas as well as large angles result. This leads to very high
numerical efforts. Thus, approaches that simplify the problem by suitable
division to smaller simulation tasks, like the semi-analytical approach [99],
seem promising. In the future, one may be able to simulate diffraction
effects of MOEMS in closer conjuncture to the other design calculations,
such as geometrical ray-tracing, than is possible to date.
In the future, Fourier-optical simulations will further benefit from ad-
vances in numerical algorithms, namely research concerning the discrete
Fourier transform. The scaled - or fractional - Fourier transform [138] al-
lows confining a simulation to a smaller frequency range, which increases the
frequency resolution [109, 139]. Thereby, it replaces the interpolation that
would otherwise be necessary for the task. Moreover, the scaled transform
can be efficiently calculated using standard-FFTs, as described in Ref. [139].
The more general non-uniform Fourier transform (NUFFT) [140] considers
also tilted geometries. NUFFT avoids interpolation-based approximations
of tilted-plane fields and thereby provides more accurate results than pre-
vious methods [141]. However, its fast numerical implementation is more
challenging and this is therefore an active field of research [141–144]. As an
alternative to NUFFTs, interpolations can be used to calculate diffraction
at tilted planes [124]. The authors of Ref. [124] compared the performance
of NUFFTs to that of interpolation in their recent paper. The author of
this thesis decided to follow the discussion of Ref. [124] and implemented
tilted diffraction based on interpolation. The reason was that efficient and
easy-to-use implementations of NUFFT appeared to be a work in progress
at the time of writing (e.g. in [145]). The author expects that Fourier optics
will benefit from advances in NUFFT and related algorithms in the future.
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4 Critical system analysis of
modulation techniques based on
generalized phase contrast
4.1 Introduction
This chapter1 considers the system-level requirements for the construction
of a universal pattern imaging setup on the basis of the generalized phase
contrast (GPC) method [15]. A number of studies have already discussed
its advantages [146–148], especially the high light efficiency for intensity
modulation of up to ≈ 84 % [149]. Thus, GPC enables higher efficiencies
than comparable methods based on programmable masks, that is, the ab-
sorption of light. GPC has a very low computational complexity [15]. This
appears to be a significant advantage [150] over comparable light-efficient
methods such as Fourier holography [97, 151]. Fourier holography calcu-
lates the phase function to a desired output intensity distribution on the
basis of an iterative, numerically complex algorithm [97].
The combination of GPC with MOEMS modulators seems to be very
promising. The high frame rate of MOEMS-SLMs aligns well with the
computational simplicity of GPC. GPC setups with MOEMS modulators
could therefore be used for applications with very high speed requirements.
Practical applications targeted by the theoretical studies in this chapter
are those that require high frame rates and high light efficiency at the
same time. Chapter 2 has discussed the requirements sorting of biological
cells. This application requires modulation patterns with variable shapes
and sizes. The requirements for cell sorting derived in Chapter 2 motivate
the system analyses in this chapter.
This chapter is structured as follows. After this introduction, Sec. 4.2
reviews the design basics and discusses the GPC-related optimality con-
straints given in the relevant literature. Then Sec. 4.3 presents performance
analyses based on numerical simulation. Subsequently, Sec. 4.4 shows the
system aspects of matched filter GPC (mGPC), an extension of the GPC
1Parts of this work have been presented to the public in Ref. [130].
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concept. Finally, the discussion in Sec. 4.5 reviews the strengths and weak-
nesses of GPC-based modulation systems.
4.2 Design basics of a GPC system
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic GPC setup; it consists of a 4f setup with a
phase-only SLM (e.g. a piston mirror array) in the object plane and a phase
plate in the Fourier plane. The exclusive use of phase-only components,
static or time-varying, point to the high light efficiency of the method. The
illumination of the SLM in the object plane is assumed to be a fully coherent
plane wave. The object plane is called the input plane hereafter. This
nomenclature follows that in the literature on GPC [15]. Likewise, the
image plane is denoted as the output plane. These terms likely originate
from scientific domain of signal processing. In fact, the 4f setup, and thus
also GPC, can be viewed and analyzed as an optical Fourier processor. The
input wave Uin is shaped by the SLM. It controls the pattern in the output
plane. The phase plate is located in the Fourier plane and it is often realized
in a static way, for example as a diffractive optical element (DOE). It shifts
the phase of light at low spatial frequencies (near the optical axis) with
regard the higher frequency components. The design and the properties
of the phase plate are central in the GPC framework [15]. The numerical
simulation of a 4f system was discussed in Chapter 3. The optical field in
the output plane follows from two Fourier transforms:
Uout = F {F {Uin(x, y)} TGPC(fx, fy)} . (4.1)
Figure 4.1 also illustrates system aspects considered in this chapter: the
dimensions of the phase-shifting region fη,x, fη,y, the lateral misalignment
ηshift, and the bandwidth of the optical system fB. The bandwidth can
result from the resolution of the optical system (see Sec. 3.3) or from the
finite dimensions of the Fourier filter. In addition to values noted in the
figure, varying the size of the SLM-controlled modulation pattern will be
considered.
A uniformly illuminated phase modulator in the object plane controls
the intensity in the image plane. GPC is a subdomain of common-path
interferometry [15]. It is based on two partial waves interfering in the image
plane after having propagated along the same optical path. In GPC, it is
the spatially high frequency pattern wave and the spatially low frequency
background wave that interfere [15]. The background wave forms the so-
called synthetic reference wave (SRW) in the image plane. The object phase
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object (input) plane
with SLM lens lens
Fourier plane
with phase filter
alignment 
error 
image (output) plane
with screen
Figure 4.1: Schematic setup of a GPC-based pattern modulation system, with a
programmable phase modulator in the object plane and a static phase mask in
the Fourier plane. Two notable, performance-influencing properties are marked
as well - the size of the phase offset and its alignment on the optical axis.
function ϕin(x,y) is realized by the modulation of the SLM. In GPC, the
necessary phase values follow from desired intensity image Ides, which is
scaled to [0...4]I0 relative to the intensity of the object illumination I0 [15]:
Uin(x,y) = A0 exp (jϕin(x,y)) rect
(︃
x
Lx
,
y
Ly
)︃
, (4.2)
|ϕin(x,y)| = 2 sin−1
(︄√︁
Ides(x′,y′)/I0
2
)︄
, with I0 = A20. (4.3)
Here, Lx and Ly denote the dimensions of the SLM in the object plane.
4.2.1 Phase plate dimensions
The dimensions of the phase-shifting region of the phase plate depend on the
wavelength λ, the focal length f , and the pattern to be modulated Ides. The
purpose of the phase-shifting region is to cause constructive interference be-
tween the pattern wave and the background wave within the pattern region.
This chapter describes its dimensions with the spatial frequencies fη,x and
fη,y that are normalized for focal length and wavelength. The extent of the
diffraction-limited focal region also depends on the dimensions of the object
modulator (Lx, Ly). Therefore, it appears appropriate to parameterize the
optical filters using the unit-less, standardized filter dimensions ηx, ηy. For
a rectangular object (SLM), the optimal shape of the GPC phase-shifting
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region ϕGPC is also rectangular [15]:
TGPC(fx,fy) = exp (jϕGPC) = exp
(︃
jπ rect
(︃
fx
2ηxL−1x
,
fy
2ηyL−1y
)︃)︃
,
(4.4)
ηx, ηy =
Lxfη,x
2 ,
Lyfη,y
2 . (4.5)
The conditions for optimal operation of a GPC modulation system, ac-
cording to Ref. [15], establish a relationship between the pattern character-
istics and the optimal filter dimensions. Optimum conditions in the context
of GPC aim to minimize the dark background outside the pattern area
and to improve pattern uniformity. For optimal GPC intensity shaping,
two conditions relating the complex spatial average of the input wave Uin
should be satisfied [15]. This complex spatial average is denoted by ᾱ from
here on and it is calculated by means of the integrating the input wave (see
Eq. (4.6)). The optimality conditions derived in [15] and shown in Eqs.
(4.7) and (4.8) yield significant aspects for applying GPC in practice. ᾱ is
strongly pattern-dependent. Specifically, the scaled size of the pattern and
the grayscale intensity have a direct impact on it:
ᾱ = ᾱreal + jᾱimag =
1
A
∫︂∫︂
A
Uin(x,y) dx dy, (4.6)
ᾱimag
!= 0, (4.7)
g0(ηx,ηy) · ᾱreal
!= 0.5 . (4.8)
g(x,y) is the image field of the synthetic reference wave that originates from
the background wave. Above, g0(ηx, ηy) approximates the amplitude of
g(x,y) to a scalar value. Note that this approximation results to a function
of the normalized filter dimensions (ηx, ηy) [146]:
g(x,y) = F
{︃
rect
(︃
fx
fη,x
,
fy
fη,y
)︃
· F
{︃
rect
(︃
x
Lx
,
y
Ly
)︃}︃}︃
, (4.9)
g0(ηx,ηy) = g(0,0) ≈
4
π2
Si(πηx)Si(πηy) . (4.10)
Here, Si(a) =
∫︁ a
0 sin(b)/b db is the sine integral function. To conclude,
optimal filter dimensions ηx, ηy follow from the object phase function in
Eq. (4.3) and the condition in Eq. (4.8), which is a explicit function of
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the desired image intensity. Condition (4.7) is comparably easy to satisfy,
based on altering the sign of the object wave phase - the GPC condition in
Eq. (4.3) defines only the absolute value [15].
Figure 4.2 shows a numerical simulation with a 40 · 40-pixel phase SLM
in the object plane and an optimally tuned phase plate in the Fourier plane.
The complete simulation parameters can be found in Ref. [130] which was
published by the author of this thesis. The image intensity Iout is normalized
to the object illumination and reaches about four times its magnitude. At
the same time, Iout is not distributed completely evenly. In the Fourier plane
it becomes apparent that the GPC optimality criteria cause the phase plate
to shift part of the focal spot in phase.
L1
L2
f
f
f
f
Figure 4.2: GPC simulation with two phase filters and a pattern resolution of
Nin · Nin = 40 · 40 pixels. The Fourier plane filter has the ideal size for this
input pattern and shifts the phase at low spatial frequencies. The light is
redistributed from the input plane (unity amplitude plane wave illumination)
to the pattern shape in the output plane, where the intensity gain is up to 4.
The desired pattern is uniform and covers 25 % of the output area. This yields
the complex spatial average ᾱ = 0.5 + j0 (see Eq. (4.6)). Adapted from Ref.
[130], with changes in the labeling.
4.2.2 Matched-filter generalized phase contrast (mGPC)
The term mGPC refers to the combination of GPC and phase correlation fil-
tering [152–154]. Correlation filters can determine the position of a pattern
in the object plane [155]. In modulation, however, this position is controlled
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and instead the high intensities of the correlation maxima are of interest.
The object wave exp(jϕin(x,y)) is therefore composed of N spatially dis-
placed phase objects ϕT, the so-called phase targets. Their centers (xp,yp)
control the intensity maxima in the image plane:
ϕin(x,y) =
N∑︂
k=1
ϕT(x − xp,k,y − yp,k). (4.11)
These maxima are based on an optical, phase-only approximation of the
autocorrelation operation [155]. The amplitude distribution of the spatial
spectrum is neglected. Compared to the GPC filter, the correlation filter
works at high spatial frequencies. The two filtering operations can therefore
be easily combined into a single phase distribution:
TmGPC(fx,fy) = exp (j(ϕGPC + ϕcor)) rect
(︃
fx
fB
,
fy
fB
)︃
, (4.12)
ϕcor = arg (F(UT(x,y))) , with UT = exp(jϕT). (4.13)
Here, the filter bandwidth fB represents the spatial extent of the filter
in the Fourier plane. Figure 4.3 illustrates a simulation. It shows that by
adding the correlation filter many phase structures are added. The intensity
maxima at the output reach values up to 160 times higher than the object
wave intensity.
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f
Figure 4.3: Numerical simulation of mGPC, with phase filters in the image and in
the Fourier plane [130]. The input pattern has a resolution of Nin · Nin = 40 · 40
pixels of pitch p and the Fourier plane filter has a bandwidth fB = 3 p−1. The
GPC filter has the optimal size for the input pattern with α = 0.694 + j0.
Adapted from Ref. [130], with changes in the labeling.
4.3 System aspects of GPC as a modulation technique
The system properties of the GPC depend via different mechanisms on the
properties of the phase filter in the Fourier plane. The dimensions of the
Fourier filter relate to the diffraction-limited focal spot. Thus, the phase-
shifting region is often as small as a few micrometers. Accordingly, precise
positioning is important. The optimal dimensions of the phase-shifting re-
gion depend on the desired pattern. However, due to the small dimensions a
static realization of the filter seems attractive. This text therefore considers
deviations from the ideal case. As the first step, the performance criteria
are introduced.
4.3.1 Performance criteria
This chapter evaluates the modulation performance of a GPC simulation
based on the properties of the intensity in the image plane Iout. The de-
sired distribution is denoted by Ides and it has the value range [0...4 I0].
Typically, the pattern does not fill the entire modulatable area. There are
also spatial fractions that have the target value Ides = 0 and therefore are
not considered part of the pattern. The GPC fundamentals consider parts
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of the object wave as the pattern wave and other parts as the background
wave [15]. Similarly, the following analyses divide the image intensity dis-
tribution into pattern intensity Ipattern and background intensity Idark. To
ease the analysis, the desired patterns in this chapter are all binary. Thus,
pattern and background are easy to distinguish:
Ipatter = Iout|Ides>0 , (4.14)
Idark = Iout|Ides=0 . (4.15)
Their local averages are denoted by Ipattern and Idark. This chapter uses
the criteria contrast c, optical efficiency ϵ, and pattern standard deviation
σpattern according to the following definitions:
c = Ipat
Iback
, (4.16)
ϵ =
∫︁∫︁
Ipat(x,y) dxdy∫︁∫︁
Iin(x,y) dxdy
=
∫︁∫︁
Ipat(x,y) dxdy
I0LxLy
, (4.17)
σpat = std (Ides − Ipat) . (4.18)
The use of these standard parameters shall support comparability with other
modulation methods.
4.3.2 Sensitivity analyses
The modulation performance of GPC depends on the Fourier filter position,
its size, and the scaling of the desired pattern. Figure 4.4a considers the
influence of the a lateral shift in x-direction. Varying the normalized shift
ηshift shows that even a small shift of 0.05 has a noticeable impact on the
performance. Figure 4.4b shows an example of the image intensity when the
Fourier filter is shifted by ηshift = 0.17. The pattern uniformity is reduced.
Likewise, the energy efficiency is relatively low, since intensities of up to 4
are desired.
Altering the size of the phase shifting region of the GPC filter has a signif-
icant impact on the modulation quality. A deviation of the normalized filter
dimensions may result from changes or errors with respect to wavelength,
focal length, or the implementation of the Fourier filter. Fig. 4.5b shows
the simulated performance parameters as a function of the normalized filter
diameter. Clearly, the filter size has a significant impact on the performance.
Note also that an optimum exists with regard to energy efficiency and pat-
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(b) Intensity distribution for
fshift = 0.342 · 1/Lin
Figure 4.4: Influence of GPC Fourier filter misalignment ηshift, evaluated at the
optimal filter diameter for the exemplary modulation pattern [130].
tern intensity. Figure 4.6 illustrates the intensity distributions in the output
plane for suboptimal filter sizes. Fig. 4.6a shows that decreasing the size
from the optimal value η = 0.62 to 0.4 leads to a more uniform intensity
distribution. However, values of Iout are significantly reduced to about two.
A value of four would be optimal here. Conversely, for an enlarged filter
of diameter η = 0.8, Iout reaches higher values but becomes more unevenly
distributed.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated GPC performance as a function of the normalized filter
diameter, for a square filter (ηx =ηy =η) [130].
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(a) Mismatched filter with η = 0.4
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(b) Mismatched filter with η = 0.8
Figure 4.6: Intensity distributions for mismatched GPC filter sizes [130].
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4.3 System aspects of GPC as a modulation technique
The relation between filter design, modulation pattern, and performance
parameters can also be illustrated by scaling the pattern and keeping the
filter constant. In the GPC design framework, the main effect of scaling
the pattern is that the complex spatial average ᾱ changes. For this reason,
Figure 4.7 displays the performance parameters as a function of ᾱ as the
independent variable. The simulation results indicate that the scaling of
the input pattern has a significant impact on the modulation performance
parameters. The GPC filter is considered as static with a normalized filter
diameter of η = 0.62, as in Fig. 4.5. Figure 4.7 now shows the effect of
scaling the pattern modulated by the SLM. The exemplary letter-shaped
pattern was reduced in size by a factor of up to 5 or enlarged by up to 30
%. This allowed to consider the range [0.2, 0.99] for ᾱ. On the one hand,
Fig. 4.7b shows that the output intensity can reach significantly higher
values than 4 I0. This is not reflected by most standard GPC descriptions,
including Eqs. (4.2, 4.3) above. However this behavior is predicted in the
foundational GPC literature [15]. On the other hand, the energy efficiency
decreases significantly when operating outside of the optimum. Further,
for enlarged patterns, the modulation quality decreases significantly. The
increasing values of Idark indicate this. In case of the 30 % larger pattern
displayed in Fig. 4.7c, the modulation quality becomes so poor that the
pattern and background can hardly be distinguished.
4.3.3 Programmable Fourier plane modulator
The sensitivity of the concept to Fourier filter position and extent justifies
implementing it as a second programmable SLM. A recent publication by
Kenny and colleagues has explored this possibility experimentally [156]. Go-
ing beyond that study, this text considers the limited number of pixels of
an SLM as an essential design aspect. From the above analysis it follows
that the focal spot should be modulated with not less than 20 · 20 pixels.
The experimental study [156] yielded a similar result. The focal spot has
the dimensions (L−1in , L−1in ) in the spatial frequency domain. The spatial
frequency difference of two adjacent pixels is then
fsamp = 1/20 L−1in . (4.19)
At the same time, the resolution of the SLM in the object plane should
be preserved. The finest pattern that can be displayed corresponds to a
grating with the grating constant equal to two SLM pixels. Assuming the
bandwidth of the system shall suffice to represent the fundamental frequency
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Figure 4.7: Simulation result illustrating the influence of scaling the desired pattern
for a constant GPC-filter. (a) Performance parameters. (b) Simulation result
for a pattern reduced in size by the factor five, which results in ᾱ = 0.99. (c)
Simulation result for pattern increased in size by 30 % so that ᾱ = 0.2.
of the grating, the following condition follows:
fB
!
≥ 2 Nin2Lin
. (4.20)
Here, the SLM in the object plane consists of Nin · Nin pixels. The pixels of
both SLMs are arranged equidistantly. From the requirement for fB follows
the criterion in Eq.(4.21) for the pixel number of the SLM in the Fourier
plane. Like the SLM in the object plane, the Fourier plane SLM is assumed
to be of square shape with NF · NF pixels.
NFfsamp
!
≥ 2 Nin2Lin
→ NF
Nin
!
≥ 10 (4.21)
Therefore, the Fourier SLM would have to feature a pixel number 10 · 10 =
100 times larger than the SLM in the object plane. The author of this
thesis regards this as a major challenge. In addition, it seems important
to emphasize that the light incident on the Fourier SLM is very unevenly
distributed. A respective SLM would have to offer both a high resolution
and a comparatively high damage threshold.
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4.4 System aspects of mGPC
4.4.1 Filter bandwidth
The following analysis considers mGPC system properties in analogy to
those of GPC. Since mGPC purpose is to modulate high intensity spots, we
focus our performance criteria on the corresponding local intensity maxima.
Ipeak = mean
(︁
Iout(x,y)|(x,y)∈ local maxima
)︁
, (4.22)
σpeak = std
(︁
Iout(x,y)|(x,y)∈ local maxima
)︁
. (4.23)
Ipeak denotes the mean intensity of the local maxima and σpeak represents
their standard deviation. The previous results for GPC remain relevant.
Beyond them, a mGPC filter has a variety of phase features so that its total
size is important from a realization standpoint, be it a static or dynamic.
Note that the size of the phase filter is denoted in the spatial frequency
domain in Eq. (4.12). The bandwidth fB quantifies it.
Figure 4.8 shows mGPC’s performance as a function of the spatial fre-
quency bandwidth fB of the system. The peak intensities Ipeak depend
on fB in an almost linear fashion. Note the high values on the spatial fre-
quency axis. They are orders of magnitude larger than for the GPC filter.
In case of an SLM-based realization this would lead to very high resolution
requirements for the phase filter. Further, the standard deviation σpeak of
the local maxima increases along with the peak intensities. It can be said
that the image quality, which is reflected by the standard deviation, does
not improve with increasing bandwidth fB.
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Figure 4.8: Mean peak intensities and their standard deviation as a function of the
Fourier plane filter bandwidth fB for mGPC multispot generation [130]. These
simulations were carried out using the same set of parameters as in Fig. 4.3,
including the phase target.
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4.4.2 Modulating multiple spots based on tilt-mirror arrays
The restricted availability of piston-type MOEMS-SLMs raises the question
whether mGPC can be realized based on tilt-mirror arrays as well. This was
investigated in the research for this thesis. Figure 4.9 shows a simulation
that indicates the feasibility of this combination. Only the design equations
(4.10) and (4.13) had to be re-evaluated for considering the new phase func-
tion for the correlation targets. The phase targets in this adapted case
feature the characteristic, repetitive linear phase distribution of tilt-mirrors.
Note that the intensity peaks attain high values of up to ≈ 135I0.
L1
L2
f
f
f
f
Figure 4.9: Numerical simulation of mGPC, with a tilt-type phase modulator in
the image plane and a piston-type modulator in the Fourier plane [130]. The
input pattern has a resolution of Nin · Nin = 40 · 40 pixels of pitch p and the
Fourier plane filter has a bandwidth fB = 3 p−1. The GPC filter has the optimal
size for the input pattern with α = 0.847 + j0. The image was adapted from
Ref. [130], with changes in the labeling.
4.5 System-related strengths and weaknesses of GPC modulation
This chapter has systematically examined some system aspects of GPC for
the first time. On the one hand, the method can achieve high light effi-
ciencies under ideal conditions. On the other hand, simulations indicate
considerably reduced performance parameters if the GPC phase filter is
designed statically and patterns or filters deviate from the optimum operat-
ing point. Image contrast and efficiency deteriorate significantly even with
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small size changes.
Overall, the method shows low contrast values, e.g. c = 15.9 under opti-
mal conditions in simulation in Fig. 4.2. This value is smaller by orders
of magnitude than those that can be achieved with comparable absorbing
methods [13, 130]. In addition, Sec. 4.3.2 showed that the performance pa-
rameters strongly depend on the position of the phase filter. A very precise
calibration must therefore be carried out, for which first investigations by
other authors are available in the literature, e.g. [156]. Together with the
demand for variable pattern sizes, however, this ultimately calls for a sec-
ond programmable phase modulator in the Fourier plane. The discussion in
section 4.3.3 showed that this SLM would have to meet unrealistically high
requirements regarding resolution and damage threshold. In conclusion, the
results indicate a need for significant conceptual advances before GPC can
be applied as a versatile, general pattern modulation method.
This chapter has combined the mGPC method for modulating multiple
spots with the readily available technology of analog tilt-mirror SLMs. The
resulting system analysis shows that spots with high light output can be
generated on this basis. However, the achievable peak intensities are directly
dependent on the Fourier filter bandwidth fB, and thus on the size of the
filter. mGPC has the same requirements for sampling in the Fourier plane
as GPC. If we now consider the requirement for a large filter bandwidth, the
requirements for the programmable Fourier phase modulator become even
more stringent. Here, too, significant conceptual advances appear necessary
before mGPC can be seen as an alternative to established methods such as
Fourier holography.
The present chapter served as motivation to study system design based
on existing modulator technologies in detail. The following chapters take
up the systemic analysis, which makes the universal applicability of GPC
appear challenging, again. Thus they consider the limits of the newly pro-
posed concepts in close connection with their possible advantages. In addi-
tion, the adaptation of mGPC for the use with tilt-mirror arrays was very
simple. This raises the question whether more modulation concepts can
also be adapted for the use with tilt-mirror arrays.
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5 Designing phase-modulating
systems based on analog tilt-mirror
arrays and subpixel phase features
This chapter investigates subpixel features that change the modulation of
MOEMS tilt-mirror pixels. The fundamental works by Sandström et al.
have paved the way for these investigations [39, 157]. These researchers
used alterations to the reflective height profile of individual SLM pixels.
This thesis explores the possibility of realizing the phase alterations using
a separate device. This element will be referred to as a static phase ele-
ment (SPE). It may be realized by a diffractive optical element (DOE), for
example. The technological production processes have improved consider-
ably during the last years. Specifically, the size of the smallest producible
feature is now as small as 50 nm [158, 159]. This is more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the pitch of MOEMS-SLM pixels (e.g. 10.8 µm or
16 µm). This opens the possibility to apply a very large number of phase
alterations to a single SLM pixel. Many degrees of freedom for the design
result.
This chapter explores using optimization algorithms for subpixel distribu-
tions, to exploit the degrees of freedom in design. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, this is considered here for the first time for MOEMS-SLM pixels.
Optimization yielded interesting results and this chapter focuses on the pro-
cess of finding them. The main optimization goal pursued here may sound
surprising: To transform the modulation of a tilt-mirror pixel to that of a
piston mirror. There were two reasons for this choice. First, the availability
of piston mirror SLMs is limited, as Chapter 2 discussed. Thus, there may
be a demand for using tilt SLMs in their place. Second, the task seems
unachievable at first, due to the completely different kinematics of the two
pixel variants (see Sec. 2.1). However, optimized solutions come close to
the desired modulation. In fact, these solutions stem from an extensive
trial-and-error process during the research for this thesis. At its beginning,
it was by no means clear any significant advantage could be gained by ap-
plying optimization. Thus, the example seems fit to illustrate the potential
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of optimization and hopefully stimulates further work.
The application that serves as motivation for this chapter is wavefront
shaping. This novel technique imposes new requirements on spatial light
modulation, as was discussed in Chapter 2. Wavefront shaping requires
high-resolution phase modulation in combination with frame rates in the
kHz range. Analog tilt-mirror SLMs already offer suitable resolutions as
well as frame rates according to today’s state of the art. However, the
systems in which they are used so far only modulate the amplitude in an
image plane and not the phase. This chapter therefore aims to make these
SLMs applicable for wavefront shaping on the basis of specially adapted
systems.
The research presented in this chapter has a close connection to the mul-
tipixel modulation discussed in the subsequent Chapter 6. Prerequisites for
it are presented in this chapter: The modulation curves of individual pixels,
different pixel geometries, and the concept of phase step pixels. Further,
both this chapter and the subsequent one build upon static phase elements.
This chapter is structured as follows. The first section illustrates the
analyzed pixel geometries and the assumed optical system. Then Section
5.2 considers the state of the art of static phase elements which may utilize
different physical principles. Sec. 5.3 analyzes the modulation behavior of
different pixels. It starts from known geometries and introduces a central
simplification of the calculation of the modulation curve. Sec. 5.4 considers
the optimization in detail, particularly the cost function and the constraints.
It also presents the optimization results in a validation setting. At last, Sec.
5.5 discusses the findings of this chapter.
5.1 Pixel geometries and optical system
This dissertation combines subpixel features with two types of analog tilt-
mirror MOEMS pixels - with symmetric and asymmetric kinematics. Figure
5.1 illustrates the pixel geometries considered in this chapter. Therein, Fig.
5.1a displays the commonly employed symmetric version. This version is
currently produced, as was discussed in Sec. 2.2.2. Fig. 5.1b shows the
asymmetric geometry. Asymmetric analog tilt-mirrors are currently not
manufactured at a large scale, but were discussed as early the year 1990,
for example in Ref. [16]. This chapter will show that they have favorable
properties when combined with optimized phase masks. They are included
to the discussion to show their potential.
The so-called phase step (PS) pixel is a concept introduced by the authors of
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[38]. They showed that phase steps may benefit modulation for lithography.
Figure 5.1c shows their realization based on adapting the surface profile of
a symmetric tilt pixel. This thesis and the previous article [160] discuss
that they can be realized by a separate device as well. The static addition
is referred to as a static phase element (SPE). Figure 5.1d illustrates that
a PS pixel can be realized in this way as well. Since the manufacturing
technology of static elements allows for structures that are much smaller
than SLM-pixels, many different phase levels can be applied to a pixel.
Thus, SPEs may feature spatially varying phase levels ϕspe(x, y) over the
extent of a pixel (see Fig. 5.1 e,f).
Figure 5.1: Types of pixels analyzed in this chapter: (a) Symmetric tilt pixel, (b)
Asymmetric tilt pixel, (c) Phase step tilt pixel based on surface profile, (d) Phase
step pixel based on a static phase element (SPE), (e) SPE with arbitrary phase
profile combined with a symmetric mirror pixel, (f) Arbitrary SPE combined
with an asymmetric mirror pixel.
The subpixel designs in this chapter rely on the 4f setup depicted in Fig.
5.2. In its object plane, there is a MOEMS-SLM either with a phase mask
or without one. If two separate devices are used they will be arranged
in close proximity. Alternatively, they may also be arranged in conjugate
planes of an extended 8f setup [160]. In both cases, the field in the object
plane Uobject results from the superposition of SLM modulation ϕslm and
the influence of the static phase element ϕspe:
Uobject = exp (j(ϕslm + ϕspe)) . (5.1)
A monochromatic plane wave is assumed as the illumination. The amplitude
in the image plane follows from the effects of utilizing and isolating the zero
diffraction order. The propagation of light in a 4f setup has been discussed
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in Chap. 3. The aperture in the Fourier plane restricts all diffraction orders
but the zero order from the optical path.
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the optical setup for subpixel design
The aperture must be parameterized to exclude all higher diffraction or-
ders from the optical path. Resolving individual pixels will be desired in
a modulation application. Setting the aperture to absorb the first diffrac-
tion order ensures sufficient local field averaging [160]. In Fourier-optical
theory, the extent of spatial low-pass filtering can be characterized by the
amplitude-spread-function (ASF) [1]. The requirement for absorbing the
first diffraction order corresponds to an ASF with at least the same size as
an SLM pixel. A suitable circular aperture is parameterized conveniently
in the Fourier domain:
Tcirc(fx, fy) = circ
(︃
fr
0.5 p−1
)︃
with fr =
√︁
f2x + f2y . (5.2)
Altogether, the light field in the image plane follows from the known prop-
agation in a 4f setup. It was discussed in Chapter 3 and is repeated here
for convenience:
Uimage = F {F {Uobject(x, y)} T (fx, fy)} . (5.3)
5.2 State of the art of phase masks
Static, spatial phase profiles can be realized with a variety of technologies.
Figure 5.3 shows a conceptual comparison of different options. Here, trans-
missive and reflective variants are considered. In the further course of this
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chapter, phase modulating elements are presented in the transmissive vari-
ant in order to simplify the visualization.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.3: One-dimensional illustrations of static phase element realizations based
on different technologies. (a) Transmissive phase mask with a constant refrac-
tive index and a customized height profile. (b) Transmissive phase mask with
different refractive indices along its spatial profile. (c) Reflective element show-
ing a customized height profile. (d) Pixelated polarizer array. The dashed line
indicates that it functions as a phase mask only when used in a system with
additional polarizing components (see Chapter 3).
Static phase masks can be realized in the form of diffractive optical ele-
ments (DOEs). These generate phase shifts by applying height profiles to
a material with an optical density difference compared to the environment
(see Fig. 5.3a). In their production, very finely resolved surface profiles
can be produced down to structure sizes of only 50 nm [158, 159]. At the
state of the art, eight height levels can be realized on the same device [158].
DOEs are widely used, they have been core components of various optical
systems for years [159]. Therefore, there are a number of industrial suppli-
ers who have many years of experience with manufacturing technology. In
any case, DOEs are generally designed for a specific wavelength. The phase
shift depends on the optical path length difference, which remains practi-
cally constant. If the wavelength changes, another phase shift is realized
(see chapter 3).
As an alternative to surface structuring, the optical refractive index of a
transmissive SPEs can also be varied (see Fig 5.3b). Liquid crystal matrices
(LC-SLMs) generate phase modulation in this way [7]. LC-SLMs could
be combined with MEMS-SLMs in a modulation setup. Compared to the
MEMS device, they would be operated at much lower frame rates. Such a
combination could prove useful if the high frame rate of MOEMS-SLM is
required and the light phase is to be controlled with high resolution at the
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same time.
SPEs can also be designed as reflective devices (see Fig 5.3c) [159, 161].
Structures are introduced into the surface profile of a mirror. Reflective
devices can have advantages when used with multiple wavelengths. This is
discussed in detail in by Berndt in Ref. [14].
Shortly before the completion of this dissertation holographic achromatic
phase plates were presented [162]. The cited method is based on optically
thick holographic recording media. In the future it may become a realization
option for the static phase elements discussed here.
Besides DOEs, pixelated polarizers are a particularly interesting realiza-
tion option for static phase elements. For linearly polarized light, they can
realize pixelated phase modulation together with λ/4 plates [85]. Chapter 3
has investigated this in a simulation. λ/4 plates are available in achromatic
and superachromatic versions (e.g. [163, 164]). Achromatic polarization
plates are based on a special combination of several polarizers [165]. Pixe-
lated polarizers could be used in combination with spatial light modulators
to allow achromatic modulation. MEMS-SLMs seem to be particularly suit-
able because their reflective modulation principle works independently of
the polarization orientation of the light. In contrast, liquid crystal mod-
ulators have special requirements for the polarization of the light to be
modulated [7].
5.3 Analysis of pixel modulation curves
This section analyses the MOEMS-SLMs are reflective devices and their
phase profile ϕ(x,y) follows directly from their surface profile h(x, y). The
phase shift is a direct function of the wavelength λ or the equivalent wave
number k:
ϕ(x,y) = 2kh(x, y) = 4π
λ
h(x, y). (5.4)
Note that the phase directly depends on the wavelength. In all discussions to
follow, the only active (programmable) phase modulation will result from
tilting a mirror. The mirror plates are assumed to remain rigid so that
their phase profile will be a linear function of (x, y). Additional phase
distributions will be static.
Note that every phase function can also be implemented by a transmis-
sive device [1]. The phase of a static phase element ϕspe depends on the
difference of the refractive index difference ∆n and the height profile hspe
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of the structures [86]:
ϕspe(x, y; λ) = k ∆n(λ)hspe(x,y). (5.5)
In coherent optics, the wavelength range is often small enough to approxi-
mate ∆n by a constant [166].
5.3.1 Simplifying the optical system
To ease the analysis, the spatial coordinates x, y are normalized by the pixel
pitch of the SLM p in this chapter. The resulting normalized coordinates
x̃,ỹ have the range [−0.5, 0.5] on the extent of a pixel and they are unitless:
(x̃,ỹ) = (x,y)/p, x̃,ỹ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. (5.6)
Similar to optical gratings, the pixel pitch and the wavelength have an
influence on the diffractive properties. Therefore, this chapter uses the
standardized tilt angle ζ introduced in Section 3.2.4.2 as a function of the
geometric tilt angle θ:
ζ = 2p tan(θ)
λ
. (5.7)
This standardization has been chosen in such a way that the classical am-
plitude modulation from the previous work of other authors is clearly repre-
sented. In the formulation according to Eq. (5.7) ζ = 0 corresponds to just
100 % intensity and ζ = 1 corresponds to just 0 % intensity in the image
plane of a shadow mask setup. This has been discussed as a simulation
example in Chapter 3.
The above normalizations result in the following expressions for height pro-
file htilt and phase profile ϕtilt of a symmetric analog tilt-mirror:
htilt(x̃; ζ) = x̃ζλ/2, (5.8)
ϕtilt(x̃; ζ) = 2πζx̃. (5.9)
These normalized formulations show that, at the blaze condition ζ = ±1,
the height profile htilt attains values in the range of ±λ/4 and the phase
distribution ϕtilt shows values in the range ±π.
Three assumptions facilitate analyzing the effect of changes in the object
plane on the field in the image plane [160]. First, all tilt-mirrors of the SLM
shall tilt by the same tilt angle ζ. Second, we neglect all system apertures
except for the one in the Fourier plane. Third, we assume an ideal plane
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wave as the illumination of the SLM. Then, the phase of the SLM can be
described as a blazed phase grating with infinite dimensions. Its periodic
phase is denoted using the comb function and the phase of a single pixel
ϕpixel:
ϕslm = ϕpixel(x) comb(x/p). (5.10)
The Fourier-optical theory [1] predicts that diffraction maxima of infinitely
small dimension will appear in the Fourier plane. Out of these, the aperture
isolates the zero diffraction order. Since the considered 4f system satisfies
the condition of Fraunhofer diffraction, the properties of the Fourier trans-
form apply to the field in the aperture plane. The central ordinate theorem
of the Fourier Transform states, that the point (fx, fy) = (0,0) yields the
spatial mean of the input field Up(x,y) [89]. This applies directly to the
modulation value of the field in the image plane, denoted by ρ. This is a
scalar that describes amplitude and phase of the wave at the image plane:
F{Up(x,y)}|fx=0,fy=0 = G(0,0) =
∫︂∫︂
Up(x,y) dxdy = mean (Up(x,y)) ,
(5.11)
ρ = mean (exp(jϕslm)) . (5.12)
This dissertation considers the change of the complex-valued amplitude in
the image plane ρ(ζ), which is caused by the control of a modulator pixel’s
tilt angle ζ, as amodulation curve. Suitable display formats are curves in the
complex plane or diagrams showing magnitude and phase. The modulation
curve results from the spatial field averaging above, written below in integral
form. In addition to dynamic (programmable) SLM phase ϕtilt we consider
a possible static phase alteration ϕspe. The modulation curve ρ(ζ) follows
from their superposition and the averaging of the field components within
the extent of a pixel:
ρ(ζ; ϕspe) =
∫︂∫︂ (0.5,0.5)
(x̃,ỹ)=(−0.5,−0.5)
exp(j(ϕslm(x̃,ζ) + ϕspe(x̃,ỹ))) dx̃ dỹ.
(5.13)
All considered pixels act effectively one-dimensionally (see Fig. 5.1). There-
fore, ϕslm depends only on the horizontal coordinate x̃ and the tilt angle
ζ.
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5.3.2 Standard geometries
At first, we apply the subpixel analysis according to equation (5.13) to
symmetric tilt-mirror pixels; this yields known modulation curves and serves
to validate the methodology. For an unaltered, symmetric tilt-mirror pixel
(ϕspe ≡ 0), the modulation curve results to:
ρtilt(ζ) =
sin(ζπ)
ζπ
= sinc(ζ). (5.14)
This result has been shown in multiple previous studies by other authors as
well as experimentally verified [13, 34, 167, 168]. The references examine
the intensity modulation function, which equates to the square of Eq. (5.14).
A geometric illustration may illustrate the derivation of a modulation curve
based on a spatial mean.
Figure 5.4 displays a geometric interpretation of the mean operation to
obtain the modulation value ρ of a symmetric tilt pixel. Figure 5.4a displays
the phase profile ϕtilt at three different tilt angles ζ. For these tilt states,
polar plots show complex values in the object plane Utilt = exp(jϕtilt) along
with the modulation value ρ(ζ) which is defined in the image plane. As Eq.
(5.14) states, the modulation value follows from the complex-valued average
of the field values. Note that the polar plots do not consider the position of
the field spots on the tilt-mirror, just their complex-valued field response.
These are sampled equidistantly. Thus, they represent equal amounts of
electromagnetic field. The figure considers different tilt states of the mirror
which is assumed to be illuminated by a unit-amplitude plane wave. For an
untilted mirror (Fig. 5.4b), all object fields Utilt have the value 1.0 exp(0).
Thus, their average will be identical. Conversely, a mirror tilted to the blaze
condition (Fig. 5.4d) will realize fields with all phases in the range [−π, π].
Note that there is the complex conjugate for every field value. Thus, their
average will be zero. Third, consider a mirror tilted to the intermediate
position in Fig. 5.4c. Their average will result in a gray value. Since the
fields are centered around the phase zero, the modulation value will have
that same phase.
Asymmetric tilt-mirrors have a different modulation curve than their sym-
metrical counterparts because the center of the mirror moves downwards
when tilting. This introduces an additional phase modulation to the field
spots the mirror modulates. The modulation curve ρas(ζ) follows from the
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Figure 5.4: Graphic illustration for deriving the modulation curve of a symmetric
tilt-mirror: (a) Phase profile at three different angles, (b) Object plane field
components Utilt and image plane modulation value ρtilt for an untilted mirror,
(c) Grayscale amplitude modulation, (d) Illustration of the blaze condition at
ζ = 1.
height profile has as a function of the normalized tilt angle ζ:
has(x; ζ) = − tan θ(x + p/2) with x ∈ [−p/2, p/2], (5.15)
ϕas(x̃; ζ) = −πζ(1 + 2x̃). (5.16)
Substituting the height profile in Eq.(5.21) with ϕspe ≡ 0 yields the asym-
metric modulation curve ρas(ζ):
ρas(ζ) =
∫︂ 1
x̃=0
exp (jϕas(x̃; ζ)) dx̃ = j
exp(−j2πζ) − 1
2πζ . (5.17)
The result is neither purely real nor purely imaginary. In fact, the expression
shows that the curve covers multiple quadrants in the complex plane.
An asymmetric mirror should be assumed to be only movable to positive
tilt angles ζ > 0. This because MOEMS-SLMs often rely on electrostatic
actuation and an asymmetric design enables an electromagnetic torque in
only one direction.
5.3.3 Phase steps
The so-called phase step creates a modulation curve that is symmetric in the
complex plane. This means that a phase step pixel can modulate positive
and negative (180 deg phase-shifted) fields of equal magnitude. This has
provided benefits in applications such as lithography and direct mask writ-
ing [169]. The phase step shifts the light incident on half of the tilt-mirror
by π radians. A shifted rect-function represents this phase distribution.
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Equivalently, a switch-case formulation describes the phase step:
ϕstep(x̃) = π rect
(︂
x̃ − 0.25
0.5
)︂
=
{︃
0 −0.5 ≤ x̃ < 0
π 0 ≤ x̃ < 0.5
. (5.18)
Applying this static alteration to Eq. (5.21) leads to the phase step modu-
lation curve ρps:
ρps(ζ) =
∫︂ 0
x̃=−0.5
exp(j(ϕtilt(x̃,ζ)) dx̃ +
∫︂ 0.5
x̃=0
exp(j(ϕtilt(x̃,ζ) + π) dx̃
= j cos(ζπ) − 1
ζπ
. (5.19)
Note that the cosine function leads to a symmetric complex-valued curve.
For negative ζ, the modulation values will have the opposite sign. That is,
they will be phase-shifted by π radians.
Figure 5.5 displays the three pixel modulation curves discussed so far. It
shows that a tilt pixel field ρtilt covers mainly one direction in the complex
plane. The maximum negative amplitude has an absolute value of about 0.2.
By contrast, the field of a phase step mirror ρtilt covers two directions with
equal maximum absolute values. The values lie on the imaginary axis. Note
that this corresponds to a 90 degree phase shift compared to the unaltered
tilt-mirror. This effect will not usually be significant in practice because it
applies to all pixels of the SLM and absolute phase values are usually not
of interest. The third curve shows the modulation of an asymmetric tilt-
mirror ρas. In its absolute value, it resembles the curve of a a symmetric
tilt-mirror. Its phase shows an additional phase modulation, coupled to
that of the amplitude.
5.3.4 General phase profiles
Let us now generalize the calculation of modulation curves ρ(ζ). SPE pro-
duction methods enable the static phase profile ϕspe to have arbitrary dis-
tributions in (x̃, ỹ). Let us separate the tilt modulator phase ϕslm, which is
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Figure 5.5: Modulation curves in the complex plane and in absolute value and
phase: A regular tilt-pixel ρtilt with ζ ∈ [−2, 2], an asymmetric pixel ρas with
ζ ∈ [0, 2], and a phase step pixel ρps with ζ ∈ [−2, 2].
a function of only the x̃, from the static term ϕspe.
ρ(ζ; ϕspe) =
∫︂ 0.5
x̃=−0.5
exp(j(ϕslm(x̃,ζ))
∫︂ 0.5
ỹ=−0.5
exp(jϕspe(x̃,ỹ))) dỹ⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean calculation in ỹ
dx̃.
(5.20)
This separation of the integrals shows an inner integral dependent only on
the static component. Moreover, it can be seen to realize a mean operation
in ỹ direction. Thus, the equation can be simplified by evaluating the
integral along this direction. Then, the expression for the modulation curve
can be reformulated using a complex-valued, x̃-dependent complex adaption
term Uspe:
ρ(ζ; Uspe) =
∫︂ 0.5
x̃=−0.5
exp(j(ϕtilt(x̃,ζ))Uspe(x̃) dx̃. (5.21)
This formulation illustrates that the design problem is effectively one-dimensional.
This reduces the number of free variables to optimize. The design of phase
structures has an influence on amplitude features as well as phase features
in the object plane.
This chapter exclusively considers the design of phase features, but those
can have a direct influence on the amplitude as well. Since the filtering
realizes a spatial mean operation, two phasors can control the amplitude in
addition to the phase. The tilt-mirrors vary the phase profile only in one
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spatial direction, here generally denoted by x̃. In ỹ, two different phase
levels can be chosen so as to consider the absolute value of an adaption
|Uspe(x)| as well: x̃
ϕspe,1(x̃) = ∠(Uspe(x̃)) + arccos(|Uspe(x̃)|), (5.22)
ϕspe,2(x̃) = ∠(Uspe(x̃)) − arccos(|Uspe(x̃)|). (5.23)
This principle was similarly applied in the context of complex-valued mod-
ulation based on piston mirrors in Ref. [44]. In the context of subpixel
features, a simple implementation option could be to realize one half (in
ỹ-direction) of the SPE with the phase ϕspe,1(x) and the other half with
ϕspe,2(x). This realizes both amplitude and phase of Uspe and it uses the
largest possible features to achieve this. Note, however, that many other
phase profile can realize the same complex-valued adaptation.
5.4 Optimization of subpixel phase distributions
We now consider optimization for the design, with the specific example
of tilt-mirror based phase-only modulation. Thus, the desired modulation
curve passes through a circle in the complex plane as a function of the
variable ζ. We build on the one-dimensional expression for the modulation
curve in Eq. (5.21). The main challenge consists in finding a suitable
cost function. Its properties strongly influence the choice of optimization
algorithms. This section outlines the applied methodology and presents
validations in the form of Fourier-optical simulations.
5.4.1 Cost function for tilt-mirror based phase modulation
The required cost function must quantify the similarity of the modulation
curve with a circle. The challenge is that only a numerical modulation
curve is available for evaluation. Numerically processed, a modulation curve
consists of points in the complex plane. The cost function is therefore
based on the following formulation of the properties of a circle. The desired
modulation curve should contain modulation values that cover all possible
phase values in the complex plane. A modulation value should therefore
exist for every angle in the range [−π,π]. The maximum modulation values
per phase should have the same amplitude, ideally one. A lower amplitude
can often be tolerated from the application point of view. However, the
greater the variance of the amplitudes of these modulation values, the less
the modulation curve resembles a circle.
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During optimization, it is not known a priori in which value range the
normalized tilt angle ζ should lie. With regard to existing SLM components,
however, the magnitude of the normalized tilt angle is assumed to be a
maximum |ζ| = 3. This corresponds to three times the blaze angle.
The procedure for calculating the minimization function e is carried out
in three steps. The variable to be optimized is the complex adaptation
Uspe. In the first step, the pixel modulation curve ρp is calculated for a spe-
cific realization of Uspe. There can be several modulation values per phase.
Therefore in the second step the modulation value with the maximum am-
plitude Amax(ϕ) is determined for each phase ϕ . The phase range to be
modulated [−π,π] is divided into equidistant intervals. The amplitudes de-
termined in this way are then combined to form a vector Amax and used to
calculate the cost function. The mean value of the amplitudes should be as
large as possible in order to increase the light efficiency. At the same time
the variance should be as small as possible, ideally zero. The cost function
e puts these two requirements in relation to each other and weights them.
This requires the introduction of an optimization parameter, here called α:
e(Uspe) = −mean(Amax) + α std(Amax). (5.24)
Here ’std’ denotes the standard deviation. Note that the best case scenario,
a perfect circle of radius one, would return the cost -1.0. In this thesis, the
choice of α = 3.0 yielded good results, according to simulation experience.
Since the modulation curve is only available as discrete points, the cost
function must also be discretized. The calculation of the cost function
contains the following three variables for discretization:
 Nu, the number of features of the complex adaptation Uspe (a phase-
shifting realization would have 2 Nu phase features),
 Nζ , the number of discretization points of the modulation curve ρp,
and
 Np, the discretization of the phases of the modulation curve.
With these discretizations, the vector of the maximum amplitudes Amax
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results to the following expression:
Amax =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
max
(︂
|ρp(ζ; Uspe)| with ∠(ρp) > 0 2πNp and ∠(ρp) ≤ 1
2π
Np
)︂
max
(︂
|ρp(ζ; Uspe)| with ∠(ρp) > 1 2πNp and ∠(ρp) ≤ 2
2π
Np
)︂
...
max
(︂
|ρp(ζ; Uspe)| with ∠(ρp) > (Np − 1) 2πNp and ∠(ρp) ≤ Np
2π
Np
)︂
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
(5.25)
Amax ∈ RNp .
Figure 5.6 outlines the three steps of calculating the cost function.
Figure 5.6: Calculation steps for evaluating the cost function based on a pixel
modulation curve ρp modified by the complex-valued adaptation Uspe.
Figure 5.7 shows how the cost function is calculated. There, an arbitrary
subpixel phase distribution ϕspe is displayed in Fig. 5.7a. Fig. 5.7b shows
the equivalent complex-valued adaptation Uspe. Uspe is the distribution
that is optimized and it can then be calculated back to a phase distribution.
Fig. 5.7c illustrates the cost function. In the example, there are Np = 8
equidistant phase intervals along the unit circle. Thus, every interval covers
45 degrees in the complex plane. The modulation curve ρp is evaluated at
Nζ = 100 points. It can be seen that Nζ needs to be larger than Np. In
each 45 degree interval, the algorithm searches for the modulation value
with the maximum amplitude. These are marked with a star in Fig. 5.7c.
The amplitudes (absolute values) of these points of ρp make up the vector
of maximum amplitudes Amax. As Eq. (5.25) shows, Amax simply lists
these Np absolute values.
The cost function is then applied to a standard optimization formulation
which takes the following form:
min e(Uspe), (5.26)
subject to |Uspe| ∈ [0, 1], ∠(Uspe) ∈ [−π, π].
Note that the choice of suitable optimization algorithms strongly depends
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Figure 5.7: Illustration for evaluating the cost function based on a pixel modulation
curve ρp in the angular range ζ ∈ [−3, 3], modified by the static phase in (a).
(b) shows the corresponding one-dimensional complex-valued adaptation Uspe.
The parameters in the illustration are Nu = 32, Nζ = 100, and Np = 8.
on the properties of the cost function. The procedure illustrated in Fig. 5.6
applies to discrete points. On this basis, information about the gradient
is not available. Therefore, gradient-free optimization algorithms have per-
formed much better for the present problem than gradient-based ones.
Moreover, a global optimization algorithm is in demand. This is because
there is no a priori knowledge about the optimal complex adaptation Uspe.
For the work presented in this chapter, the differential evolution algorithm
of the program package Scipy [119] was selected. Based on it, the results
following hereafter were obtained.
5.4.2 Optimization result for a symmetric tilt-mirror
Figure 5.8 displays a specific optimization result for a symmetrical tilt-
mirror. The optimization parameters were Nu = 11, Nζ = 201 with ζ ∈
[−3, 3], Np = 32, and α = 3.0. Figure 5.8a shows a subpixel phase profile
of the optimization result. It is interesting to note that there are almost
no phase alterations applied to the first half of the tilt-mirror (for x̃ < 0.5).
At the second half of the mirror (for x̃ > 0.5), the phase shifts in upper
and lower row attain notably different values. Since the field along the ỹ
direction is averaged, this corresponds to reduced absolute values of the
complex adaption Uspe. Figure 5.8b shows the modulation curve ρp which
contains an almost perfect circle. The variance of the absolute values is
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very low. However, there are slightly reduced absolute values around the
phase 90 deg.
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Figure 5.8: Optimization result for a symmetric tilt pixel: (a) SPE pixel phase
profile, (b) Modulation curve for ζ ∈ [−3, 3], (c) Modulation values selected for
approximating phase-only modulation.
Figure 5.8c illustrates the look-up table that is generated for phase-only
modulation. Just like in the cost function, the maximum amplitude of the
modulation curve ρp for a given phase ϕ is selected. The amplitude of the
selected modulation points attains values of about 0.33. In other words, 77
% of the light amplitude illuminating SLM and SPE is not transmitted to
the image plane. Rather, the Fourier plane filter absorbs this light.
To validate the optimization result in Fig. 5.8, a Fourier-optical simu-
lation was carried out. The simulation is based on the standard 4f setup
depicted in Fig. 5.2. SLM and SPE are assumed to be located close to each
other - in the same plane of the thin-element approximation. The SPE
applies the phase profile in Fig. 5.8 to every SLM pixel. The simulation
parameters can be found in appendix B. Figure 5.9 shows the normalized
tilt angles of the assumed SLM with symmetric tilt pixels along with the
corresponding field in the image plane Uimage. Fig. 5.9a shows the first
example, a phase wedge. The simulation demonstrates, that every phase in
the range [−π, π] can be modulated in the image plane. Fig. 5.9b depicts
the second example, a letter-shaped pattern with different phase values.
This demonstrates, that individual pixels can be resolved. Note that the
SLM resolution is only 20 ·20 pixels in the simulation. The result illustrates
that arbitrary phase patterns can be generated.
5.4.3 Influence of a change of the wavelength
The above optimization is carried out for a specific wavelength λ. Let us
consider the case that the above optimized phase distribution is used at a
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Figure 5.9: Normalized tilt angles ζ and complex-valued simulation results Uimage
for phase modulation applying a phase mask with the cell profile from Fig. 5.8
in the setup in Fig. 5.2. (a) Phase ramp. (b) Letter-shaped phase-only pattern.
The simulation parameters can be found in the appendix.
different illumination wavelength λi. We refer to the wavelength assumed
in the optimization as the design wavelength λd. If the realization relies
on a DOE or on a surface-structured mirror, the realized phase will change
if the wavelength is varied. Eq. (5.5) has stated the relation between the
static height profile of a DOE and its phase distribution. Substituting the
wavelengths λi and λd in Eq. (5.5) yields the phase at the illumination
wavelength λi:
ϕi =
∆ni
∆nd
λd
λi
ϕd. (5.27)
Here, ϕd is the phase distribution at the design wavelength, the result of
the above optimization. ∆ni and ∆ni are the refractive index differences
with respect to the medium surrounding the SPE, at illumination and de-
sign wavelength, respectively. They may vary too. Typically, however, the
biggest change ϕi comes from the quotient of the wavelengths in Eq. (5.27).
A different wavelength also causes the modulation curve to change.
The effect of a changed phase profile can be considered by re-evaluating
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Eq. (5.21) with the phase profile varied by Eq. (5.27). Figure 5.10 shows
the result of a simulation considering this effect. There, the wavelength is
changed by as much as 10 %. The curve is noticeably distorted: the absolute
value varies within the range [0.26, 0.34]. However, it still shows phase-
mostly modulation. In the displayed simulation, the wavelength difference
λd − λi = 53.2 nm is relatively large. In a practical application, wavelength
changes may be significantly smaller. The simulation shows that optimized
subpixels may continue to work as phase-modulator, even though there will
be noticeable amplitude coupling effects.
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Figure 5.10: Change of the modulation curve of a tilt pixel optimized with static
phase structures when the illumination wavelength is changed by 10 %. Black:
At design wavelength, red: at 10 % wavelength deviation.
Note that analog tilt-mirror SLMs, without subpixel features, have been
investigated with regard to their suitability to operation at multiple wave-
lengths [14, 161]. The references showed that the influence of a change of
the wavelength can be calibrated in the control of the analog tilt-mirrors.
5.4.4 Optimization for an asymmetric tilt-mirror
Let us consider the modulation of an asymmetric (AS) tilt-mirror together
with an optimized phase mask. The motivation to consider AS tilt-mirrors
stems from two of the previous results. First, the optimized phase mask for
a symmetric mirror shows many phase features on one side of the mirror.
Strong variations in the ỹ direction represent a low absolute value of the
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complex adaption Uspe. This reduces absolute value of the effective reflec-
tivity for one side of the mirror. In principle, this can be seen as a similarity
to an asymmetric mirror. Second, the modulation curve of unstructured AS
mirrors, derived in Sec. 5.3.2, shows a modulation of the phase, coupled to
that of the amplitude. This implies a potential to reshape the modulation
curve to approximate phase-only modulation.
AS mirrors combined with phase features can approximate phase-only
modulation with two advantages over symmetric mirrors. First, fewer phase
features suffice to shape the modulation curve to a circle-near shape. Second,
the modulation curve reaches higher absolute values. Figure 5.11 shows an
optimization result for an asymmetric tilt-mirror. There, only Nu = 6 phase
features are used. At the same time, the amplitude of the phase-modulating
curve ρp is about 62 % of that of the SLM illumination. This value signifi-
cantly exceeds the 33 % for symmetric mirrors, which was calculated in Sec.
5.4.2.
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Figure 5.11: Optimization result for an asymmetric tilt pixel: (a) SPE pixel phase
profile, (b) Modulation curve for ζ ∈ [0, 2], (c) Modulation values selected from
(b) for approximating phase-only modulation.
Fig. 5.12 shows the Fourier-optical simulation result for a 4f system
with an SLM consisting of asymmetric tilt-mirrors and an SPE realizing
the phase profile in Fig. 5.11a. The simulation shows that arbitrary phase
distributions can be modulated with this setup. Just like in the validation
for symmetric tilt-mirrors, the considered SLM has only 20 · 20 pixels. The
simulation shows that individual pixels can be resolved. Compared to the
simulation in Fig. 5.9, the image field Uimage attains significantly higher
amplitudes, as predicted by the modulation curve. The full simulation
parameters can be found in appendix B.
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Figure 5.12: Exemplary simulation of an asymmetric tilt-mirror system with an
adapted phase mask for arbitrary phase modulation. (a) The normalized tilt
angle for the asymmetric tilt-mirror SLM. (b) The light field in the image plane,
in amplitude and phase.
5.5 Discussion
This chapter considered the design of subpixel phase structures to shape
the modulation curves of tilt-mirror SLM pixels. An analytical calculation
method for modulation curves was presented, based on a standard 4f sys-
tem. The method was validated using known pixel geometries. Specifically,
the modulation curves of symmetrical and asymmetrical tilt-mirrors as well
as those of phase step mirrors were considered. In view of the optimization
computation, a simplification of the design problem was shown. The re-
sulting complex-valued one-dimensional description reduces the degrees of
freedom in the optimization problem.
The optimization results show that a tilt-mirror in combination with a
specially adapted phase mask can approximately show the phase-only mod-
ulation of a piston mirror. This has been shown here for the first time.
Also, this thesis is the first work to apply optimization to the problem, to
the best of the author’s knowledge. The results were validated in Fourier-
optical simulation. To consider the light efficiency, note that the modulation
curve shown in Fig. 5.8 has a mean amplitude of about 0.33. Thus, the
light efficiency of the setup, which is based on symmetric tilt mirrors, is
0.332 = 11% . A higher light efficiency could be shown based on asymmet-
ric tilt mirrors. The modulation curve displayed in Fig. 5.11 shows a mean
amplitude of 0.62. This corresponds to a light efficiency of 38 %. At the
same time, only 6 phase features could be used to achieve the latter result.
Compared to the 22 features in the symmetric case shown, this reduction
may simplify a realization.
The optimization results reveal potentials and at the same time point
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to constraints in the realization. If the phase distribution ϕspe(x,y) is im-
plemented on an SPE as a separate device, alignment must be carried out
with a precision finer than the SPE features. Also, the chapter consid-
ered the behavior at wavelength changes. The case of a phase mask real-
ized conventionally was considered in Sec. 5.4.3. This showed a change
of the modulation curve, which could be tolerable for some applications.
As an alternative future implementation, note that Chapter 3 showed that
wavelength-insensitive implementations could be made possible based on
polarizing components.
Outlook
Future work may include the specific subpixel structure of real tilt-mirror
SLMmodels in the optimization. The present chapter assumes a fill factor of
100 % and an evenly distributed reflectivity. Real modulators show limited
reflectivities. The presented approach can consider these parameters by
adjusting the complex-valued adaptation Uspe with the parameters of real
SLMs in equation (5.21).
In case finely discretized phase distributions shall be realized together
with small SLM pixel pitches, the author recommends further validation in
simulation. In particular, the rigorous coupled wave analysis may become
useful [170]. The calculation model shown in this chapter is based on the
ASPW method (see Chap. 3). It should be used with features at least as
large as the wavelength used [1]. The researchers Mellin and Nordin have
published a paper that compares the results from rigorous analysis and
ASPW [171]. These researchers find that their ’scalar-based design method
is surprisingly valid for DOE’s having sub-wavelength features’ [171]. This
suggests that the results of the two validations may be similar also in the
proposed wave-optical setting.
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This chapter introduces new modulation techniques in which groups of
MOEMS-SLM pixels collectively modulate one image pixel in amplitude
and phase. The wavefront shaping technique discussed in Chapter 2 is
one of the applications that serve as motivation for this chapter. Wave-
front shaping makes new demands on spatial light modulation: Modulation
in amplitude and phase at kHz frame rates and with high pixel numbers
(10,000 or above) is required [62]. Other applications also require modula-
tion in amplitude and phase - for example, three-dimensional imaging using
digital holography [51]. Here, the resolution requirements are particularly
high. In addition, the modulation system should support multiple wave-
lengths. This serves as motivation to investigate the system sensitivities to
wavelength changes in this chapter.
The results presented in this chapter are closely related to those of the
previous one. There, the state of the art of static phase masks based on
different physical principles was discussed in Sec. 5.2. Likewise, the deriva-
tion of modulation curves of different SLM-pixels was developed. In this
chapter, groups of pixels are used for which the modulation curves were
derived in Chapter 5. The Fourier optical principles are similar. Here, too,
the functionality of the optical system is based on the far-field effect of
MOEMS-SLMs.
In addition to far-field calculations, near-field simulations based on the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral are used in this chapter. Chapter 3 discussed
the method in detail. These calculations serve to determine the necessary
alignment accuracies.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, the introduction in Section
6.1 summarizes the state of the art and classifies the newly introduced
concepts of this chapter. Section 6.2 describes the methodology of the
proposed concepts. Sec. 6.3 deals with setups based on the first diffraction
order, which are realized without adapted phase masks. Adding adapted
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phase masks, however, enables an arrangement based on the zero diffraction
order. This is shown in Section 6.4. Subsequently, Section 6.5 considers
noteworthy application aspects, in particular regarding alignment and a
change of the wavelength. Finally, Section 6.6 discusses the findings of this
chapter.
6.1 Introduction
Let us consider the state of the art of complex-valued modulation at this
point. Previous work by the authors of Ref. [172] has shown an original way
to realize complex-valued modulation using multiple pixels per modulation
value. The experiment there was based on a nematic LC-SLMs. The SLM
used there was tilted with regard to the optical axis. This corresponds to
using the first diffraction order of the pattern generated by the SLM. A
phase shift between neighboring pixels results. The concept was developed
further by Goorden et al. who adapted it for the use with DMDs [18].
Thereby, frame rates above 30 kHz could be possible. The authors state
that 64 DMD pixels are used for one image spot and they report an optical
efficiency of below 4 %. However, the use of multiple wavelengths is impeded.
This is because the setup is aligned to higher diffraction order whose position
is wavelength-dependent.
In this chapter, phase shifts between adjacent pixels in the object plane
of a 4f setup are generated, similar to the concept introduced in Ref. [172].
The field contributions of the pixels are then superimposed in the image
plane. This chapter examines two ways to generate phase shifts between
SLM pixels: First, a shift or a rotation of the optical axis. Second, the use
of adapted pixelated static phase elements (SPEs). The latter allows the
required phase shift to be realized by an external component. With SPEs,
the zero diffraction order can be used to maintain a continuous optical
axis. Further, the SLM pixels modulating a complex-valued image pixel
can be arranged in any shape. An SPE may also realize subpixel phase
distributions in addition to the inter-pixel phase shifts. Fig. 6.1 shows
sketches of the two arrangements. Note that when utilizing SPE and SLM
in a 4f setup, they need to be arranged in close proximity so that the thin-
element approximation [1] applies to both of them simultaneously.
SLM and SPE can also be positioned in conjugate image planes so that
an 8f system results. This may be of special interest in case DMDs are to be
used as SLMs. The near-field propagation simulation in Chapter 3 showed
that DMDs modulate highly divergent near-fields. Therefore, positioning
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the 4f setups considered in this chapter: (a) Using the
first diffraction order. (b) Using the zero diffraction order based on a static
phase element. (c) The combined modulation value ρcmc that results from the
superposition of phase-shifted pixel contributions. (d) The figure was adapted
from Ref. [160], with changes in the labeling.
an SPE in close proximity is unfeasible. However, DMD-based systems
have been adapted to modulate the amplitude in a binary manner. Only
one DMD state is image to the system output - this is the standard way
to utilize a DMD. The modulated amplitude Amod can be imaged onto an
SPE. Figure 6.2 illustrates the 8f configuration, the system is equivalent to
the zero order setup in Fig. 6.1. Note that ferroelectric liquid crystal (LC)
arrays may also modulate the amplitude in a binary manner [173]. Thus,
the following text considers ’binary amplitude modulation’ which can be
realized by either SLM technology.
The propagation of the light in a 4f setup can be considered in a straight-
forward manner. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the field in the image plane
Uimage follows from two consecutive Fourier transforms:
Uimage = F {F {Uobject(x, y)} T (fx, fy)} . (6.1)
The relation of Fourier plane field and the image plane field stated in
Eq. (6.1) is only valid if the elements are located precisely at the respective
planes. Outside the exact position and orientation, near field propagation
must be used. In this chapter, near field calculations are coupled to the far
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Figure 6.2: Schematic setup of an 8f setup with a modulator and a phase mask in
conjugate planes (adapted from Ref. [174], with changes in the labeling).
field diffraction simulation. Specifically, Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction is
used to simulate the propagation of light between the actual SLM position
and the object plane given by the lens.
6.2 Multipixel modulation concept
6.2.1 Spatial low-pass filtering and pixel groups
This chapter uses the term complex modulation cell (CMC) to refer to a
group of SLM-pixels that conjointly modulate an image spot in amplitude
and phase. MOEMS-SLM pixels primarily control the amplitude in the
image plane (see Chapter 5). Therefore, the pixels within a CMC need to
be phase shifted with respect to each other in order to modulate arbitrary
complex values. In the analytical description, a CMC is modeled by the
complex-valued modulations of the individual pixels and the static phase
shifts applied to the pixel, grouped to the vectors ρp and ϕs, respectively.
The phase-shifted pixel fields are superimposed by low-pass filtering. There-
fore, the modulation value of the CMC follows ρcmc from the complex-valued
average of N phase-shifted pixel contributions:
ρcmc(ζ) ≈
A0
N
ρp(ζ)T · exp(jϕs). (6.2)
Here, the illumination amplitude is denoted by A0. It is assumed to be
uniform over the extent of the pixel group. Note that Eq.(6.2) contains no
information about the spatial shape of the pixel group. By default, they
can be arranged in any shape. However, using the first diffraction order will
introduce requirements in this regard.
The optical efficiency follows directly from the possible values for ρcmc.
Since the pixels of a CMC are phase shifted with respect to each other,
the complex average will generally have a smaller amplitude than the sum
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of the individual pixel amplitudes. The scatter plot is a comprehensive
illustration of possible modulation values. Fig. 6.1d shows an example.
Generally, amplitude and phase shall be modulated independent of each
other. Thus, the efficiency follows from the maximum amplitude for which
all phases can be reached. In the complex plane, this is denoted by the
radius r. Since the optical efficiency η relates to intensity, it follows from
the square of this maximum amplitude:
η = (r)2. (6.3)
Optical filtering causes a spatial averaging within a defined area in the
image plane. Applied to CMCs, this enables the phase-shifted fields of a
pixel group to be superimposed. Note that all Fourier plane filters will be
parameterized based on spatial frequencies, as discussed in Chapter 3. The
amplitude spread function (ASF) h is an illustrative representation of the
filtering effect of an aperture. The ASF relates to the spatial extent of the
aperture via the Fourier transform [1]:
h(x, y) = F{T (fx, fy)}. (6.4)
For standard aperture shapes, the ASFs are known analytically [1]. Their
first zero crossings define the main lobe of the ASF. To ensure sufficient
spatial averaging of the pixels in a CMC, this ASF main lobe should be at
least as large as the spatial extent of the CMC.
The optical filtering, characterized by the ASF, sets the effective resolu-
tion of the diffractive system. Note that optical low-pass filtering generally
decreases the effective resolution. Note also that the resolution may be
different in the spatial directions x and y.
6.2.2 Fourier plane filters
The SLM pixel of a CMC are controlled as groups of (nx · ny) pixels. The
dimensions of a suitable aperture, which is used as an optical filter, follow
directly from the shape of the chosen pixel group. For a CMC comprised of
a line of nx pixels (thus, ny = 1), a slit filter will be appropriate:
Tslit = rect
(︃
fx
fb,x
)︃
with fb,x =
1
2nxp
<
1
nxp
. (6.5)
The fundamental requirement is that the signal diffraction order at the
spatial frequency 1
nxp
must be excluded from the optical path. In practice,
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it is common to choose about half this size to account for system apertures
and alignment precision. Note that this causes different effective resolutions
in x and y. While there is no restriction in y, effectively 2nx pixels in x-
direction must be used for every complex image pixel.
For a rectangular CMC (comprised of nx by ny pixels), a, likewise, rect-
angular filter will realize the necessary exclusion of diffraction orders from
the optical path in two dimensions:
Trect = rect
(︃
fx
fb,x
)︃
rect
(︃
fy
fb,y
)︃
, (6.6)
with fb,x =
1
2nxp
<
1
nxp
, fb,y =
1
2nyp
<
1
nyp
.
However, a circular filter will typically be the preferred solution. This is
because it shows the same behavior in all spatial directions in the x,y-Plane.
This isotropic property is often desired in optical design [1]:
Tcirc = circ
(︃
fr
fb,r
)︃
, (6.7)
with fb,r =
1
2 p nr
<
1
p nr
with nr = max(nx, ny).
6.3 Setups based on the first diffraction order
Shifting the optical axis in at the Fourier plane of a 4f setup introduces
suitable inter-pixel phase differences as they are need in Eq. (6.2). Here,
the fact is exploited that shifting the optical axis in the Fourier plane is
equivalent to a phase ramp in the spatial domain: A theorem in the liter-
ature states this relation for the field U and its angular spectrum G as a
function of the shift fx,0 [1]:
F−1 {G(fx − fx,0)} = exp (j2πfx,0x) U(x), (6.8)
The exponential term here corresponds to introducing a phase ramp in the
spatial (x,y) domain. Equivalently, this means that two neighboring pixels
are phase-shifted relative to each other by the amount ∆ϕs:
∆ϕs(fx,0) = 2πfx,0p, with (fx,0 · p)−1 ∈ N. (6.9)
The shift in the frequency plane needs to comply with a diffraction order of
the controlled pattern. Controlling the SLM pixels of size p as pixel groups
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(CMCs) of size nx lets the first diffraction order appear at:
fx,0 =
1
nxp
. (6.10)
The optical field in the object plane Uobject results from the combination of
the SLM modulation ϕslm and the phase ramp:
Uobject(x, y) = exp (j(ϕslm(x,y) + 2πfx,0x)) . (6.11)
The propagation of the light can then be described by Fraunhofer diffraction
as denoted in Eq. (6.1).
When shifting or tilting the optical axis, the modulation curve of analog
tilt-mirrors changes. This unique behavior must be accounted for. In the
previous chapter, the influence of phase distributions added to the phase
of analog tilt-mirrors was investigated. The phase ramp in Eq. (6.8) has
such an effect. This linear phase can be considered in same way as the
static phase distribution ϕspe has in the previous chapter. Applying the
methodology discussed there yields the modulation curve of tilt-mirror when
a Fourier plane shift fx,0 is applied:
ρtilt(ζ; fx,0) = ρtilt
(︃
ζ − fx,0
p−1
)︃
. (6.12)
We see that the analog tilt-mirrors can be used as usual; only an offset of
ζ = fx,0
p−1 must be added to their tilt angles.
Let us begin by considering the work by van Putten et al. in Ref. [172].
These authors used a twisted nematic liquid crystal SLM to modulate light
in amplitude and phase. They realize a phase ramp by tilting the SLM
with respect to the optical axis [172]. This concept can be expressed by the
notation discussed above:
ρp(ζ) = (ρamp,1, ρamp,2, ρamp,3, ρamp,4, )T , with ρamp ∈ [0, 1], (6.13)
ϕs = (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5)T · π.
Here, ρamp is the modulation curve of an amplitude-only pixel. Note that
the LC-SLM pixels considered in Ref. [172] modulated amplitude and phase
in a coupled manner. However, the authors showed that the phase coupling
could be accounted for by the superposition of multiple pixels.
Three analog tilt-mirrors can modulate amplitude and phase of light using
the first diffraction order. SLMs based on analog tilt-mirrors can be used
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directly in the setup proposed by the authors of Ref. [172]. There, a group
of four pixels is used. However, it has been shown that any complex value
can also be represented by only three vectors in the complex plane [175]. A
Fourier plane shift of fx,0 = 1/(3p) creates a phase difference of 120 degrees
between the pixels according to Eq.(6.9). Thus, the vectorial description
becomes:
ρp(ζ) = (ρtilt,1(ζ1), ρtilt,2(ζ2), ρtilt,3(ζ3))T , (6.14)
ϕs = (0, 2/3, −2/3)T · π.
Two asymmetric tilt-mirrors (AS mirrors) can conjointly modulate a
complex-valued image amplitude. Each of them modulates amplitude and
phase in a coupled manner. The modulation function ρas discussed in Chap-
ter 5 reflects this fact. A phase shift of π between two neighboring pixels
forms a CMC out of two AS mirrors:
ρp(ζ) = (ρas,1(ζ1), ρas,2(ζ2))T , (6.15)
ϕs = (0, π)T.
Figure 6.3b shows that that two asymmetric tilt-mirrors can modulate in
amplitude and phase conjointly. Clearly, the maximum combined amplitude
varies with the phase. The phase can be set freely in the amplitude range
ρcmc ∈ [0, 0.25]. The simulation assumes 64 possible tilt states in the range
ζ ∈ [0, 1.0]. The result in Figure 6.3 shows that this enables to control both
amplitude and phase. Table 6.1 summarizes the optical efficiencies of the
first order methods considered here.
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Figure 6.3: Modulatable values and optical efficiencies of CMCs based on the
first diffraction order: (a) 3 tilt-mirrors, (b) 2 asymmetrical tilt-mirrors, (c) 4
amplitude pixels, as proposed in Ref. [172]. The circles indicate the efficiency
(see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1: Optical efficiency η of CMC configurations based on the first diffraction
order.
configuration efficiency η
3 tilt-mirrors 12.3 %
2 AS mirrors 6.25 %
4 amplitude pixels 6.25 %
Figure 6.4 presents a validation simulation in which an analog tilt-mirror
SLM modulates amplitude and phase. Each CMC is comprised of three tilt-
mirrors. Consequently, the shift of the optical axis is λf/(3p). A slit filter is
used because the CMC pixels are arranged in a line in the x-direction. The
test pattern is a so-called LG10 beam which has a characteristic complex-
valued distribution. Yao and Padgett discuss related fundamentals and
applications [83]. An LG10 beam carries so-called angular momentum and
has found numerous applications in optical micro manipulation, for example.
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Figure 6.4: Numerical simulation illustrating the modulation of an LG10 beam
using an analog tilt-mirror SLM in a first order setup.
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The simulation in Fig. 6.4 shows the effect of the offset to the SLM tilt
angles shown in Eq.(6.12). Note that the SLM region realizing ζ = 1.33
leads to the dark (zero intensity) regions around the circular pattern. In a
zero order system imaging tilt-mirror SLMs, the angle ζ = 1 would cause
darkness in the image plane. Here, 0.33 ≈ 1/3 was added to take the shift
of the optical axis into account.
6.4 Setups based on the zero diffraction order
A static phase element (SPE) can realize the interpixel phase shifts called
for in Eq. (6.2). SLM and SPE are arranged in close proximity or in
conjugate planes. The field in the object plane Uobject then results from
SLM modulation ϕslm and the static phase element (SPE) ϕspe:
Uobject = exp (j(ϕslm + ϕspe)) . (6.16)
As before, the propagation of the light is described by Fraunhofer diffraction
as denoted in Eq. (6.1).
Using an SPE yields the advantage that the CMCs can be arranged in
arbitrary shapes. The vectorial description of four tilt-mirror pixels and the
associated CMC phase shifts result to:
ρp(ζ) = (ρtilt,1(ζ1), ρtilt,2(ζ2), ρtilt,3(ζ3), ρtilt,4(ζ4))T , (6.17)
ϕs = (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5)T · π.
Further, two phase step mirrors can conjointly modulate an complex-valued
image amplitude because each of them covers an axis in both direction in
the complex plane:
ρp(ζ) = (ρps,1(ζ1), ρps,2(ζ2))T , (6.18)
ϕs = (0, π/2)T.
Figure 6.5 shows the modulatable values of the CMCs based on the zero
diffraction order. Comparing Fig. 6.5a with Fig. 6.5b, we see that intro-
ducing phase steps increases the optical efficiency. At the same time, only
half the pixels per CMC is required.
Four phase step pixels can be used to realize a quadratic CMC. Since
each PS pixel can modulate both positive and negative values, the static
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Figure 6.5: Modulatable values and optical efficiencies of CMCs based on the zero
diffraction order: (a) 2x2 tilt-mirrors, (b) two PS mirrors, (c)2x2 PS mirrors,
(d) 4x4 digital amplitude-modulating pixels. The circles indicate the efficiency
(see Table 6.1).
Table 6.2: Optical efficiency η of CMC configurations based on the zero diffraction
order.
configuration efficiency η
2*2 tilt-mirrors 9.26 %
2*1 PS mirrors 13.1 %
2*2 PS mirrors 19.1 %
4*4 digital pixels 10.2 %
phase shifts all lie in the (0, π) interval:
ρp(ζ) = (ρps,1(ζ1), ρps,2(ζ2), ρps,3(ζ3), ρps,4(ζ4))T , (6.19)
ϕs = (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75)T · π.
Table 6.2 shows the modulatable values and the efficiency. We see that the
introduction of phase steps raised the optical efficiency from 9.26 % to 19.1
%.
Figure 6.6 presents a simulation validating that amplitude and phase can
be modulated using the combination of an analog tilt-mirror SLM and an
adapted phase mask. A view to the static phase profile ϕspe illustrates that
CMCs are comprised of 2*2 tilt-mirror pixels in this simulation experiment.
The desired LG10 pattern is resolved clearly.
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Figure 6.6: Numerical simulation illustrating the modulation of an LG10 beam
using an analog tilt-mirror SLM of 256x256 pixels and a phase mask in a 4f
system. A 5th-root operation was applied to the diffraction pattern to ease
visibility. The simulation parameters can be found in the appendix. The figure
was adapted from Ref. [160] with changes in the labeling.
Binary amplitude modulators in a zero order setup
In the case of digital pixels, the pixel vector ρp consists of the binary pixel
modulation values bi. The work by Goorden et al. showed that 16 phase
shifted, binary pixels should be used to obtain a sufficient amount of mod-
ulatable values ρcmc:
ρp = (b1, · · · , b16))T , (6.20)
ϕs = (0, · · · ,
15
16 · 2π)
T.
Figure 6.5d shows the modulateable values. The resulting distributions for
ρp are illustrated in Fig. 6.7 for different values of ρcmc.
Figure 6.8 presents the result from a validation modulation for the CMC
configuration in Fig. 6.7 in an 8f setup according to Fig. 6.2. The desired
pattern shows two amplitude values: the letter ’pi’ and a background of
reduced amplitude. The letter has four different phase values. Thus, we see
that amplitude and phase can be modulated independently based on the
proposed setup.
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Figure 6.7: SPE cell and SLM addressing for a binary amplitude modulator: (a)
Phase profile of a SPE cell of size 4*4 pixels. (b) Illustration of the adressing
scheme when using binary pixels. Adapted from [174], with changes in the
labeling.
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Figure 6.8: Simulation of the modulation of amplitude and phase using a digi-
tal amplitude modulator and a phase mask [174]: (a) Diffraction pattern and
aperture in the Fourier plane. The spatial coordinates (xf , yf) relate to the
wavelength λ = 532 nm and the focal length f = 50 mm. (b) Simulated field in
the image plane.
6.5 Selected application aspects
This section considers selected system sensitivities by means of batch simu-
lations. First, Sec. 6.5.1 discusses the used quantitative performance crite-
rion. Then Sec. 6.5.2 deals with alignment errors. At last, the utilization of
multiple wavelengths is investigated. Sec. 6.5.3 considers how the behavior
of a zero order method changes as a function of the wavelength.
6.5.1 Performance criterion for complex-valued modulation
Let us first discuss a criterion for comparing two complex-valued, optical
fields. This is a prerequisite for quantifying errors. Errors with respect to
both modulated amplitude and phase should be considered. The error field
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Ue results from a comparison of the reference field Uref and the calculated
field Ucalc:
Ue = (|Uref | − |Ucalc|) exp(jϕe), (6.21)
ϕe = ∠(exp(j(∠(Uref) − ∠(Ucalc)))).
Note that the error phase ϕe is corrected for modulo 2π ambiguities. This
is the function of the ’additional’ ∠(exp(j · · · )) expression for ϕe.
Defining a meaningful evaluation criterion to compare fields with small
deviations to each other has repeatedly provided challenges to the author of
this thesis. All in all, a method introduced by researchers who investigate
the numerical simulation of optical fields has proven to be the most man-
ageable [98]. Thus, this thesis applies the difference definition formulated
in Ref. [98]. The deviation δ of a calculated field Ucalc with respect to a
reference field Uref is quantified as:
δ =
∑︁
x,y
|Ue(x, y)|2∑︁
x,y
|Uref(x, y)|2
. (6.22)
Note the usage of Ue from above Eq. (6.21). The resulting normalized
field deviation δ is a scalar. The reference fields typically originates from a
theoretically derived, or in the case of modulation, an expected distribution.
Note that it is necessary to consider the two fields on exactly the same grid.
When keeping this in mind, the author considers this deviation δ in Eq.(6.22)
quite versatile.
6.5.2 Alignment
Figure 6.9 displays the simulation setups (4f and 8f) for the alignment
analyses. In each, the lateral deviation ∆x and the axial deviation ∆z
are marked. ∆z has a different interpretation in the two setups. In the
4f case, ∆z denotes the distance between SLM and SPE. It must therefore
be positive. For the 8f setup, ∆z can also attain negative values. Further,
remember that the light passes the SPE twice in a 4f setup. In the 8f case,
this happens only once. Two consequences follow. First, the SPEs in 4f
and 8f differ in that the 4f version realizes exactly half the phase shifts of
the device used in the 8f setup. Second, the simulation procedure differs in
that two interactions with SPE is considered in the 4f system and only one
in the 8f system.
The simulation parameters for the batch simulations were chosen with a
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Figure 6.9: Simulation for considering spatial deviations between SLM and SPE,
∆x in lateral direction and ∆z in axial direction. (a) 4f system. (b) 8f system.
number of numerical constraints in mind. Table 6.3 summarizes the values.
Sampling the image plane finely was of prime interest when considering the
influence of ∆x. Therefore, 80 · 80 samples per tilt-mirror pixels were used.
This results in a sampling interval of 200 nm. To be able to carry out the
simulations on a desktop PC, the pixel number of the SLM was reduced to
40 · 40 pixels. The letter-shaped test pattern shown above was used here
again because its features can be recognized clearly even at this low SLM
resolution.
For the consideration of ∆z, extremely fine sampling is not necessary. Thus,
the sampling interval ∆ was increased to 1µm. This considerably reduces
the computation time needed and enables to carry out a greater number of
simulations.
Lateral misalignment
Figure 6.10 presents the results of batch simulations when varying the lateral
misalignment ∆x. In Fig. 6.10a we see that deviations of 4f system and
8f system are almost identical for most of the value range ∆x ∈ [−p, p]. It
remains to be interpreted how much deviation can be accepted. To this
end, Fig. 6.10 displays three different simulated fields in the image plane,
along with the deviation derived from them. We see that δ cannot become
smaller than 6 % in the displayed example. Fig. 6.10b shows the image field
for ∆x = 0.1 p. Here, the author argues that it still resembles the desired
pattern. The case is different when ∆x is 0.2 p and δ results to 0.2 (see Fig.
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Table 6.3: Simulation parameters for intensity modulation using analog tilt-mirror
arrays
modulator pixel pitch p 16 µm
modulator pixel number 40 · 40
modulated pattern
pi-shaped letter with five phase values
and two amplitude values
wavelength λ 400 nm
sampling interval ∆ 200 nm for considering ∆x
1 µm for considering ∆z
samples in simulation
6400*6400 for considering ∆x
1280*1280 for considering ∆z
6.10c). Here amplitude features are lost and there are large errors in the
phase profile. To conclude, a deviation of δ = 0.1 can be tolerated in the
eyes of the author. With regard to the axial alignment investigated in Fig.
6.10, this means that ∆x must be ≤ 0.1 p.
It should be noted that the values of a deviation δ strongly depend on
the pattern being modulated. Figure 6.11a shows a 4f system’s sensitivity
to alignment for different patterns. Note that this means that the pattern-
dependence can be exploited to search for possible calibration patterns. It
was found that a plane wave yields the largest performance deviations. This
pattern was chosen so that two of the four pixels in the CMC diffract their
light fully to the output:
ρp = (1, 0, 0, 1)T , (6.23)
with ϕs = (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5)T · π.
Every CMC is turned to this state. The resulting, modulated image field
Uconst, which resembles a plane wave, is shown in Fig. 6.11b. The two pixels
switched to maximum amplitude in Eq.(6.23) are chosen because the form
a diagonal oriented at 45 deg in the (x,y)-plane. The CMC configuration
refers to that of Fig. 6.6. Setting the plane wave as the desired pattern, the
deviation varies more strongly than for the other two patterns considered.
This indicates that the most precise alignment in a practical application
might be achieved with this test pattern.
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Figure 6.10: Simulation result for the spatial deviation δ as a function of the lateral
misalignment ∆x.
Axial misalignment
Next, let us consider axial alignment in z direction. The hypothesis here
is that 4f system and 8f system should react similarly to misalignments.
Further, the author hypothesized that higher diffraction orders of the tilt
micromirrors may cause deviations δ. The assumed reason is that higher
grating diffraction orders may interact with neighboring regions of the static
phase element. To test this hypothesis, the diffraction simulation of the tilt-
mirror SLM-based setup is compared to one employing an ideal amplitude
modulator. In a practical experiment, this could be realized by a liquid
crystal array, for example. An ideal amplitude modulator will not diffract
any light to higher grating diffraction orders.
The simulation approach to consider axial alignment is as follows. Since
the field in the conjugate image plane is known, axial deviations can be cal-
culated using the Rayleight-Sommerfeld diffraction operator (see Chap. 3).
The interaction between displaced element and light field is calculated using
the thin-element approximation. Then, Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction is
used again to predict the virtual field at the conjugate image position. This
is so that the rest of the setup can be simulated as a general imaging system,
as before. Note that the simulation approach is similar to that recently pub-
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Figure 6.11: Sensitivity to lateral alignment for different modulation patterns. (a)
The parameter sensitivity as a function of the lateral shift ∆x. (b) The plane
wave test pattern, displayed at ∆x = 0.
lished by Suzuki et al. in Ref. [94]. In particular, the authors simplify the
imaging system to a 4f setup with a Fourier aperture as well. Further, they
consider the diffraction of three-dimensional objects. In particular, they
consider slices in axial direction and apply the Fresnel operator. In this the-
sis, the RS operator is used instead because it promises accurate results [88].
This thesis varies the axial shift in simulation to obtain sensitivity results.
Note however, that the method in Ref. [94] applies to partially coherent
light and therefore relies on the superposition of spatially incoherent light
fields. The simulations shown hereafter assume fully coherent light.
Figure 6.12 shows the simulation results for axial deviations when mod-
ulating the complex-valued pi-pattern. The 4f results in Fig. 6.12 show
implications for packaging SLM and SPE closely together. The simulations
show that the distance between the two should not exceed two hundred
micrometers to let the deviation remain in the δ < 0.1 range. For the 8f sys-
tem, the value range is similar and the slope of the δ-curve is larger. This
indicates the need for precise axial alignment, also when combining SPE
and SLM in conjugate image planes. Fig. 6.12 shows that an alignment of
∆z ≤ 50 um is required to keep the modulation quality in the δ ≤ 0.1 range.
Fig. 6.12 shows that are only small differences between the setup based
on a tilt-mirror array and that assuming and ideal amplitude modulator.
For the 4f system, the deviation curves δ(∆z) differ noticeable between the
two SLM options. However, the part of the curve where δ is ≤ 0.1 is most
interesting for practical applications. In this region the SLM options be-
have almost identically. For the 8f system, the tilt-mirror SLM consistently
causes slightly larger deviations than the amplitude modulator. This con-
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Figure 6.12: Normalized field deviation δ as a function of the axial misalignment
∆z in a 4f setup and in an 8f setup.
firms the hypothesis stated above in part. It is concluded that the near
field properties of analog tilt-mirrors cause roughly the same amount of
deviations as an ideal amplitude modulator does.
6.5.3 Wavelength changes
In case a static phase element is realized as a phase mask or a surface-
structured mirror, the realized phase shift ϕspe(x,y) changes as a function
of the wavelength. This is because the structures are static, but the phase
shift is proportional to the wavenumber k = (2π/λ). We consider the
case that an SPE was designed for the use at the wavelength λd but the
illumination is changed to λi. A designed phase feature ϕd changes its value
to ϕi:
ϕi =
∆ni
∆nd
λd
λi
ϕd. (6.24)
Here, ∆ni and ∆nd are the two refractive index differences with respect to
the medium surrounding the SPE. Strictly speaking, they are wavelength-
dependent. However, the term λd/λi usually has a much larger effect.
The wavelength-induced change of the SPE phase profile changes the
modulatable values. Figure 6.13 shows the possible values of ρcmc for the
binary-amplitude-modulating system assumed in the Figures 6.5d, 6.7, and
6.8. We see that, still, a large part of the complex plane is covered. This
means, that the wavelength change can, in principle, be calibrated. Note
that the optical efficiency decreases due to the altered shape of the ρcmc
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values in the complex plane.
Figure 6.13: Look-up table changes in case the system is operated at a different
wavelength λi than the design wavelength for the SPE (λd) [174].
The validation simulation in Fig. 6.8 is repeated for wavelengths λi other
than the design wavelength λd. Figure 6.14 shows the result. We see that
the patterns can be modulated despite the wavelength change. Note, how-
ever, that the reduction in efficiencies reduces the value ranges for the am-
plitudes in Fig. 6.14b.
Figure 6.14: Simulation results for a phase mask and a digital modulator operated
at different wavelengths in an 8f setup [174]. Note the different value ranges in
the amplitude distributions.
6.6 Discussion
This chapter has shown that tilt-mirror SLMs based on specially adapted
systems can adjust both amplitude and phase within a two-dimensional
area. Both analog and digital tilt-mirror SLMs were considered, as well as
system based on the first and the zero diffraction order. Differences between
the considered variants lie in effective resolution, the optical efficiency, and
the suitability for multiple wavelengths.
In terms of effective resolution, advantages result from the use of phase
masks, phase step pixels and asymmetrical tilt-mirrors. Phase masks allow
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a quadratic arrangement of the CMC, whereby the effective resolution in
the y-direction becomes the same as in the x-direction. If phase steps or
asymmetric mirrors are used, only two pixels are sufficient for a complex
modulation value.
In terms of optical efficiency, phase step pixels are particularly advanta-
geous. It has been shown that CMCs with two phase step pixels achieve a
light efficiency of 13.1 %. Groups of four reach even 19.1 %. Static phase
elements allow the introduction of phase steps without changes to the SLM
production process.
This chapter has examined for the first time the use of specially adapted
phase elements for multipixel modulation. It allows the use of the zero
diffraction order. Simulations showed that this can allow the use of multi-
ple wavelengths in the same Fourier-optical system. This became possible
because phase masks allow for a continuous optical axis.
In this chapter, near-field diffraction simulation was used to investigate
system properties. Especially the realization of SLM and SPE as separate
components and their combination in an optical system was of interest.
Repeated near-field diffraction simulations showed that the two should be
laterally aligned with a lateral positioning accuracy of 10 % of the pixel
pitch. A pitch of e.g. 16 µm results in a lateral tolerance of e.g. 1.6 µm.
State of the art positioning systems achieve these accuracies.
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7 Designing polarization modulation
systems based on analog tilt-mirror
SLMs
This chapter1 proposes a concept for using analog tilt-mirror arrays for the
modulation of the polarization of light. The origin of this work is the idea
to transfer the multipixel concepts discussed in the previous chapter to the
polarization domain. This, in turn, is based on the insight that pixelated po-
larizers have become available recently [85, 177]. They have been combined
with camera sensors for polarization-sensitive imaging [136, 178]. Thus, it
seems feasible to combine them with an SLM for modulation. In this way,
they could be used analogously to the pixelated phase masks discussed in
the previous chapter. This chapter exploits the specific properties of analog
tilt-mirror SLMs, particularly their grating diffraction orders. In particular,
imaging a higher grating order will become useful.
The chapter is structured as follows. First, the introduction in Sec. 7.1
reviews the state of the art and outlines the approach of this chapter. Sub-
sequently, Sec. 7.2 examines utilizing the first diffraction order of an analog
tilt-mirror SLM. Sec. 7.3 explores a concept based on a pixelated polarizer
located in the object plane of a 4f setup. Finally, Sec. 7.4 discusses the
findings of this chapter.
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 State of the art
Pixelated, programmable polarization modulation plays a central role in
modern optical systems. Widely established SLMs based on liquid crystals
(LC-SLMs) function in this way [7]. The reviews by Lazarev and co-authors
contribute an up-to-date state of the art [6, 9]. In adapted optical systems,
these SLM can control intensity and phase of light as well. The modulation
of these two properties is most commonly the goal, rather than that the
1Some results of this chapter have been published in the patent application [176].
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modulation of the polarization itself. Controlling the polarization directly
is required, for example, for polarization-sensitive data storage, as Sec. 2.3.3
discussed. Note that the modulation of the polarization can be converted
to amplitude or phase modulation, as the works using LC-SLMs show [9].
LC-SLMs are the primary technology choice for polarization modulation
[179]. They feature high resolutions and they are widely available [6]. Two
notable alternatives to LC-SLMs have been introduced: Optically addressed
SLMs [180] and MOEMS-SLMs [19]. The authors of Ref. [180] have shown
that optical addressing yields advantages for system integration. This chap-
ter considers MOEMS-SLMs. Reference [19] has introduced DMDs for the
purpose. The setup there is based on birefringent materials to superimpose
two orthogonally polarized beams. The two beams are modulated by the
same SLM, as two diffraction orders encoded in the DMD pattern [19]. This
chapter builds on their work and exploits the multiple diffraction orders that
occur when using analog tilt-mirror SLMs. This chapter focuses on analog
(tilt-type) micromirror arrays (MMAs) as SLMs.
Analog tilt-mirror SLMs promise advantages in various applications due
to their high frame rate, their high resolutions, and their suitability for the
ultraviolet wavelength range [13]. The requirements of optical mass data
storage, which were discussed in Chapter 2, serve as motivation. There
a high frame rate could increase the recording speed. Furthermore, the
ultraviolet light could reduce the feature size of recorded data and thus
increase the information density. The SLMs themselves are polarization-
independent devices [13].
Relevant prerequisite works for this chapter were contributed by authors
who used LC-SLMs. Notably, Moreno et al. introduced a double pass LC-
SLM system that utilizes blazed gratings [181]. Further, Davis et al. built
on the concept in order to enable arbitrary scaling of polarized holograms
[182]. The similarities of these approaches with those presented in this
chapter lie in the use of diffraction orders in a Fourier-optical system. Both
works, Ref. [181] and Ref. [182], build on the 4f system as one of the
underlying optical concepts, as will this chapter.
7.1.2 Notation
The notation of the wave-optical formulas presented here will follow the
nomenclature introduced in previous chapters. As in Chapter 3, spatial
fields with orthogonal polarizations are described using the Jones vector U
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[183]. Its definition in Chap. 3 is repeated here for convenience:
U =
(︃
Ux(x,y)
Uy(x,y)
)︃
=
(︃
Ax exp(jϕx)
Ay exp(jϕy)
)︃
(7.1)
=
(︃
Ax
Ay exp(jϕd)
)︃
, with ϕd = ϕy − ϕx.
Scalar modulation values in the image plane will remain being denoted by
the symbol ρ. In contrast to the above light fields, the modulation values
have no spatial extent. They are the idealized, scalar field amplitudes. In
analogy to the Jones vector of the spatial fields, the two orthogonal mod-
ulation components are summarized in the Jones vector of the modulation
values ρ:
ρ =
(︃
ρx
ρy
)︃
. (7.2)
Here ρx and ρy represent the modulation values in the two orthogonal polar-
ization orientations along x and y axis, respectively. Table 7.1 summarizes
the Jones vectors of basic modulation values. Note that these values con-
tinue to denote complex amplitude, rather than intensities.
Table 7.1: Jones vectors of selected modulation values, in analogy to the Jones
vectors of spatial fields. Numbers in indices indicate the orientation of a linear
polarization in degrees in the (x, y) plane.
horizontal : ρ0 =
(︃
1
0
)︃
vertical : ρ90 =
(︃
0
1
)︃
+45 linear : ρ45 =
1√
2
(︃
1
1
)︃
−45 linear : ρ−45 =
1√
2
(︃
1
−1
)︃
R−circular : ρcr =
1√
2
(︃
1
−j
)︃
L−circular : ρcl =
1√
2
(︃
1
j
)︃
The simulation methods in this chapter are based on Jones calculus and,
thus, apply only to fully polarized light [96]. As a consequence, only the
propagation of the transmitted light of a pixelated polarizer can be simu-
lated. More general simulation approaches exist. However, the modulation
of fully polarized light is desired. Pixelated polarizers are placed at the
beginning of the light paths of this chapter. Thus, Jones calculus-based
simulations are applicable for the rest of the system. Pixelated polarizers
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have been shown to have a high so-called extinction ratio [177]. Ref. [177]
has shown that most of the light except for the preferred polarization di-
rection will be blocked. In the following, it will, thus, be assumed that a
polarizer pixels transmit polarized fields of its preferred orientation when
illuminated with unpolarized light.
7.2 Utilizing the first grating diffraction order of analog
tilt-mirror SLMs
Let us begin by examining the specific diffractive properties of analog tilt-
mirror arrays. As by noted previous authors and also earlier in this thesis,
these SLMs can be considered a programmable blazed phase grating [13,
160]. It is known that such gratings will diffract (ideally) 100 % of the
incident light to the first diffraction order if the blaze condition is met
[86]. The blaze condition refers to linear phase profile attaining values in
the range of [−π, π] within the length of one grating constant (here: pixel
pitch). The blaze condition has also been illustrated in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.
Figure 7.1a illustrates the far-field behavior of analog tilt-mirrors. De-
pending on the normalized tilt angle, portions of the light are diffracted to
different diffraction orders. The light power incident on the micromirror
is divided between the diffraction orders. Note that the far-field refers to
very large propagation distances - or, to the use of a lens. The near field
of analog tilt-mirror SLMs is given by their piecewise linear phase profile.
The near field simulation in Chapter 3 has illustrated this behavior. Cur-
rent MMA-based setups realize pixelated intensity modulation by allowing
the zero order light to pass to the image plane while excluding all other
diffraction orders from the optical path [13].
Every MMA diffraction order can be imaged. The corresponding modu-
lation curves that result from varying the normalized tilt angle ζ are calcu-
lated just like in the previous chapters. Using a diffraction order other than
the zero order corresponds to aligning the second lens of a 4f system to a
shifted optical axis. The shift theorem of the Fourier transform states that
a shift in the Fourier domain corresponds to a phase wedge in the spatial
domain [1]:
F−1 {G(fx − fx,0)} = exp (j2πfx,0x) U(x). (7.3)
Possible shifts are whole-number multiples of the spatial frequency of the
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Figure 7.1: (a) Illustration of the far-field influence of analog tilt-mirrors at differ-
ent normalized tilt angles ζ. (b) Modulation curves for the two first diffraction
orders and the zero order.
grating:
fx,0 = r
1
p
with r ∈ [· · · , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, · · · ]. (7.4)
This resulting phase ramp can be seen as equivalent to a linear static phase
adaption as it has been discussed in Chapter 5. In other words, shifting
the optical axis to the r-th diffraction order is equivalent to a static phase
adaption ϕr(x) in the object plane:
ϕr(x) =
2πr
p
x. (7.5)
Applying this phase ramp to the equation of the modulation curve in Chap-
ter 5 yields the modulation of a tilt-mirror in the image plane, based on
using the r-th diffraction order ρtilt,r:
ρtilt,r = sinc(ζ − r). (7.6)
Figure 7.1b illustrates the known modulation curve of the zero order ρtilt,0
along with those of the first diffraction orders. Note also that there are, in
principle, an unlimited amount of diffraction orders. Higher orders corre-
spond to large spatial frequencies or, equivalently, to large diffraction angles.
Their application will ultimately be limited by the frequency bandwidth of
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the optical system as well as the kinematic constraints of the tilt-mirrors.
They modulation curves of higher orders are simply shifted on the ζ axis
by r normalized tilt angles.
Shifting the optical axis in the Fourier plane is equivalent to rotating the
modulator in the image plane. The phase wedge in Eq. (7.3) illustrates
this. A tilt in the object plane could cause just the same phase delay. The
multipixel method by van Putten et al. has utilized this fact [172]. As a
consequence, the same above result for a shifted axis could equivalently be
obtained assuming a modulator rotated with respect to the image plane.
Figure 7.2 illustrates imaging the first diffraction order. To this end, a
shift of length λf/p is introduced. Here f stands for the focal length, p
for the pixel pitch, and λ for the wavelength. The simulation parameters
can be found in the appendix. The alignment of this system is clearly
wavelength-dependent. Figure 7.2 shows simulation with a linear variation
of the normalized tilt angle ζ in the object plane. The values of ζ lie in the
range [0, 3]. The simulation validates the result for the modulation curve
ρtilt,1. Note that the maximum intensity in the image plane is modulated
by the part of the SLM where ζ = 1 is applied. Note also that the phase
in the image plane ∠(Uimage) shows a phase jump of −π for ζ > 2. This
reflects negative values the modulation curve in Figure 7.1b. This effect of
negative (π radians phase-shifted) amplitudes is a known property of analog
tilt MMAs [13].
Figure 7.2 also illustrates that only whole-numbered spatial frequency
shifts are feasible in the current context in Eq. (7.3). Eq. (7.4) expresses
this. It is only possible to center the second optical axis to an existing
diffraction order. The simulation for the Fourier plane intensity IF shows
that diffraction orders occur only at integer multiples of the first grating
diffraction order.
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Figure 7.2: Utilizing the first grating diffraction order of an analog tilt-mirror SLM.
The tilt angles of a analog tilt-mirror SLM are varied linearly in the range [0,
3].
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7.3 Polarization modulation concept based on a pixelated
polarizer
This section considers the combination of pixelated polarizers and analog
tilt-mirror SLMs. In analogy to the pixelated phase masks in the last chap-
ter, these could control the polarization properties of individual SLM pixels.
Note that pixelated polarizers have been successfully combined with image
sensors before [178]. To date, the only available technology for pixelated
devices are wire grid polarizers.
An important property of wire grid polarizers is that they reflect light
portions that are not transmitted [84]. This differentiates them from other
polarizers. For example, dichroic polarizers absorb portions of the light
instead. The reflecting behavior of wire grid polarizers has implications for
the optical system. Figure 7.3a illustrates this. When illuminated with
unpolarized light, each polarizer cell lets only one polarization orientation
pass [84]. Because the wires in the cells are oriented differently, different
light portions may pass. Remaining light components are reflected. Here
lies a challenge for combining the pixelated polarizer with a reflective SLM:
The SLM-modulated, fully polarized zero diffraction order is mixed with
the reflection from the polarizer.
The usage of analog tilt-mirror SLMs, together with pixelated polariz-
ers, promises one distinct advantage: The higher diffraction orders may be
fully polarized. Figure 7.3b illustrates this. The zero order will be partially
polarized, with some components reflected by the polarizer itself and oth-
ers transmitted by it and then reflected by the SLM. However, the higher
diffraction orders can only originate from the transmitted light which was
subsequently modulated by the SLM. Thus, higher grating diffraction orders
will be fully polarized. As the previous section showed, higher diffraction
orders of analog tilt-mirror SLMs may also be used for imaging. Utilizing,
for example, the first diffraction order yields a fully polarized wave in the
image plane.
As in Chapter 6, multiple SLM pixels are grouped to modulation cells.
Low-pass filtering superimposes their contributions to a combined modula-
tion value. The pixel groups can realize arbitrary values in amplitude and
polarization. For a group of N pixels modulating the polarization state of
a modulation cell ρc, the two components result to:
ρc =
(︃
ρx,c
ρy,c
)︃
=
(︃
1/N
∑︁N
i=1 ρx,i
1/N
∑︁N
i=1 ρy,i
)︃
. (7.7)
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Figure 7.3: (a) Model of a pixelated wire grid polarizer which is illuminated with un-
polarized light. It lets one polarization direction pass while others are reflected.
(b) Combination model of an analog tilt-SLM and a pixelated polarized, located
in close proximity. The reflected zero order is partially polarized while higher
diffraction orders are polarized according the polarizer orientation.
Figure 7.4 shows the combination of an analog tilt-mirror SLM with a
pixelated polarizer in a 4f setup. There, the two devices are located at
close proximity in the object plane. They are illuminated with coherent,
unpolarized (randomly polarized) light. As illustrated in Fig. 7.3b, the
pixelated polarizer will cause various reflections in the zero order while the
first diffraction order will be fully polarized. Due to the pixelation, the
SLM pixels modulate light with different polarizations. The contributions
of a cell (here 4 pixels) are averaged by means of low-pass filtering the
Fourier plane. In this way, the group of pixels in the cell can modulate the
amplitudes of the two polarization components ρx,c and ρy,c.
Figure 7.5 shows the results of a validation simulation for the setup pro-
posed in Fig. 7.4. The polarizer cell is arranged in a 2 · 2 pattern. Accord-
ingly, a circular aperture is used. The SLM pattern is displayed in Fig. 7.5b
- it is designed to modulate a letter pattern with different polarizations. To
this end, ζ around the letter is set to 0 so that no light will be diffracted to
the first diffraction order from this region. Within the letter pattern, one of
the pixels in each cell is set to ζ = 1. Thus, the light from this pixel will be
diffracted to the image plane. Which of the pixels is switched ’on’ varies as
a function of the quadrant of the SLM. The simulation output in Fig. 7.5c
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Figure 7.4: Combining an analog tilt-mirror SLM with a pixelated polarizer in a
4f setup.
shows that amplitude and polarization can be modulated in this way.
SLM and pixelated polarizer can also be arranged in conjugate image
planes. Figure 7.6 illustrates this. There, the unpolarized light incident
on the pixelated polarizer is polarized and then imaged onto the tilt-mirror
SLM. The modulation functions just like in the previous 4f system. Figure
7.6 shows a transmissive beam path for clarity. The tilt-mirror SLM is, of
course, a reflective device - in an implementation this will cause a folded
beam path. A possible advantage if this setup lies in the fact that SLM and
polarizer need not be arranged in close proximity.
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Figure 7.5: Validation simulation for polarization modulation using an analog tilt-
mirror SLM and a pixelated polarizer in a 4f setup with a discontinuous optical
axis. (a) The unit cell of the assumed polarizer array. (b) The normalized
tilt angle of the SLM. (c) and (c) Field components in the image plane when
different pixels in the cell are set to ζ = 1. The letter pattern contains linear
polarizations at 0, 90, +45, and -45 deg orientation.
Figure 7.6: Alternative combination of a pixelated polarizer with a tilt-mirror SLM
a 8f setup. The SLM and pixelated polarizer are arranged in conjugate planes.
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7.4 Discussion
This chapter has been the first work exploring analog tilt-SLMs for the
spatial modulation of the polarization, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
Compared to the previous chapters, it has been of an exploratory nature.
In the eyes of the author, the potentials of MOEMS-based polarization
modulation align well with the requirements of optical mass data storage.
Section 7.3 proposed a multipixel concept that allows the modulation of
amplitude and polarization of light.
Section 7.2 has investigated the use of the first grating diffraction order
of an analog tilt-mirror SLM in an imaging setup. On this basis, Sec. 7.3
has proposed an optical concept where this property is exploited to remove
unwanted reflections. It must be noted that the position of the first diffrac-
tion order is wavelength-dependent. Thus, the setup needs to aligned for
the specific wavelength used. Alternatively, the components can be posi-
tioned in an 8f setup. This would enable an achromatic system layout at
the cost of a precise alignment. The combination of MOEMS-SLMs and pix-
elated polarizers may become a flexible technology option for polarization
modulation.
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The present thesis is dedicated to the question of the impact of optical
system design on future MOEMS-SLM modulation systems. New system
concepts have been proposed and evaluated based on numerical simulation.
The simulation-based approach has facilitated the investigation of parame-
ter influences and sensitivity investigations and supported the consideration
of not readily measurable quantities, particularly the phase. After exam-
ining the state of the art in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 treated the numerical
propagation methods used in this thesis. They were implemented in the
programming language Python.
Chapter 4 illustrated the merits of the simulation-based approach, ex-
amining the properties of the seemingly very attractive Generalized Phase
Contrast method from a systemic point of view. It was shown that high
energy efficiency and high modulation quality can hardly be achieved under
practical conditions. The chapter discussed which compromises the method
entails with regard to modulator resolution and image contrast. From a sys-
temic point of view, designing a versatile modulation system based on GPC
seems very challenging. Further, a MOEMS-SLM-based realization of GPC
would require piston mirror arrays. Their availability is, however, limited.
For the special case of the matched filter GPC, the principal suitability of
tilt-mirror arrays could be demonstrated for the first time. Further parts of
the thesis focused on tilt-mirror SLMs due to their much better availability.
Static phase modifications can significantly change the modulation be-
havior of tilt-mirror SLMs (see Chapter 5). So-called phase step pixels can
be realized with a phase mask as an additional device in the optical sys-
tem. Thus, alterations in the SLM production process can be avoided. As
a surprising result of this dissertation, it was shown for the first time that a
tilt-mirror, in combination with a phase mask, can approximately show the
phase modulation of a piston mirror. Tilt-mirror pixels usually modulate
the amplitude while piston mirrors realize phase-only modulation. This re-
sult became possible based on numerical optimization and a simplification
of the design problem.
Chapter 6 of the thesis showed that tilt-mirror arrays can modulate am-
plitude and phase simultaneously. This applies to both analog and digital
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tilt-mirror arrays. A system approach based on an adapted phase mask
was proposed. This allowed utilizing the zero diffraction order, thereby
aiding an achromatic system setup. The zero order was investigated with
the perspective of using multiple wavelengths in mind. When using phase
step mirrors or asymmetric tilt-mirrors, two SLM pixels are sufficient to
modulate a complex value in an image plane. At the same time, simula-
tions showed optical efficiencies of up to 19.1 %. This value exceeds that
of comparable wave-optical methods. With a view to practical feasibility,
the chapter considered calibration tolerances and sensitivity with respect to
wavelength changes. To model these aspects, repeated near field propaga-
tion simulations with parameter variations were carried out. It was shown
that, when positioning SLM and static element relative to each other in the
lateral direction, the tolerance should be at most 10 % of the pixel pitch.
Modulation using static phase mask was shown to be tolerant to wavelength
changes covering the visible spectrum. All in all, the derived system prop-
erties promise great potential for the modulation of amplitude and phase
for the cutting-edge modulation tasks that Chapter 2 outlined.
Chapter 7 proposed the use of analog tilt-mirror SLMs for the modulation
of polarization. To this end, a Fourier-optical concept based on an adapted,
pixelated polarizer was introduced. Exploiting a higher grating diffraction
order of an analog tilt-mirror SLMs played a central role. This unique
property may make analog tilt-mirror SLMs an interesting technology choice
for polarization modulation in the future. The main advantage of systems
based on them would be frame rates in the kHz range and the capability to
modulate ultra-violet light.
The understanding and application of optical system design may have as
strong an influence on the performance of MOEMS modulation systems as
the underlying technological parameters. New modulation capabilities for
systems based on analog tilt-SLMs have been considered. The presented
concepts have one common feature: The system design includes measures
in the image space, i.e. in the modulator plane, as well as in the spatial
frequency space, i.e. in the Fourier plane. From the author’s point of view,
the inclusion of measures in the frequency domain has made the presentation
of new concepts possible.
For future works, practical realizations appear promising. The demand
for high-speed phase modulation systems seems to have increased notice-
ably in recent years. The availability of high-resolution phase-modulating
SLMs on MOEMS basis is very limited. Here the author hopes to have
shown a suitable technical concept with the submitted work, which can be
of interest for a number of applications from the technical utilization of
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scattered light up to computer-generated holography. This work focused
on existing component options. However, the MOEMS technology already
offers variants with frame rates in the MHz range [184] and pixel numbers
in the million range [33]. The prospects for the further development of the
technology appear very attractive.
Next steps could consider technological aspects along with the systemic
properties discussed here. For instance, this thesis has shown multiple ways
of realizing phase differences between neighboring SLM pixels. This had
been a prerequisite for a group of pixels to modulate both amplitude and
phase. The options include: First, shifting or tilting the optical axis. Sec-
ond, combining the SLM with an adapted, static phase mask. Third, uti-
lizing an customized, pixelated polarizer along with standard, birefringent
components. It remains to be seen which option is optimal for which ap-
plication. The case for single-pixel phase modulation based on tilt-mirror
SLMs is similar. This can be achieved by combining standard, symmetric
tilt pixels with an optimized static phase element. Applying asymmetric,
analog tilt-mirror SLMs, which are currently not commercially available,
promises better light efficiencies in this case. A modulation of the polar-
ization can be converted to that of the phase [135]. Studies taking these
technological options into account may be promising next steps for future
developments.
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Appendix

A Coordinate transform for tilted
planes
This section displays the rotational matrices for coordinate transforms of ro-
tated planes. It follows the argument by Matsushima published in Ref. [113].
Coordinate transforms were used for the simulation of Rayleigh-Sommerfeld
diffraction in Chapter 3.2.2. A transformation matrix T results from one
rotation matrix Ri or the multiplication of multiple of them. Each matrix
Ri describes a rotation along the x, y, or z-direction. The associated angles
are denoted by θi:
T = R1(θ1) · R2(θ2) · · · . (A.1)
The rotational matrices for rotation along the x, y, z-axes, respectively, are
[113]:
Rx(θx) =
(︄1 0 0
0 cos θx sin θx
0 − sin θx cos θx
)︄
(A.2)
Ry(θy) =
(︄cos θy 0 − sin θy
0 1 0
sin θy 0 cos θy
)︄
(A.3)
Rz(θz) =
(︄ cos θz sin θz 0
− sin θz cos θz 0
0 0 1
)︄
. (A.4)
I

B Parameters of numerical
simulations
Table B.1: Simulation parameters for the MOEMS-SLM near field illustrations.
Simulation DMD analog tilt-mirror array
propagation distance ∆z 0.1 mm 35 mm
SLM pixel number 20*20 80*80
pixel pitch p 10.8 µm 16 µm
sampling interval ∆ 270 nm 2 µm
samples in simulation 3200*3200 2560*1280
wavelength λ 633 nm 633 nm
Table B.2: Simulation parameters for intensity modulation using IFTA.
focal length f 50 mm
modulator pixel pitch p 10 µm
sampling interval ∆ 2.5 µm
samples in simulation 1024*1024
wavelength λ 633 nm
Table B.3: Simulation parameters for intensity modulation using analog tilt-mirror
arrays
modulator pixel pitch p 20 µm
sampling interval ∆ 2 µm
modulator pixel number 40*40
samples in simulation 8192*8192
wavelength λ 500 nm
III
B Parameters of numerical simulations
Table B.4: Simulation parameters for complex-valued modulation based on an
analog tilt-mirror SLM and a phase mask
modulator pixel pitch p 16 µm
sampling interval ∆ 2 µm
modulator pixel number 256*256
samples in simulation 4096*4096
wavelength λ 650 nm
Table B.5: Simulation parameters for complex-valued modulation based on a bi-
nary amplitude modulator and a phase mask
modulator pixel pitch p 16 µm
sampling interval ∆ 16 µm
modulator pixel number 768*768
samples in simulation 960*960
wavelength λ 532 nm
focal length λ 50 mm
Table B.6: Simulation parameters for polarization modulation.
SLM pixel number 80*80
pixel pitch p 16 µm
sampling interval ∆ 2 µm
samples in simulation 1536*1536
wavelength λ 633 nm
focal length f 50 mm
IV
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